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Abstract 
 
Psychiatric symptoms following traumatic brain injury (TBI) pose a significant barrier to 

neurorehabilitation and impact survivor’s life satisfaction following injury. Depressive 

and somatization symptoms are common clinical presentations postinjury; however, due 

to the paucity of etiological models to explain these symptoms, treatment approaches are 

predominately “borrowed” from non-neurally compromised populations with similar 

clinical presentations. The orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) is particularly vulnerable in TBI, 

and serves to modulate autonomic arousal states. Varying severities of TBI have been 

linked to autonomic underarousal as measured by electrodermal activation (EDA). In a 

series of studies examining persons with mild head injury (MHI), the phenomenological 

presentation of depressive and somatization symptoms was examined in persons with and 

without MHI, and the relationship between these symptoms and autonomic underarousal 

was explored. In study one, MHI were found to be autonomically underaroused, reporting 

more somatic depressive symptoms relative to their no-MHI cohort, and the relationship 

between their injury severity and the intensity of their somatic depressive complaints was 

completely mediated by underarousal. Investigating somatization revealed MHI status as 

a moderator of the relationship between somatization and post-concussive symptoms, 

with MHI having a stronger positive association. Autonomic underarousal was found to 

be a complete mediator between the relationship between injury severity and their 

somatization symptoms. In study two, we experimentally manipulated autonomic arousal 

through brief cardiovascular exercise and evaluated whether this concomitantly improved 

somatic-based psychiatric complaints and neurocognitive functioning in persons with 

MHI. Study two replicated the somatic depressive mediation model of study one, and 
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revealed that the experimental manipulation was effective in increasing autonomic 

arousal, and improving somatic-psychiatric complaints and neurocognitive status. 

Collectively, these findings suggest that depressive and somatization symptoms 

postinjury are phenomenologically and etiologically different in persons with a history of 

head injury relative to their non-neurally compromised counterpart, and autonomic 

underarousal and OFC dysfunction is a strong candidate for continued investigation as an 

etiological model for psychiatric symptoms postinjury. Reversal of underarousal may 

serve as an important therapeutic goal. Lastly, we propose the term “somatic 

underarousal” to describe this symptomatology as a means to avoid confusion with the 

historical roots of the term somatization. 

 
Keywords – Somatic Underarousal, Autonomic Underarousal, Mild Head Injury, Somatic 
Depression, Somatization 
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General Introduction 
 

Psychiatric symptoms following traumatic brain injury (TBI) are a highly 

common clinical challenge that receives disproportionally less research attention relative 

to their prevalence (Rao & Lyketsos, 2000). Due to the paucity of etiological models for 

these symptoms, treatment trials have focused predominately on those approaches which 

have shown efficacy within non-neurally compromised populations displaying similar 

symptomatology (Cuijpers, Cristea, Karyotaki, Reijnders, & Huibers, 2016; Cuijpers, 

Karyotaki, Reijnders, & Ebert, 2019). Unfortunately, much of these treatment trials have 

shown attenuated efficacy for pharmacological and non-pharmacological approaches 

(Fann, Uomoto, & Katon, 2000; Glenn, O'Neil-Pirozzi, Goldstein, Burke, & Jacob, 

2001). One of the largest barriers impeding identifying treatment for postinjury 

psychiatric symptoms is the lack of proposed etiological model. As a result, the 

overarching purpose of this dissertation is to explore two of the most common 

psychopathology challenges following head injury: major depressive and somatization 

symptomatology (van Reekum, Cohen, & Wong, 2000); and to propose, and 

preliminarily test, this model utilizing both correlational and experimental work with 

human participants. Determination of whether there is evidence that symptoms identified 

as depression and somatization following TBI are both phenomenologically and 

etiologically dissimilar from those in persons without a history of injury serves to inform 

both etiological models of sequelae post-TBI, but also guide treatment approaches, which 

unfortunately are significantly lacking to date.  

Much of the research conducted within the Neuropsychology Cognitive Research 

Laboratory over the last ten years has centralized around an overarching hypothesis that 
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one primary mechanism of neuropsychological sequelae following head injury is routed 

in autonomic underarousal (Alcock, Gallant, & Good, 2018; Baker, & Good, 2014; 

Gallant & Good, 2020; Krzeczkowski, Robb, & Good, 2017; van Noordt & Good, 2011). 

Underarousal is typically assessed through measures of electrodermal activation (EDA), 

akin to galvanic skin response (GSR) or skin conductance response (SCR), EDA is not 

only an indication of peripheral nervous system (PNS) functioning, but also can inform 

about the propensity for central nervous system (CNS) functioning to produce as well as 

regulate and modulate visceral-based arousal. Disrupted regulation of autonomic arousal 

is linked to numerous forms of psychopathology (e.g., Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 

[PTSD], Major Depression; Shepherd & Wild, 2014; Wenzler et al., 2017), and overly 

dampened or heightened arousal intensity and is notably associated with attenuated 

cognitive performance (i.e., Yerkes-Dodson Law; Yerkes & Dodson, 1908). Moreover, as 

described in the Somatic Marker Hypothesis, autonomic arousal, in the form of affective-

somatic states (i.e., somatic markers; also known as “gut feelings”) serves to inform and 

guide cognition (i.e., decision-making) and behaviour, particularly under conditions of 

uncertainty (Bechara, 2004; Bechara & Damasio, 2005; Bechara, Tranel, Damasio, & 

Damasio, 1996). Dampening of this arousal, as observed repeatedly within head injury 

populations, is proposed to be a contributing etiological mechanism for the presentation 

of both neuroemotional and neurocognitive symptomatology frequently observed in 

persons postinjury.  

The following review of the literature will describe in detail the neural 

underpinnings of how the CNS regulates the PNS in a fashion that greatly aids 

accessibility of cognitive and emotional neural resources based on environmental 
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demand, how TBI disrupts regulation of these systems, and how this subsequently 

impacts neuropsychological functioning. Lastly, this review will provide rationale for the 

use of non-clinical University samples, despite examining clinical concepts in persons 

with and without head injury.  

Neural underpinnings of autonomic underarousal 

 Much of the research examining underarousal in head injury populations has 

focused primarily on the measure of EDA, and despite the extensive historical use of 

EDA in psychophysiological studies, the neuroanatomical correlates remain only partially 

understood. Initial studies investigating EDA in persons who have sustained cortical 

lesions displayed increased autonomic arousal contralateral to the side of injury 

(Holloway & Parsons, 1969, 1971; Sourek, 1965). Moreover, Parsons and Chandler 

(1969) found that persons with various brain injuries have higher EDA across various 

conditions (i.e., relaxation, startle, rest, cognitive tasks). These researchers proposed that 

these findings could be explained by cortical inhibitory release of subcortical structures 

implicated in modulation of the sympathetic nervous system (Holloway & Parsons, 1969; 

Wang, 1964; Wang & Brown, 1956). Unfortunately, little is known about the location or 

specifics of the cortical lesions for the participants in these studies; however, of particular 

interest, the injury group with diffuse injuries displayed attenuated EDA relative cortical 

injuries and healthy controls (Holloway, & Parsons, 1969). Contrary to these findings, 

Heilman, Schwartz, and Watson (1978) found that right-sided neglect patients with 

parietotemporal dysfunction who presented with clinically evident flattened affect also 

displayed reduced EDA responses to pain stimulation relative to left hemisphere (LH) 

aphasic patients and healthy controls. They also found that LH injuries were associated 
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with greater EDA responses relative to healthy controls, which they suggest is consistent 

with disinhibited sympathetic activity by left cortical release.  

Subsequent research has been consistent with the finding that right hemisphere 

(RH) injuries are associated with reduced EDA response; however, research examining 

LH injuries have been more inconsistent (Morrow, Vrtunski, Kim, & Boller, 1981; 

Zoccolotti, Scabini, & Violani, 1982). Marrow et al., (1981) found that patients with RH 

injuries had significantly less response to emotionally evocative or neutral visual 

stimulation, whereas those with LH injuries displayed a greater EDA response relative to 

RH subjects, but less than the healthy control group. These findings were replicated by 

Zoccolotti et al. (1982), finding that patients with RH injuries display no differential 

EDA response to emotionally-evocative stimuli versus emotionally-neutral stimuli, 

whereas those with LH injuries displayed a heightened response to emotional stimuli 

relative to neutral stimuli. Overall, the research illustrates that RH lesions tend to reduce 

EDA response and lower resting state EDA, whereas LH lesions have produced variable 

findings, but generally produce attenuated responses relative to healthy controls, but  

which are still greater in amplitude relative to RH injury patients who demonstrate either 

significantly attenuated or completely abolished EDA (Heilman, Schwartz, & Watson, 

1978; Morrow et al., 1981; Oscar-Berman & Gade, 1979; Zoccolotti et al., 1982). 

Moreover, bilateral hemispheric injuries or diffuse injuries have been associated with 

severely attenuated EDA response and at rest/baseline (Holloway & Parsons, 1969; Zahn, 

Grafman, & Tranel, 1999). Animal studies have also demonstrated that lateral frontal 

lesions systematically reduce EDA (Bagshaw, Kimble, & Pribram, 1965), and bilateral 

dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) lesions result in ablation of EDA (Grueninger, 
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Kimble, Grueninger & Levine, 1965).  

In studying patients undergoing neurosurgery for the treatment of epilepsy, 

stimulation of baso-oribitofrontal cortex (baso-OFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) 

were found to produce significant EDA responses, whereas persons with lesions to the 

frontal cortex were found to have significantly attenuated or eliminated EDA responses 

(Naitoh, 1972). Moreover, Zahn et al., 1999 studied the impact of frontal injuries on 

EDA, comparing EDA responses in 45 health control participants relative to 32 persons 

with frontal injuries confirmed by computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI). They found that participants with frontal injuries demonstrated 

attenuated EDA during instructions and reaction time-based tasks, but the magnitude of 

this difference was reduced during passive viewing of emotionally provocative visual 

stimuli. Damasio (1985) found that dlPFC injuries were linked to impairments in EDA 

responding. Indeed, in healthy human participants, structural MRI analysis has revealed 

that EDA amplitude production in orienting responses has been linked with greater size 

of the prefrontal cortex (PFC), pons, and left amygdala (Raine, Reynolds, & Sheard, 

1991). A positron emission tomography (PET) study found that regional cerebral blood 

flow in the left primary motor cortex, and bilateral anterior and posterior cingulate cortex, 

was positively correlated with EDA during the presentation of aversive and non-aversive 

stimuli (Fredrikson et al., 1998). Functional MRI (fMRI) measurement of healthy 

participants found that spontaneous fluctuations in EDA amplitude were associated with 

the right OFC, right anterior insula, right fusiform gyrus and left cerebellum, and 

generation of EDA was associated with the left medial PFC, extrastriate visual cortices 

bilaterally, and cerebellum (Critchley, Elliott, Mathias, & Dolan, 2000).   
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Additional work predominately out of University of Iowa sought to systematically 

examine specific lesion locations as a means to identify the functional significance of 

neural structures implicated in EDA production. Their specific lesion studies have shown 

that injury to the bilateral amygdala (Bechara, Damasio, Damasio, & Lee, 1999), bilateral 

ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC - OFC and mesial frontal cortex), bilateral ACC, 

and right parietal lobe (Tranel & Damasio, 1994) all result in impaired EDA production. 

Importantly, both the amygdala and OFC/vmPFC produce unique impacts on EDA. With 

respect to amygdala lesions, impaired EDA production has been observed with aversive 

conditioning and reward-based feedback during decision-making tasks (Bechara et al., 

1999), but not unconditioned aversive stimuli (Tranel & Damasio, 1989). Tranel and 

Damasio’s (1989) patient with bilateral amygdala damage was able to produce EDA 

responses to sensory experiences, which provides evidence that pathways outside of the 

amygdala can inform the autonomic pathway. Conversely, bilateral OFC/vmPFC lesions 

produced attenuated resting and anticipatory EDA, but intact responses to both positive 

and negative feedback (Bechara, Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1996; Bechara et al., 

1999). Collectively, these findings illustrate that a number of cortical and subcortical 

structures serve to control the production, modulation, and regulation of autonomic 

arousal, with evidence for RH lateralization being particularly implicated within EDA 

responses.  

Autonomic Arousal Pathway 

 While the focus of this dissertation is predominately centralized on the impact of 

injury to the OFC/vmPFC and the resulting changes to EDA, the autonomic arousal 

pathway is described in brief detail from the peripheral level at the eccrine sweat glands 
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to the highly integrated network of OFC/vmPFC system to provide a broader context of 

where this structure fits in from a functional neuroanatomical perspective in producing, 

regulating, and modulating autonomic arousal. The peripheral aspects of the autonomic 

arousal pathway are more well-established within the literature relative to the cortical and 

subcortical influences (Critchley, 2002). EDA reflects modulated conductance of an 

applied current by the sympathetically innervated eccrine sweat glands. Moreover, it is 

thought to be a relatively pure measure of sympathetic activity, with no parasympathetic 

innervation of the eccrine sweat glands (Boucsein, 2012; Critchley, 2002). Within much 

of the literature, it is understood that the autonomic nervous system regulates somatic 

processes, including cardiovascular processes of blood pressure, heart rate, and 

respiratory rate, as well as body temperature and gut motility among other functions. 

Much of the time, sympathetic activity, which primarily facilitates motoric action, and 

parasympathetic activity, which facilitates vegetative restoration, serve to balance one 

another out. Elevated activation of sympathetic nervous system elicits “autonomic 

arousal” consisting of both heart rate and blood pressure increases, vasodilation and 

vasoconstriction occurring in a fashion to divert blood flow away from the gut and 

towards musculature, and stereotyped fight-or-flight behaviour (Critchley, 2002). At the 

level of the skin, autonomic arousal occurs in terms of sweating, vasomotor changes, and 

piloerection, all of which can serve as a form of emotional expression signaling to others 

(see Darwin, Ekman, & Prodger, 1998 for more details). Activation of the eccrine sweat 

glands, which are located with the greatest density within the palmar and planar regions 

of the hand, is achieved by unmyelinated postganglionic sympathetic axons (Critchley, 

2002; Sato, 1977). These postganglionic sympathetic axons originate from the 
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paravertebral chain of sympathetic ganglion, occurring ipsilateral to the preganglionic 

neuron from the intermedio-lateral zone of the spinal cord (Anderson, McLachlan, & Srb, 

1989). Projections into the spinal cord originate from the posterior hypothalamus via the 

pontine tegmentum and medullary reticular nuclei (Collins, 1999; Critchley, 2002).  

At the point of the posterior hypothalamus, a wide network for neural structures 

contribute to EDA production. Stimulation studies have suggested that the central 

amygdaloid nucleus, other portions of the hypothalamus (i.e., lateral and paraventricular), 

the nucleus of the stria terminalis, nucleus of the solitary tract, dorsal vagal nucleus, and 

locus coeruleus all lead to activation of this autonomic pathway (Cechetto, & Saper, 

1990; Critchley, 2002). It is clear that additional structures at the level of subcortical and 

cortical systems also work to provide a highly interconnected neural matrix which 

modulates autonomic arousal, including the dlPFC, vmPFC, anterior cingulate cortex, 

and hippocampus, amygdala complex, and motor, nigrostriatal tract, and cerebellum 

(Critchley, 2002; Kaada, 1951). Each of these structures provide a differential 

contribution to the capacity to the production and regulation of the autonomic signal that 

underlies EDA, from processing of sensory information all the way to informing and 

guiding higher level emotional and cognitive functioning.  

Beyond the lateral hypothalamus, the functional neuroanatomical correlates of 

EDA become increasingly more challenging to understand in a linear fashion. It is clear 

that the amygdala, hippocampus, and hypothalamus make up a network of neural 

connections, all of which have been implicated in the autonomic arousal pathway 

(Critchley, 2002; Kaada, 1951). Lesion studies have demonstrated the importance of the 

amygdala, and many have hypothesized that its role in this pathway is primarily adding 
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emotional salience and motivational aspects, which aid and inform emotional learning 

processes (Critchley, 2002; Tranel, 2002). In studies on subjects with bilateral amygdala 

lesions, it has been observed that while much of the conditioned feedback on autonomic 

arousal signal is abolished, simple sensory contributions still remain and illustrate that 

alternative sensory projections to the lateral hypothalamus are present (Tranel, 2002; 

Tranel & Damasio, 1989). Within the amygdala, the basolateral region has been 

particularly implicated in modulating the autonomic arousal signal, and preliminary 

evidence suggests its role in acquiring reward representations of stimuli and learning, 

specifically that of valuing and devaluing the reward salience of stimuli (Baxter & 

Murray, 2002; Hampton, Adolphs, Tyszka, & O'Doherty, 2007; Lichtenberg et al., 2017; 

Pickens et al., 2003; Wassum & Izquierdo, 2015; Wellman, Gale, & Malkova, 2005). 

The OFC/vmPFC has extensive bidirectional connections with the amygdala 

which can then inform the lateral hypothalamus (Carmichael & Price, 1995; Wallis, 

2007). The basolateral region of the amygdala is known for having extensive projections 

with the OFC/vmPFC, and the role of the latter, while still debated, is thought to make 

use of reward salient information to generate the expectations of future outcomes in order 

to guide behaviour output (Lichtenberg et al., 2017; Pickens et al., 2003). Adding further 

complexity in understanding these pathways, there is evidence that the OFC/vmPFC can 

communicate directly with the lateral hypothalamus to impact autonomic arousal (Öngür, 

An, & Price, 1998). Clearly, the OFC/vmPFC is a highly interconnected structure 

receiving projections from all sensory modalities (Carmichael & Price, 1995b; Cavada, 

Compañy, Tejedor, Cruz-Rizzolo, & Reinoso-Suárez, 2000; Wallis, 2007), as well as 

limbic structures such as the amygdala, hippocampus (Öngür et al., 1998; Wallis, 2007), 
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and other cortical structures such ACC and dlPFC (Wallis, 2007). Review of this 

previous literature illustrates that OFC/vmPFC not only has multiple connections with the 

PNS (directly and indirectly), providing the capacity to up- and down-regulating 

autonomic arousal, but it is also integrating both reward and punishment signals. 

Specifically, medial aspects of the OFC have been observed to be directly connected to 

the pregenual and subgenual aspects of the ACC which are implicated in the processing 

of reward-based signals. Alternatively, the lateral portions of the OFC have been found to 

be directly connected to the inferior frontal gyrus, and supramarginal gyrus and inferior 

parietal cortex, which are implicated in punishment and non-reward processing (Heather 

Hsu et al., 2020). This is relevant to brain injury, as my own previous research has 

indicated a reduction in learning from punishment in those who have experienced injury 

to OFC (Bechara, 2004). Lastly and for sake of completeness, the OFC has outgoing 

projections to the ventral striatum, specifically the olfactory tubercle and nucleus 

accumbens, informing dopaminergic reward-based systems (Heather-Hsu et al., 2020).  

This autonomic arousal pathway, and in particular the OFC/vmPFC, appears to 

play an instrumental role in summating sensory-, reward- and punishment-oriented 

emotional information, as well as cognitive information, to provide a summated body-

based arousal cue (i.e., somatic marker) which informs the decision-making processes 

(i.e., Somatic Markers Hypothesis; Bechara & Damasio, 2005; Bechara, Damasio, & 

Damasio, 2000a; Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, & Damasio, 2005; Bechara, Tranel, & 

Damasio, 2000b). Injury to this system would result in impairments in the capacity to 

produce, and optimally regulate, autonomic arousal to meet cognitive and environmental 

demands, which is clearly observed in more severe brain injuries (Bechara et al., 1996; 
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Damasio, Tranel, & Damasio, 1990; Hopkins, Dywan, & Segalowitz, 2002), but also in 

mild injuries as well (Alcock et al., 2018; Baker & Good, 2014; Gallant & Good, 2020; 

Krzeczkowski et al., 2017; van Noordt & Good, 2011).   

TBI and autonomic underarousal 

While autonomic underarousal following TBI has not been a highly emphasized 

research finding within the literature, it has been illustrated in numerous studies across 

multiple laboratory environments, as well as across the spectrum of injury severity. With 

the exclusion of the Neuropsychology Cognitive Research Laboratory at Brock 

University (Alcock et al., 2018; Baker & Good, 2014; Gallant, Barry, & Good, 2018; 

Krzeczkowski et al., 2017; van Noordt & Good, 2011), much of the research has 

examined EDA in those with TBI as a secondary outcome measure, rather than focusing 

on it directly. As a result, while EDA findings are acknowledged, their full implications 

are likely underappreciated as an important contributing etiological mechanism for 

neuropsychological sequelae following TBI. Following the original research examining 

the neural correlates of EDA (Heilman, Schwartz, & Watson, 1978; Morrow et al., 1981; 

Oscar-Berman & Gade, 1979; Zoccolotti et al., 1982), Andersson and Finset (1998) 

found that patients with cerebrovascular insult or with TBI displayed attenuated EDA 

both at baseline and during cognitive performance (i.e., Raven’s progressive matrices and 

mental arithmetic task) relative to their peers and this pattern was associated with RH 

injuries. A year later, they found reduced EDA amplitude in those with a history of TBI, 

particularly those with greater apathy and negative symptoms (e.g., poverty of thought; 

Andersson & Finset, 1999).  
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More recently, resting state and task-oriented measures of autonomic arousal have 

been investigated in persons with TBI. Hopkins et al. (2002) found reduced EDA in 

individuals with moderate closed head injury (CHI) and this group was found to have 

reduced capacity for facial affect recognition, particularly negatively-valenced emotions 

such as fear. O'Keeffe, Dockree and Robertson (2004) also found attenuated EDA in 

persons with severe TBI, with the lowest scores being particularly observed for trials 

when TBI subjects were unaware of their errors on the go/no-go task. Moreover, they 

found that error detection rates were predicted by EDA amplitude (O'Keeffe et al., 2004). 

Lastly, in persons with severe TBI (relative to healthly controls), EDA was found to be 

attenuated during both eyes-closed and eyes-open conditions; and EDA was found to 

predict alpha power on EEG, which the authors proposed to be a non-specific indicator of 

generalized nervous system arousal (Rushby, Fisher, McDonald, Murphy & Finnigan, 

2013).  

In persons with injuries on the mild spectrum of injury severity, mild head injury 

(MHI), our laboratory has reliably found these participants to display resting-state 

autonomic underarousal (as measured by EDA) relative to their non-injured cohort 

(Alcock et al., 2018; Baker & Good, 2014; Gallant et al., 2018; Krzeczkowski et al., 

2017; Robb & Good, In Preparation; van Noordt & Good 2011). Moreover, this lower 

EDA is correlated with greater indicators of mild injury severity (Baker, & Good, 2014; 

Robb & Good, In Preparation; van Noordt & Good, 2011) as well as subconcussive 

impact exposure (Gallant et al., 2018). Similar to persons with evident bilateral 

OFC/vmPFC lesions, persons with MHI displayed reduced anticipatory autonomic 

arousal when making a selection on the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT; Robb & Good, In 
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Preparation; van Noordt & Good, 2011), as well as showed slower learning rates and 

faster rates-of-return to disadvantageous selections following punishment (Robb & Good, 

In Preparation). Furthermore, autonomic arousal as measured by EDA was found to 

completely mediate the relationship between injury severity and the rate-of-return to a 

disadvantageous selection (Robb & Good, In Preparation). Lastly, EDA in persons with 

MHI was found to predict engagement in risky behaviours, as measured by alcohol 

(Alcock et al., 2018) and cannabis (Gallant, Luczon, Ryan, & Good, submitted) 

consumption. 

 Overall, this body of research provides evidence that persons with a history of 

TBI display autonomic underarousal as measured by EDA in a reliable and robust 

fashion, and this occurs proportionally to injury severity, and can be predictive of 

neuropsychological function. In persons with MHI, similar autonomic arousal findings 

are observed matching persons with more severe injuries.  

While TBIs are well recognized for being highly heterogenous in their clinical 

presentation and the resulting neuropsychological sequelae, it has been demonstrated 

within the literature that certain brain regions are more susceptible to injury than others. 

No part of the brain is more susceptible to injury during TBI than the frontal lobes, and in 

particular the OFC/vmPFC (Eierud et al., 2014; Morales, Diaz-Daza, Hlatky, & Hayman, 

2010; Zappala, de Schotten, & Eslinger, 2012). The OFC/vmPFC sits in close proximity 

to boney protrusions in the skull, namely the cribiform plate and sphenoid bone, which 

readily induce contusions should sufficient biomechanical forces be applied to the brain. 

Moreover, the frontal system rests along the ventral-anterior axis, and is the largest 

structure of the brain sitting furthest from its primary structural support (the brain stem) 
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within cerebro-spinal fluid, making it highly sensitive to rotational and linear coup-

contrecoup/acceleration-deceleration forces (Bigler, 2001; Mateer & D’Arcy, 2000). The 

TBI-related biomechanical forces result in diffuse axonal injury across the most 

vulnerable regions of the brain. Sheering axons result in temporary cell function 

disruption, or permanent cell death, and are likely to cause disruption between 

OFC/vmPFC system and its projections to the amgydala, lateral hypothalamus, and other 

brain stem systems, reducing this system’s capacity to effectively regulate and modulate 

autonomic arousal. This may account for the seemingly ubiquitous nature of underarousal 

being observed (when measured) in persons with a history of TBI.  

Dissertation goals 

Given the presence of autonomic underarousal in TBI, questions remain about the 

qualitative experience of what chronic underarousal “feels-like” – its subjective 

experience in consciousness – and whether it contributes to, or results, in many of the 

psychiatric symptoms observed routinely postinjury, (or perhaps even “mislabelled” as 

psychiatric in nature). Depressive symptoms postinjury are among the most commonly 

reported challenges in TBI (van Reekum et al., 2000), and Major Depression (MD) is 

described as having a large somatic component (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) 

in both neurological and non-neurological populations. Depressive presentations, 

therefore, may be easily mislabelled should the underarousal feature in TBI be an 

important contributor to an individual’s emotional and cognitive profile. Further, a 

second disorder of particular concern is somatization, which is generally thought to 

reflect an over-focusing or pre-occupation with body-based sensations. The question 

arises as to whether underarousal in TBI plays a contributing role in a person’s 
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endorsement/experience of “somatization”-like symptoms which, in turn, could 

drastically impact how clinicians perceive their patients’ complaints and the etiological 

explanations for their functional impairments (i.e., misattribute the underarousal 

‘description’ of symptoms as either depression or somatization. In general, somatization 

has been proposed as an explanation for post-concussive symptom presentations that are 

not causally-related to the injury per se (Boone et al., 2017). The possible misattribution 

of these descriptions may be particularly amplified in persons with concussion and milder 

injuries. 

As result, the goal of this dissertation is to investigate the relationships between 

underarousal and both depressive and somatization symptoms following MHI in 

University student samples. While it is difficult to generalize findings based on 

University student samples due to the notable differences between these individuals and 

their non-university cohort, such as their relatively improved socioeconomic status and 

cognitive resilience/capacity, they offer numerous advantages. Firstly, as research 

samples, they are highly convenient and accessible and they can be readily recruited 

without specifically drawing attention to the fact that head injury is the primary variable 

of interest, reducing the risk of diagnosis threat, which can impact neurocognitive 

performance and exaggerate self-report (Suhr & Gunstad, 2002; 2005). This population 

does not generally identify themselves as having “brain injury” and therefore are less 

susceptible to these additional confounds.  Secondly, individuals with brain injury as a 

population is profoundly heterogeneous, given the variation of preinjury factors, etiology 

and diffuse nature of impact outcomes. With their demonstrated cognitive functioning 

status and relatively mild injuries, the University sample offers a unique opportunity to 
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examine mild injuries with a somewhat reduced profile of heterogeneity and sequelae, as 

well as the potential influence that other extraneous factors (e.g., litigation) have on 

symptomatology presentation. This permits some insight into neural dysfunction at its 

most mild and unadulterated form with less emotional and psychosocial consequences of 

a functional disability.  

The dissertation consists of three chapters with the first two examining the 

relationship between autonomic underarousal and depression and somatization 

respectively, serving to provide preliminary evidence for the etiological model that 

autonomic underarousal is an important contributor to the presentation of the psychiatric 

symptomatology following head injury. The last chapter focuses on presenting 

experimental evidence of autonomic arousal’s importance by investigating a potential 

treatment approach using brief moderate cardiovascular exercise as a means to modulate 

autonomic underarousal while concomitantly improving somatic depressive symptoms 

and neurocognitive measures of executive function and social cognition.  
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Chapter I: Depression following mild head injury – is it different? 

 Increasingly, clinicians are aware that a history of traumatic brain injuries (TBI) is 

both clinically relevant (Gilmartin, Waters, & Harris, 2017; Topolovec-Vranic et al., 

2017) and significant with respect to psychiatric symptomatology with upwards of 50% 

of individuals being given a psychiatric diagnosis post-TBI (Koponen et al., 2002;	van 

Reekum, Cohen, & Wong, 2000). Despite this, many questions remain regarding how 

clinicians are to effectively use this information regarding a history of TBI within their 

clinical practice. Major depressive (MD) symptoms post-TBI are among the most 

common psychiatric symptoms reported following injury (Singh, Mason, Lecky, & 

Dawson, 2018), and persons who sustain TBI are between three and ten times more likely 

to report depressive symptoms relative to the general population (Bombardier et a., 2010; 

Chrisman & Richardson, 2014; van Reekum et al., 2000). Interestingly, while persons 

with more severe TBIs are linked to having a greater probability of being diagnosed with 

MD Disorder (MDD), individuals with injuries that fall more on the mild end of the 

spectrum of TBI injury severity – those with mild-TBI (mTBI; concussion) – are 

significantly more likely to self-report symptoms consistent with MDD relative to their 

more severe injury counterparts (Osborn, Mathias, & Fairweather-Schmidt, 2014; Singh 

et al., 2018). All injury groups display a heightened risked for attempting or dying by 

suicide (Fralick, Thiruchelvam, Tien, & Redelmeier, 2016; Fralick, Sy, Hassan, Burke, 

Mostofsky, & Karsies, 2019; Lu, Wu, Zhang, Zhang, Lu, & Wu, 2020; Simpson & Tate, 

2005; Teasdale & Engberg,  2001), with an incident rate ratio of over double that of the 

non-neurally compromised population (Madsen, Erlangsen, Orlovska, Mofaddy, 

Nordentoft, & Benros, 2018). Unfortunately, neither pharmacological nor non-
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pharmacological treatment trials have shown comparable treatment efficacy in TBI as has 

been observed within non-TBI populations (Fann, Uomoto, & Katon, 2000; Glenn, 

O'Neil-Pirozzi, Goldstein, Burke, & Jacob, 2001). 

Within the non-TBI population, MDD is well documented to be highly 

heterogeneous from person to person (Chen, Eaton, Gallo, & Nestadt, 2000), and in 

accordance with the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM–5), 

persons can meet criteria by having displayed at least five symptoms for a sustained 

duration of at least two weeks.  Symptoms include: feelings of sadness, emptiness, 

hopelessness, and worthlessness, anhedonia, problems with concentration, fatigue and 

lethargy, changes in appetite, weight, and sleep disturbances. Moreover, reoccurring 

thoughts about death and suicide, as well as various challenges with neurocognition (e.g., 

attention regulation, memory, and cognitive and behavioural initiation; Elliott, 1998) are 

also commonly experienced within depressive episodes (American Psychiatric 

Association, 2013). This heterogeneity has led many to question whether MDD is 

actually made up of many different subtypes of disorders (Carragher, Adamson, Bunting, 

& McCann, 2009; Kessing, 2007; Schatzberg et al., 1983; Sharpley & Bitsika, 2013); 

however, little universal nomenclature has been adopted to date both within research or 

clinical settings. Regardless, MD symptoms have been found to be universally associated 

with poorer outcomes following TBI (Jorge, Robinson, Starkstein, & Arndt, 1994; 

Rosenthal, Christensen, & Ross, 1998). Most notable, MD symptoms are associated with 

a reduced capacity for social reintegration postinjury (Gomez-Hernandez, Max, Kosier, 

Paradiso, & Robinson, 1997; Leach, Frank, Bouman, & Farmer, 1994), which is a key 

predictor of long-term life satisfaction (Burleigh, Farber, & Gillard, 1998; Corrigan, 
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Bogner, Mysiw, Clinchot, & Fugate, 2001; McLean, Jarus, Hubley, & Jongbloed, 2014; 

Satz et al., 1998; Underhill et al., 2003). Despite the prevalence MD symptomatology 

postinjury, minimal to no etiological framework has been proposed for understanding 

these symptoms postinjury. The reduced treatment efficacy for those living with MD 

symptoms post-injury, and the profound and personal and economic burden that result, 

certainly provide strong rational for the investigation and conceptualization of the 

relationship TBI and depressive symptoms as a means of developing a framework to 

inform and guide treatment processes.  

Timeline for depressive symptoms postinjury 

In a sample of over 200 persons with moderate and severe TBI, the natural history 

of depressive symptoms measured via the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression 

(CES-D) Scale across five years postinjury was found to be at 46% at the one month 

postinjury, 35% at six months postinjury, 28% one year postinjury, and 30% three to five 

years postinjury (Dikmen, Bombardier, Machamer, Fann, & Temkin, 2004). Similarly, 

Always, Gould, Johnston, McKenzie and Ponsford (2016) found that within the first year, 

40% of those with TBI met criteria for major depression, and the prevalence rate never 

fell below 28% within the five years postinjury. For mTBI, the prospective cohort 

research demonstrates MD symptoms remain relatively constant over the first year 

postinjury (17% and 23% at three months, 18% to 23% at six months, and 14% to 19% at 

one year - Bryant et al., 2010; Chamelian, & Feinstein, 2006; Deb, Lyons, Koutzoukis, 

Ali, & McCarthy, 1999; Jorge et al., 1993; Levin et al., 2001; Osborn, Mathias, & 

Fairweather-Schmidt, 2014; Ponsford, Alway, & Gould, 2018; Rao et al., 2010). 

Although, most symptoms are initially expressed within 3-months (Jorge et al., 1993; 
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Jorge et al., 2004; Rao et al., 2010), but with a greater delay in onset of symptoms being 

observed for persons with more severe injuries (Always et al., 2016). In a similar vein, 

initial depressive symptom onset for moderate and severe TBI has been found to be 

upwards of six months to 12 months (Gould, Ponsford, Johnston,  & Schönberger, 2011; 

Ponsford et al., 2018). This delay of depressive symptoms onset may be related to the 

cumulating socioemotional impact of both neurocognitive and functional impairment.  

Collectively, the prospective prevalence research of depression following 

moderate and severe TBI suggests that the rate of MD is seven times that of the general 

populations (28% vs. 4% in the general population; Always et al., 2016; Ponsford et al., 

2018). For the mTBI samples, the prevalence is three and six times greater than that in 

the general population (14-23% relative to 4%; Ponsford et al., 2018). Retrospective 

cross-sectional designs indicate that following TBI, upwards of 61% meet criteria for MD 

disorders (Ponsford et al., 2018) and this rate remains relatively constant over time with 

long-term studies showing depressive symptoms at upwards of 60% at the 7-year mark 

postinjury (Hibbard et al., 2000; Konrad et al., 2011).  

Current treatment of depressive symptoms postinjury 

While a full review of the treatment literature is beyond the scope of this chapter, 

even a brief summary of the efficacy research is unfortunately underwhelming relative to 

the non-neural compromise population (Barker-Collo, Starkey, & Theadom, 2013; Fann, 

Hart, & Schomer, 2009; Liu et al., 2019). Broadly, treatments fall into one of two types: 

psychopharmacology, or psychotherapy and neurorehabilitation. Beginning with 

psychopharmacology, three classes of medication have been primarily trialed: selective 

serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRI), tricyclic antidepressants, and psychostimulants 
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(Barker-Collo et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2019). Two primary SSRIs which have been studied 

are sertraline and citalopram (Liu et al., 2019), with the former being studied more than 

the latter due to its tolerability and low side effect profile (Ashman et al., 2009; Cipriani 

et al., 2009). Six randomized treatment trials exist for examining sertraline’s efficacy in 

the treatment of MD post-TBI (Liu et al., 2019; Yue et al., 2017); three trials indicate a 

small-to-modest effect of treatment (Ansaru et al., 2014; Jorge et al., 2016; Lee et al,, 

2005; Turner-Stokes et al., 2002), whereas the larger trials show no difference in 

treatment effects relative to placebo (Ashman et al., 2009; Fann et al., 2017). While a 

review of the literature concluded sertraline was effective for the treatment of depressive 

symptoms postinjury (Yue et al., 2017), three meta-analyses have indicated no benefit 

relative to placebo-control (Gao, Fu, Chen, Liu, & Zhou, 2019; Kreitzer et al., 2019). 

With respect to citalopram, two treatment trials are available within the literature 

(Rapoport et al., 2008; Rapoport et al., 2010), with the initial being an open label study 

without a placebo control group that provides preliminary evidence suggestive of efficacy 

(Rapoport et al., 2008); the second better-controlled study (i.e., randomized and placebo-

controlled) observed no evidence of treatment effect (Rapoport et al., 2010).  

Serotonin–norepinephrine reuptake inhibitors (SNRI; i.e., milnacipran) and 

tricyclic antidepressants (i.e., desipramine and amitriptyline) have also been studied, but 

with only open label studies (Kanetani, Kimura, & Endo, 2003) or, otherwise showing 

efficacy-to-side effect profiles that do not support clinical use post-TBI, respectively 

(Dinan, & Mobayed, 1992; Liu et al., 2019; Saran, 1989). Of particular note, both studies 

done by Dinan and Mobayed (1992) and Saran (1989) compared use of amitriptyline in 

small samples of MDD with and without a history of neural compromise, and found that 
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amitriptyline demonstrated markedly reduced efficacy within the neural compromise 

sample. Lastly, with respect to psychostimulants, while several studies have examined 

their effect on post-TBI neurocognitive challenges (e.g., Glenn et al., 1998; Huang et al., 

2016; Kim et al., 2012; Whyte et al., 2004; Zhang, & Wang, 2017), very few have 

examined the neuroemotional implications of this medication class. To date, only one 

treatment trial has explored the use of psychostimulants (i.e., methylphenidate) and its 

effect on mood, and it found improvements in mood relatively immediately, but no 

changes in mood relative to antidepressants at the 4-week follow-up (Lee et al., 2005).  

In terms of psychotherapy treatments, two therapy modalities have been studied in 

the context of MD symptomatology post-TBI. Firstly, cognitive-behavioural therapy 

(CBT), which was modified for persons living with cognitive impairments (i.e., greater 

repetition, cuing strategies for memory - Hsieh et al., 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2002d), was 

shown to be moderately efficacious (Fann et al., 2009; 2015; Stalder-Lüthy et al., 2013; 

Waldron, Casserly, & O'Sullivan, 2012). For example, Stalder-Lüthy and colleagues 

(2013) obtained effect sizes for CBT at approximately 0.69 (95% confidence interval [CI] 

= 0.29 to 1.09). These rates are on par with modern meta-analyses conducted with large 

good quality studies investigating the efficacy of CBT in the treatment of MD for non-

neurally compromised populations (Cuijpers, van Straten, Bohlmeijer, Hollon, & 

Andersson, 2010). Whereas, initially CBT treatment data (in non-neurally compromised 

populations) produced effect sizes often above one (Lewinsohn & Clarke, 1999), when 

more systematic and larger sample research studies were completed, this estimate has 

been found to be considerably lower, averaging at approximately 0.75 (Cuijpers, Cristea, 

Karyotaki, Reijnders, & Huibers, 2016; Cuijpers, Karyotaki, Reijnders, & Ebert, 2019).  
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That said, the Stalder-Lüthy et al.’s (2013) estimates are not without controversy, as the 

majority of the studies included in their meta-analysis have small sample sizes and are 

not randomized potentially inflating the treatment effects (e.g., Cuijpers et al., 2010). 

When only studies with randomization were taken into account, Stalder-Lüthy et al. 

(2013) found the use of CBT in the treatment for MD post-TBI was not significant. 

Future large randomized controlled trials (RCT) will be required to determine whether 

CBT can be effective within this population and to what extent.  

Lastly, mindfulness-based cognitive therapy (MBCT) has recently garnered 

attention as a potential therapeutic approach for MD symptomatology post-TBI (Lui et 

al., 2019). This therapeutic modality includes mindfulness-based attention training which 

promotes greater awareness of thoughts and feelings as a means to depersonalize 

cognitive structures that directly contribute to depressive symptoms, with the intention of 

aiding persons to see these thoughts and feelings as mental events rather than perceived 

reality (Segal, Williams, & Teasdale, 2002). Several treatment trials have been conducted 

to date demonstrating promises of efficacy (Bédard et al., 2012; 2014; Kenuk & Porter, 

2017; Johansson, Bjuhr, & Rönnbäck, 2012; Link et al., 2016; Ozen et al., 2016), but 

more studies will be required for confirmation (Lui et al., 2019). 

Overall, both pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatment trials typically 

used for the treatment of MD symptomatology post-TBI are not reaching the efficacy 

rates observed for the non-neurally compromised population. Broadly, non-

pharmacological approaches may be more promising than pharmacological approaches 

(Lui et al., 2019). Importantly, much of these treatment trials are not particularly linked to 

any etiological framework for the observed symptoms; instead they were solely chosen 
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because of their efficacy in MDD which has descriptively similar symptoms, but a 

completely different etiology. If etiology, rather than/in addition to description, is an 

important consideration, it may have been anticipated that the treatments had no chance 

of being equally efficacious. As a result, identification of an etiological framework is of 

utmost priority.  

Building an etiological framework for depression postinjury 

Consistent with the biopsychosocial model (Molina, 1984), any form of 

psychopathology is hypothesized to be the result of biological/neurological contributions 

that interact in a complex fashion, and potentially feedback, with psychological and 

social elements (Helmchen, 2013). It is reasonable to hypothesize that these contributions 

are causally-related to the presentation of depression post-TBI: firstly, the significant 

structural and neurochemical changes that result from the injury itself, which for the 

purpose of this research study will be referred to as direct injury contributions to 

depression; and secondly, the profound functional and socioemotional changes that often 

accompany life post-TBI (e.g., loss of independence, employment, changes interpersonal 

relationships, etc.; Draper, Ponsford, & Schönberger, 2007;  Kreuter, Sullivan, Dahllöf, 

& Siösteen, 1998; McCarthy et al., 2006), which will be referred to as indirect injury 

contributions to depression.  

Direct injury contributions to depression. In terms of the injury itself (within a 

closed head injury population), the resulting neuropathology has been well-described 

elsewhere (e.g., Bigler & Orrison, 2001), and is frequently referred to as the primary 

injury, which includes the tissue injury resulting directly from the biomechanical forces 

applied on the brain resulting in contusions, hematomas, damage to the blood vessels, and 
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axonal sheering (i.e., diffuse axonal injury [DAI]) which can all occur concomitantly 

(Meythaler, Peduzzi, Eleftheriou, & Novack, 2001). Secondary injury represents the 

subsequent biochemical cascade that occurs both acutely (minutes to hours) and over the 

process of days to months (see Giza & Hovda, 2001 for a full review; Barkhoudarian, 

Hovda, & Giza, 2016; Giza & Hovda, 2014; Povlishock & Katz, 2005). Regions of the 

brain that are most vulnerable to localized contusions include the prefrontal cortex, 

particularly the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), and the anterior and inferior temporal cortices 

(Bigler, 2007; Bigler & Orrison, 2001; Wallis, 2007). Regions most susceptible to DAI 

include the corpus callosum, basal ganglia, and periventricular white matter (Bigler, 

2008; McAllister, 1992). Neuropsychological sequelae following TBI correspond to the 

regions of brain impacted by the injury as well as the diffusivity of the injury (Bigler & 

Orrison, 2001; Povlishock & Katz, 2005).  

Broadly, the neural circuitry involving the prefrontal, medial temporal lobes, 

amygdala, hippocampus, basal ganglia, and thalamus have been more widely 

hypothesized as the structures involved in MD symptomatology post-TBI (Chen, 

Johnston, Petrides, & Ptito, 2008; Hudak et al., 2011; Jorge & Robinson, 2003; Kumar & 

Cook, 2002; Moreno-López, Sahakian, Manktelow, Menon, & Stamatakis, 2016; Silver, 

McAllister, & Arciniegas, 2009). Moreover, cholinergic and serotonergic systems that 

subserve these structures, as well as more broadly the neuroendocrine hypothalamic-

pituitary adrenal axis (HPA), have also been linked to MD symptoms (Jorge & 

Starkstein, 2005). While many systems may be implicated, the PFC and its capacity for 

regulation of affective states via its connectivity to the limbic system appears to be the 

system that receives the most attention within the literature (Maller et al., 2010). In line 
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with this, an older finding within the stroke literature suggested that it was common to 

see MD symptomatology post-stroke should persons have sustained a stroke involving 

the left PFC (as well as left basal ganglia, and right parietal systems; Robinson & Jorge, 

2016; Robinson, Kubos, Starr, Roa, & Price, 1984; Robinson & Starkstein, 1990).  

Moreover, within a non-neurally compromised depressed sample, hypoactivation 

of dlPFC with hyperactivation of OFC/vmPFC at resting state was found to be linked to 

MD symptomatology (Mayberg, 1997; Wagner et al., 2006). Focal lesion studies 

involving patients with specific PFC lesions illustrate that persons with bilateral localized 

dlPFC lesions display substantively more MD symptoms – particularly the affective (e.g., 

sadness, despair, etc.) and cognitive depressive symptoms (e.g., hopeless, helpless, self-

punishment, etc.). Conversely, persons with bilateral OFC/vmPFC lesions were 

associated with low levels of MD symptoms relative to persons with non-PFC lesions 

(Koenigs et al., 2008). Koenigs et al. (2008) noted that relative to non-PFC lesions, 

persons with OFC/vmPFC lesions displayed an apparent resistance to depressive 

symptoms, as well as reduced affective and cognitive depressive symptoms, which could 

be attributed to their lack of self-insight and awareness (Barrash, Tranel, & Anderson, 

2000; Beer, John, Scabini & Knight, 2006). Importantly, they also displayed reduced 

tendency to exhibit explicit negative affect, such as regret, guilt, embarrassment, and 

shame (Beer et al., 2006; Koenigs et al., 2007), all of which require the capacity for self-

reflection and self-appraisal (Koenigs & Grafman, 2009). Lastly, while those with 

OFC/vmPFC focal lesions did not typically endorse affective or cognitive depressive 

symptoms, they did endorse somatic depressive symptoms on the Becks Depression 

Inventory (BDI; Koenigs et al., 2008).  
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 This research indicating that both the dlPFC and OFC/vmPFC play important 

roles in the susceptibility for depression and in the presentation of symptomatology, 

when taken together with the literature indicating that the OFC/vmPFC is especially 

vulnerable to biomechanical injury sustained in TBI, elicits significant implications about 

the nature of depressive symptoms post-TBI and the degree of endorsement for affective, 

cognitive, and somatic depressive symptoms. Much of the prevalence literature for MD 

symptomatology in the TBI population has focused on depressive symptoms in general, 

rather than the differential contribution of the affective, cognitive and somatic 

components of the depressive symptoms (Bryant et al., 2010; Chamelian & Feinstein, 

2006; Deb et al., 1999; Jorge et al., 1993; Levin et al., 2001; Osborn et al., 2014; 

Ponsford et al., 2018; Rao et al., 2010). To further complicate this, indirect injury 

contributions to depression (i.e., the psychosocial and socioemotional consequences 

associated with TBI) may also confound the presentation of depressive symptoms, 

shaping the types of symptoms endorsed.  

Indirect injury contributions to depression. Indirect contributions to MD 

symptomatology post-TBI reflect the psychosocial and socioemotional challenges that 

occur following the injury which are, unfortunately, significant and profound (Koskinen, 

1998). These challenges include, but are not limited to: loss of horizontal interpersonal 

relationships (i.e., friends, peers, colleagues, and even siblings - Bohnert, Parker, & 

Warschausky, 1997; Flynn, Mutlu, Duff, & Turkstra, 2018; Godwin, Chappell, & 

Kreutzer, 2014), loss of physical and social independence (Hammond et al., 2001; Kelly 

& Nikopoulos, 2010), loss of employment (Franulic, Carbonell, Pinto, & Sepulveda, 

2004; Ponsford, Olver, Curran, & Ng, 1995; Sherer et al., 1998), impact on romantic 
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relationships (Liss & Willer, 1990), caregiver burnout (Carnevale, Anselmi, Busichio, & 

Millis, 2002; Kreitzer, Kurowski, & Bakas, 2018), criminality (Durand et al., 2017; 

Schofield et al., 2015), financial consequences (Graves, Sears, Vavilala & Rivara, 2013; 

Malec, Van Houtven, Tanielian, Atizado, & Dorn, 2017), and homelessness (Lafferty, 

2010; Topolovec-Vranic et al., 2013). Understandably, these psychosocial factors have 

been found to be significantly predictive of MD symptoms post-TBI (Draper et al., 2007), 

with some longitudinal temporally-contingent evidence indicating that early injury-

related functional impairments predict later MD symptomatology more strongly than the 

reverse temporal relationship (Pagulayan, Hoffman, Temkin, Machamer, & Dikmen, 

2008). To date, no study has examined the type of MD symptoms that result from injury-

related impairments; however, it stands to reason that injury-related functional 

impairments would amplify negative affect and cognitions/thought processes postinjury.  

The presence of these confounds greatly complicates any attempt to clarify which 

post-TBI symptoms represent neural disruption or psychosocial influences, which then 

hinders treatment efforts. Ideally, identification of a sample that has a history of direct 

injury contribution to MD symptoms, and less to no indirect contribution to MD 

symptoms, would provide greater clarity regarding the nature MD symptoms that result 

from the injury directly. Persons who have sustained moderate and severe TBIs (and even 

symptomatic/complex mTBI, but to a lesser extent) are likely to have both direct and 

indirect contributions to MD symptoms (Bigler & Snyder, 1995; Ross, Temkin, Newell, 

D., & Dikmen, 1994). However, individuals who have a history of mTBI, but who are 

asymptomatic, and are able to pursue psychosocial goals in a relatively typical fashion, 

are less likely to have functional neurocognitive sequelae, resulting in less functional 
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injury-related impairments (Lezak, Howieson, Bigler & Tranel, 2012). Any residual 

depressive symptoms would more likely reflect the MD symptomatology accounted for 

by direct injury contributions, permitting the examination of direct injury contributions to 

MD symptomatology, if only, in its most mild form. Ideally, a study of a population with 

mood symptoms predominately related to direct injury sequalae would guide the 

construction of a etiological framework for MD symptoms postinjury and perhaps inform 

an etiological framework for more severe injuries going forward, provided there is 

generalization across injury severity.  

MHI, underarousal, and depression 

 A large portion of persons who sustained mTBI do not seek out or receive formal 

medical assistance (Corrigan, Selassie, & Orman, 2010), leading to gross underestimates 

of prevalence of mTBI within the epidemiological literature. Studies have shown that 

upwards of 30% of those with mTBI do not receive medical attention, and 60% do not 

receive any medical documentation nor admission to hospital (e.g., Templer et al., 1992). 

In universities samples, 80% of those with mTBI do not receive a formal medical 

diagnosis (e.g., Segalowitz & Lawson, 1995). Persons who do not receive medical 

attention at all are more likely to be asymptomatic, or minimally symptomatic, and 

relatively high functioning. Importantly, University samples represent a convenient 

sample, with estimates suggesting that 35 to 45% have sustained a mTBI (Baker & Good, 

2014; Segalowitz & Lawson, 1995; van Noordt & Good, 2011). Using a broad definition 

of mTBI that permits the inclusion of persons in research who do not necessarily have 

supporting formal medical documentation would help to delineate injury severity, 

functional status and depressive symptom etiology within the university population, but 
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would also reduce confounding factors, such as litigation status which can lead to subtle 

symptom exaggeration for secondary gain (Silver, 2012). Given this, we have chosen to 

refer to this population as having experienced a mild head injury (MHI), which is defined 

by the American College of Rehabilitation Medicine (ACRM; Kay et al. 1993; 

Greenwald, Ambrose, & Armstrong, 2012; Ruff et al., 2009) as a clinical definition 

which reflects a closed injury to the head caused by biomechanical forces that results in 

neural disruption sufficient to produce, at minimum, transient neurological symptoms 

characterized by at least one of the following: (1) an alteration to mental status, (2) a loss 

of consciousness (< 30 minutes in duration), post-traumatic amnesia (< 24 hours in 

duration), and/or focal neurological deficits (Kay et al., 1993). Importantly, none of these 

definitions require a loss of consciousness. 

  A number of studies conducted by our research laboratory have found that 

individuals who self-report a history of MHI display reliable and robust findings of 

autonomic underarousal as measured by electrodermal activation (Alcock, Gallant, & 

Good, 2018; Baker & Good, 2014; Gallant & Good, 2020; Krzeczkowski, Robb & Good, 

2017; van Noordt & Good, 2011). Interestingly, we have also found in preliminary 

investigations (e.g., Robb & Good, 2015; 2017) that individuals with a history of head 

injury report significantly more somatic depressive symptoms than those without a 

history of head injury, and the reverse pattern is observed for affective symptoms. 

Further, lower autonomic arousal was found to be correlated with higher somatic 

symptoms of depression for the head injury groups, whereas higher autonomic arousal 

was associated with greater affective symptoms. Collectively, these findings provide 

preliminary evidence to suggest that the depressive symptoms reported by those with a 
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history of head injury are predominately somatic in nature, not affective, and may be a 

reflection of autonomic underarousal rather than major depression per se (Robb & Good, 

In prep).  

Given that the OFC/vmPFC is particularly susceptible to injury following head 

injury, and that this region has been implicated in the regulation of visceral-based cues 

(i.e., states of autonomic arousal, “gut-feelings”), it would serve as a proposed candidate 

for the etiology for autonomic underarousal (Somatic Markers Hypothesis; Bechara et al., 

2000; Bechara, 2004). Converging evidence indicates that the OFC/vmPFC summates 

neural inputs that project from the sensory cortices (Carmichael & Price, 1995a; Rolls, 

2004; Wallis, 2007), as well as emotional inputs and outputs to and from the limbic 

system, namely the amygdala (Barbas, Saha, Rempel-Clower, & Ghashghaei, 2003; 

Carmichael & Price, 1995b), nucleus accumbens (Cardinal, Pennicott, Sugathapals, 

Robbins, & Everitt, 2001), hypothalamus and hippocampus (Wallis, 2007), and lastly, 

cognitive systems, including the dlPFC and ACC (Rolls, 2004; Wallis, 2007). The 

OFC/vmPFC modulates visceral and autonomic arousal through its connections to the 

amygdala, and subsequently the periaqueductal gray area, reticular formation and raphe 

nucleus (Barbas et al., 2003; Carmichael & Price, 1995b). Damage to this system results 

in the reduced capacity to modulate visceral-based autonomic arousal, which could 

account for the increased endorsement of somatic MD symptomatology.  

Given the widespread nature of this network, disruption from various 

neuropathologies would not be uncommon or unexpected. Interestingly, this observation 

converges with the widespread and varied nature of elevated somatic depressive 

indicators. For example, somatic symptoms of depression, historically referred to as 
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vegetative symptoms, have been linked to a number of neurological and medical 

disorders, including: vascular dementia (Naarding et al., 2003), stroke (Paradiso, Ohkubo, 

& Robinson, 1997), cerebral vascular disease (Ramasubbu & Kennedy, 1994), multiple 

sclerosis (Beeney, & Arnett, 2008), Parkinson’s Disease (Berrios, Campbell, & 

Politynska, 1995; Huber et al., 1990), inflammatory response system (IRS; Wichers, 

Koek, Robaeys, Praamstra, & Maes, 2005), myasthenia gravis (Paul, Cohen, Goldstein, 

& Gilchrist, 2000), and older adults with neurocognitive deficits (Palmer et al., 1996).  

Purpose of research study and hypotheses: 

The overarching goal of this research study is to inform and construct an 

etiological framework for depressive symptoms following TBI by characterizing the 

somatic, affective, and cognitive symptoms of depression in persons with and without 

MHI. MHI represents a unique and convenient sample which is likely to have greater 

direct injury contributions (i.e., neurological disruption) from the injury per se relative to 

the indirect injury contributions (i.e., psychosocial consequences) to depressive 

symptoms. Characterization of depressive symptoms in this sample and the exploration of 

the relationship between these symptoms and autonomic arousal can potentially inform 

which neural systems are the most likely to be implicated. This can then guide and inform 

a treatment paradigm that is more efficacious than the current treatment provided. Two 

measures of depressive symptoms, the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II) and the 

Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI), both of which include, and/or permit, the 

examination of component depressive symptoms, are commonly used by psychologists 

clinically (Morey, 2014) and will be utilized in this research study. This study will also 

investigate the relationship between self-awareness and depressive symptoms within 
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MHI. The following hypotheses and predictions were made: 

Hypothesis I. Persons with a history of MHI will display a pattern of autonomic 

underarousal as measured by EDA at assessment of physiological arousal; and 

underarousal will increase as a function of increased injury severity (i.e., loss of 

consciousness, post-traumatic amnesia, hospital involvement, etc.).  

Hypothesis II. Persons with a history of MHI will endorse greater somatic depressive 

symptoms and less affective depressive symptoms relative to their no-MHI cohort. 

Moreover, the severity of somatic depressive symptoms for the MHI group will be 

predicted by their injury severity.  

Hypothesis III. For persons with a history of MHI, the relationship between indicators of 

injury severity and somatic depressive symptoms will be mediated by autonomic 

underarousal, measured by EDA.  

Hypothesis IV. For persons with a history of MHI, higher self-awareness will be 

associated with greater affective depressive symptoms.  

Methods 

Participants 

Three-hundred and twenty-five Brock University students (251 females [77.2%], 

74 males [22.8%]) were recruited through both Brock University’s Psychology 

Department research website (SONA) and research recruitment posters that were posted 

cross the university campus. Of these 325 participants, 102 (31.4%) reported a history of 

MHI. Importantly, no participant was recruited on the basis of head injury as a means to 

reduce the confound of diagnosis threat, which can result in either reduced cognitive 

performance or exaggerated endorsement of symptomatology (Suhr & Gunstad, 2002; 
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2005). Table 1.1 provides descriptive statistics regarding age, education, maternal and 

parental education, and ethnicity as a function of head injury status. Participants with and 

without MHI did not differ significantly on these variables, and displayed a pattern 

showing most participants were in first or second year of university, with most of their 

parents having at least some exposure to post-secondary education. The majority of 

participants have parental incomes within the upper middle-class range, and the largest 

self-identified ethnicity for both injury groups was Caucasian.  

Table 1.1: 

Descriptive statistics of age, and proportions of completion the years of education, 
parental income, and parental education.  
 
 No-MHI  

(n = 223) 
MHI  

 (n = 102) 
Variable: M SD M SD 

Age 19.81 3.60 19.70 2.14 

Years of Education completed 13.86 1.39 13.42 1.35 

Years of Education Mother 
completed 
 

14.68 1.68 14.55 1.82 

Years of Education Father 
completed 
 

14.48 1.76 14.52 1.82 

Parental Income 
 

Percentage (n) 

 Under $25,000 
 

5.0% (11)   8.8% (9) 

 $25,000 to $49,999 
 

  13.1% (29) 11.8% (12) 

 $50,000 to $74,999 
 

25.2% (56) 12.7% (13) 

 $75,000 to $99,999 
 

14.9% (33) 25.5% (26) 

 $100,000 to $124,000 
 

 14.4% (32) 12.7% (13) 
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 $125,000 to $149,999 
 

 10.8% (24)   11.8% (12) 

 $150,000 or more 
 

14.0% (31) 15.7% (16) 

Ethnicity 
 

Percentage (n) 

 Hispanic 3.6% (8) 2.0% (2) 

 Caucasian 53.2% (118) 66.7% (68) 

 European 
 

8.1% (18)  8.8% (9) 

 African 
 

5.4% (12)  2.9% (3) 

 East Indian 
 

4.5 (10)  1% (1) 

 West Indian 
 

4.1% (9) 4.9% (5) 

 Chinese 
 

 3.6% (8)  1.0% (1) 

 Other 
 

16.2% (36)  12.7% (13) 

 

Table 1.2 provides descriptive statistics with respect to participant’s sex, 

handedness, diagnoses of psychiatric (depression n = 17, anxiety n = 5, Post-Traumatic 

Stress Disorder n = 2, Borderline Personality Disorder n = 2, Attention Deficit-

Hyperactivity Disorder n = 5, did not disclose n = 16) and neurological conditions, 

learning disabilities, use of psychotropic medications, and injury characteristics as a 

function of head injury status. Participants with a history of MHI report over twice as 

many psychiatric and neurological diagnoses, but an equal portion of participants are 

taking psychotropic medications. SSRI were the most commonly used medications in 

both groups (MHI n = 4, no-MHI n = 5), followed by stimulants (MHI n = 2, no-MHI n = 

1), and SNRI (MHI n = 1; no-MHI n = 2). A full summary of injury severity indicators 

can be found in Table 1.2, indicating that the most common cause of MHI was sports-
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related injuries. Importantly, only 57% of this sample received medical attention. 

Participants with a history of MHI reported sustaining their injuries on average in their 

adolescences (Mage = 15.47 years; SDage = 4.12), and average time since injury was on 

4.67 years (SD = 4.08). Lastly, the MHI group reported a range of one to eleven injuries 

(M = 1.74; SD = 1.8).  

Table 1.2: 

Descriptive statistics of sex, handedness, diagnoses of interest, and injury characteristics 
as a function of head injury status 
 

Variable:  
Percentage (n) 

No-MHI  
(n = 223) 

MHI  
 (n = 102) 

Male 21.2% (47) 24.5% (25) 

Right Handed 86.0% (191) 84.3% (86) 

Lifetime Psychiatric Diagnosis 10.4% (23) 23.5% (24) 

Taking psychotropic medications 8.6% (19) 9.8% (10) 

Neurological condition 4.1% (9) 10.8% (11) 

Diagnosed with a learning disability 3.6% (8) 12.7% (13) 

Injury Characteristics (Most Recent)   

 Symptoms > 20 minutes - 53.9% (55) 

 Loss of consciousness (LOC) - 45.1% (46) 

 Duration of LOC   

  Less than 5 minutes - 82.6% (38) 

  Less than 30 minutes - 10.9% (5) 

  Less than 24 hours - 6.5% (3) 

 Where head was struck:   
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  Front - 32.4% (33) 

  Right - 7.8% (8) 

  Left - 4.9% (5) 

  Back  23.5% (24) 

  Other - 7.8% (8) 

  Cannot recall - 20.6% (21) 

 Cause of Injury   

  MVC - 6.9% (7) 

  Sports-related Injury - 52.0% (53) 

  Falls - 21.6% (22) 

  Other - 16.7% (17) 

 Result in a diagnosed concussion - 67.6% (69) 

 Required stitches - 7.8% (8) 

 Received medical treatment - 56.9% (58) 

 Stayed overnight in hospital - 5.9% (6) 

 More than one injury - 35.3% (36) 

 

Psychophysiological Measures 

Electrodermal Activation (EDA) is a continuous measure of autonomic arousal 

and is similar in nature to skin conductance response (SCR) or galvanic skin response 

(GSR). Polygraph Professional Suite Datapac USB 16-bit Data Acquisition equipment 

with silver-silver chloride electrodes, version 2.6.0.0 software, and a Dell desktop 

computer were used to collect the psychophysiological data. Measurements were taken 
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from the non-dominant hand whereby electrodes were places on the distal end of the 

index and fourth fingers, and participants were instructed to minimize hand movements to 

reduce the prevalence of artefacts. EDA measures conductance (reciprocal of resistance) 

between the electrodes and it is expressed in microsimenses (µS). Increased secretion of 

sweat on the skin will increase conductance. EDA is considered a sensitive measure to 

alterations in sympathetic nervous system activity with excellent temporal resolution 

(Boucsein, 2012).  

Neuroemotional and Neurobehavioural Questionnaires 

The Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function-Adult Version 

(BRIEF-A). The BRIEF-A is a 75-item self-report measure of behaviour pertaining to 

executive dysfunction with items rated on a three-point scale from never, sometimes, and 

often. Three validity scales, including negativity, infrequency, and inconsistency aid in 

determining whether the profile is valid, and three composite scores can be derived: 

global executive composite (GEC), meta-cognitive index (MI) and behavioural regulation 

index (BRI). Moreover, nine subscales can be derived including: inhibition, self-

monitoring, planning/organizing, shifting, initiate, task monitoring, emotional control, 

working memory, and organization of materials. The former four subscales make up the 

GEC and latter five subscales make up the MI. Composite and subscale scores can be 

then contrasted against a normed sample of over 1100 adults from a wide range of 

geographical, educational, and ethnic backgrounds across the United States (Roth, 

Isquith, & Gioia, 2005). 

 Beck’s Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II). The BDI is a self-report measure 

consisting of 21 depressive criteria frequently reported by psychiatric patients but 
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infrequently reported by non-depressed individuals. It is made up of 21 items, rated on a 

scale of 0 to 3, including sadness, pessimism, past failure, loss of pleasure, guilt feelings, 

punishment feelings punishment, self-dislike, self-criticalness, suicidal thoughts, crying, 

agitation, loss of interest, indecisiveness, worthlessness, loss of energy, inhibition, change 

in sleep patterns, irritability, change in appetite, concentration difficulties, 

tiredness/fatigue, loss of interest in sex. While many multiple factor structures have been 

found for the BDI-II (e.g., Buckley, Parker, & Heggie, 2001; Steer, Ball, Ranieri, & 

Beck, 1999; Steer, Kumar, Ranieri, & Beck, 1998), the Manian, Schmidt, Bornstein, and 

Martinez (2013) factor structure is well established and is used in this study to explore the 

breakdown of depressive symptoms in persons with a history of MHI. Manian et al.’s 

(2013) factor structure is composed of three factors: 1) cognitive (pessimism, past failure, 

guilty feelings, punishment feelings, self-dislike, self-criticalness, suicidal thoughts or 

wishes, worthlessness); 2) affective (sadness, loss of pleasure, crying, agitation, loss of 

interest, indecisiveness); and 3) somatic (loss of energy, changes in sleep pattern, 

irritability, change in appetite, concentration difficulties, tiredness or fatigue, loss of 

interest in sex).  

Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI). The PAI is one of the most frequently 

used measures of psychopathology by clinical psychologists (Morey, 2014) and is 

composed of 344 items rated on a 4-point scale (false, not at all true, slightly true, mainly 

true, and very true). These items serve to produce 22 clinical scales that are content 

driven, including four validity measurements (inconsistency, infrequency, positive 

impressive management, negative impressive management), 11 clinical scales (somatic 

concerns, anxiety, anxiety-related disorders, depression, mania, paranoia, schizophrenia, 
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borderline features, antisocial features, alcohol problems, and drug problems), five 

treatment consideration scales (aggression, suicidal ideation, non-support, stress, and 

treatment rejection), and lastly, two interpersonal scales (dominance, warmth). Each of 

the 11 clinical scales are each further assessed as a function of their three subscales. For 

the purposes of this research study, the depression scale will be the primary focus and is 

comprised of the physiological, affective, and cognitive components of depression. 

Specifically, the physiological depression subscale reflects the severity of vegetative 

signs of depression, including sleep problems, appetite problems, lack of energy, 

lethargy, reduced motivation, and motor challenges. The affective depression subscale 

measures the severity of feelings of distress, unhappiness, sadness, and feeling blue and 

“down in the dumps.” Lastly, the cognitive depressive subscale measures the severity of 

one’s beliefs about being inadequate, powerless, or helpless in dealing with their 

problems, reflecting an evaluation of a person’s self-esteem (Morey, 2014).  

Everyday Living Questionnaire (ELQ, 4th ed.; Good, 2016). The ELQ is a 

demographic and health questionnaire identifying the participant’s age, socioeconomic 

status, medical and social interests with embedded questions regarding MHI status (i.e., 

have you ever hit your head with a force sufficient to alter your consciousness [e.g., loss 

of consciousness, vomiting, dizziness]?) based on ACRM criteria (Kay et el., 1993). 

Participants who do endorse this item were then considered to have a positive history of 

MHI. Additional questions pertaining to injury severity were also assessed, including: 

loss of consciousness (LOC), post-traumatic amnesia (PTA), seeking medical support, 

hospitalization, neuroimaging, etc.   
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Post-concussive syndrome checklist (PCSC; Gouvier, Uddo-Crane, & Brown, 

1988). PCSC is a quick and efficient self-report measure of the 10 common post-

concussive symptoms, including: headache, dizziness, irritability, memory problems, 

difficulty concentrating, fatigue, visual disturbance, aggravated by noise, judgment 

problems, and anxiety. Each item is rated on a 5-point Likert scale across three indices: 

frequency, intensity, and duration. 

Procedure 

Upon Brock University Research Ethics Board (#15-200) clearance, participants 

were tested either individually or in groups of up to 10 participants at a time (typically 

three participants per testing session) in the Jack and Nora Walker Lifespan 

Developmental Centre testing faculty on campus in St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada. 

After providing informed consent, participants completed neuropsychological measures 

of cognitive flexibility as a part of another study and then completed a package of self-

report questionnaires that included the PAI, and BDI-II among other health and 

psychological questionnaires, with the ELQ being the last questionnaire participants 

completed. Individually, during the completion of questionnaires, a research assistant 

(RA) invited participants, one at a time, to accompany the RA to a secondary testing 

room to complete a three-minute recording of EDA. Following which, participants 

returned to main testing room to finish completing their questionnaires. Once completed, 

participants were briefed as to the purpose and nature of the research study.  

Data analysis 

 The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to conduct all 

statistical analyses. Briefly, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to examine EDA, 
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depressive complaints (i.e., BDI-II total score, BDI-II subscales [somatic, affective, and 

cognitive], PAI subscales [physical, affective, cognitive) as a function of MHI and 

psychiatric status. Follow-up t-test and one-way ANOVAs were conducted for post-hoc 

analyses. Chi Square test of Independence was also utilized to investigate the 

independence of MHI status and psychiatric status. Bivariate correlations and multiple 

linear regressions were carried out to understand the relationship between EDA, levels of 

injury severity, meta-cognitive awareness (BRIEF-A), and depressive symptoms on BDI-

II and PAI. Multiple linear regressions were used to investigate whether EDA was a 

mediator between injury severity and somatic depressive symptoms on the BDI-II and 

PAI. Lastly, moderation analysis was used to investigate levels of injury severity as a 

moderator between meta-cognitive awareness (BRIEF-A) and affective depressive 

symptoms in persons with MHI. Assumptions for all analyses were met unless otherwise 

stated and a statistical significance level was set at p < 0.05.    

Results 
Autonomic Arousal 

Autonomic arousal, specifically sympathetic arousal, was measured indirectly by 

EDA (µS). Figure 1.1 depicts the average EDA amplitude across the three-minute 

baseline measurement taking during the testing session. The sampling period was divided 

into two epochs depicting average amplitude across 90 seconds. Mixed model 2 (MHI 

status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 2 (Time [First 90 Seconds, Latter 90 Seconds) ANOVA 

revealed significant interaction between MHI and time epoch (F (1, 322) = 228.63, p < 

.001, ηp
2 = .42). Follow up t-tests revealed that during the latter 90 second epoch, MHI 

participants displayed autonomic underaousal (t(301.47) = 23.64, p < 0.01, CI [2.49, 

2.94]) relative to their no-MHI cohort, whereas no differences were observed in the first 
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90 second epoch (t(322) = 0.19, p = .85).  

 

Figure 1.1. Average (and SE) of EDA amplitude (microsimenses; μS) depicted 
across time epochs as a function of head injury status.  
 

To investigate injury severity, a composite variable was derived for participants 

who reported a previous injury by adding endorsement of each factor related to injury 

severity (i.e., symptoms lasting more than 20 minutes [no = 0, yes = 1], loss of 

consciousness [no = 0, yes = 1], duration of LOC [less than 5 minutes = 1, less than 30 

minutes = 2, less than 24 hours = 3, less than 1 week = 4, less than 1 month = 5, greater 

than 1 month = 6], whether a concussion was diagnosed [no = 0, yes = 1], stitches were 

required [no = 0, yes = 1], medical treatment was sought [no = 0, yes = 1], whether 

admission to the hospital occurred [no = 0, yes = 1], and whether there were multiple 

injuries [no = 0, yes = 1]. Scores could range from 0 to 25 (i.e., multiple injuries and 

endorsement of all items). Subsequently, the participant’s injury severity index was 

assessed relative to their EDA; injury severity was negatively correlated with average 

EDA amplitude (all participants: r (323) = -.613, p < 0.01; MHI only: r (100) = -.253, p = 

.01), accounting for 37.6% of the variance (see Figure 1.2 for scatter plot).  
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Figure 1.2. Initial testing physiological arousal as measured by EDA (μS)  depicted 
as a function of injury severity for each of the head injury groups 
 
Depressive Symptomatology – BDI-II: 

Importantly, MHI status and psychiatric diagnostic status were found to be related 

(χ2 (1, 322) = 9.92, p = .003), such that those reporting a history of MHI are more likely 

to have been diagnosed with a psychiatric disorder (23.8%) relative to non-MHI (10.4%). 

Forty-seven participants (14.6%) reported having had a previous psychiatric diagnosis 

with 17 of those (5.3%) indicating that they regularly take psychotropic medications. An 

additional 12 participants (4.4 %) acknowledged taking psychotropic medication, but 

indicated they have not been provided a psychiatric diagnosis (6 reported neurological 

diagnoses). In total, 29 participants reported to be currently taking psychotropic 
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possible impact of these medications on depressive symptoms, analyses have been run 

both with and without these participants to determine the impact of these mood-altering 

medications.    

As previously described, depressive symptomatology was measured with two 

different measures (i.e., BDI-II, and PAI). Beginning with the BDI-II, Analysis of 

Variance (ANOVA) revealed a main effect of psychiatric status (F (1, 318) = 40.52, p < 

.001, ηp
2 = .11) and MHI status (F (1, 318) = 6.05, p = .01, ηp

2 = .02), whereby 

participants with a previous psychiatric diagnosis or a history of MHI endorsed more 

depressive symptoms (see Figure 1.3)1. Conversely, the interaction with psychiatric 

diagnoses and MHI status (F (1, 318) = .19, p = .66) failed to reach significance. Not 

surprisingly, individuals with a psychiatric diagnoses (t(55.99) = 5.8, p < .001, CI [6.30, 

12.95]) or MHI (t(322) = 3.76, p < .001, CI [1.99, 6.35] produced greater total scores on 

the BDI-II, indicating more depressive symptomatology.  

  

                                                
1 When participants who reported regularly taking psychotropic medications were 
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Figure 1.3. Total BDI-II mean (and SE) as a function of psychiatric status and MHI 
status 
 

Scores on the BDI-II were stratified based on Manian et al.’s (2013) three factor 

model of depressive symptoms, including the components: affective, cognitive, somatic 

depressive symptoms. In order to examine whether group differences are present as a 

function of MHI and psychiatric status across these three different types of depressive 

symptoms, a Mixed Model 2 (head injury status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 2 (psychiatric status 

[no-psychiatric diagnosis, psychiatric diagnosis]) × 3 (Depressive Symptom Type 

[affective, cognitive, somatic]) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor was 

conducted revealing significant main effects of MHI status (trend), and psychiatric status, 

and depression subtype, as well as a significant interaction between MHI status and 

depression subtype, and between psychiatric status and depression subtype (Appendix A - 

Table 1.3; Figure 1.4).  

A significant three-way interaction between depression subtype, MHI status, and 
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demonstrated that, importantly, a main effect for depression type within the MHI group 

without psychiatric diagnoses was found (F (2, 152) = 56.32, p < .001, ηp
2 = .43) and 

post-hoc t-tests revealed that the severity of somatic depressive symptoms endorsed was 

found to be significantly higher than the cognitive (t(76) = 7.47, p < .001, CI [0.15, 0.27]) 

and affective depressive symptoms (t(76) = 8.37, p < .001, CI [0.17, 0.28]), whereas 

cognitive and affective depression subscales did not differ from one another. Conversely, 

no main effect of depression subtype was found for the MHI psychiatric diagnostic group 

(F (2, 46) = 1.52, p = .23). For the no-MHI group without a psychiatric diagnosis, a main 

effect of depression type was observed (F (2, 372) = 11.83, p < .001, ηp
2 = .06), with 

somatic (t(192) = 3.90, p < .001, CI [0.02, 0.06]) and affective depression (t(192) = 4.44, 

p < .001, CI [0.03, 0.07]) symptoms being endorsed in greater severity than cognitive 

depressive symptoms, but not different from one another.  
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Figure 1.4. Total BDI-II mean (and SE) as a function of psychiatric status and MHI 
status (*p < 0.05).  
 
 Linear relationships were observed between somatic depression scores on the 

BDI-II and autonomic physiological arousal (see Figure 1.5 for both MHI and no-MHI 

groups [r (323)= 0.02, p = .79 ] and Figure 1.6 for MHI only [r (100) = -.46, p < .001]), 

whereby higher somatic depressive scores were associated with lower autonomic 

physiological arousal (accounting for 12% and 30% of the variably respectively). 

Moreover, for the MHI group, the level of injury severity was found to predict somatic 

depressive scores (r  (100) = .38, p < .001), with more increased injury severity being 

associated with the endorsement of greater somatic depressive symptoms (accounting for 

14% of the variance; Figure 1.7). To further explore the relationship between these 

variables, a mediational analysis was conducted to examine whether autonomic 

physiological arousal could serve as a mediator between the relationship of MHI 
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participants’ injury severity index and their reported somatic depressive symptoms. Injury 

severity was found to be predictive when regressed on somatic depression (accounting for 

14.4% of the variability; F (1, 100) = 16.90, p < .001) and subsequently autonomic 

physiological arousal (accounting for 6.4% of the variability; F (1, 100) = 6.83, p = .01). 

Autonomic physiological arousal was found to completely mediate the two variables (see 

Figure 1.8). Specifically, when injury severity and physiological arousal (as measured by 

EDA) were regressed on somatic BDI depressive symptoms (F (2, 99) = 20.16, p < .001), 

autonomic physiological arousal continued to be predictive of somatic depressive 

symptoms (accounting for 14.5% of variability; pathway b in Figure 1.8), whereas injury 

severity ceased to be predictive at the trend level (pathway c’ in Figure 1.8)2. This implies 

that the mechanism by which injury severity predicts somatic depressive symptoms on 

BDI occurs through changes to physiological arousal, at least through partial mediation, 

if not complete mediation.  

  

                                                
2 Given pathway c’ could be considered a trend, the Sobel test, a relatively conservative 
method for assessing a mediator variable, was conducted and found to be significant 
(Sobel t test = 2.13, p = 0.034). This provides more confirmatory evidence for complete 
mediation.   
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Figure 1.5. Scatterplot displaying the linear relationship between BDI-II somatic 
depression score (proportion) and averaged autonomic physiological arousal as 
measured by EDA (microsimenses; μS) as a function of MHI status (p < 0.05).  

 

 

Figure 1.6. Scatterplot displaying the linear relationship between BDI-II somatic 
depression score (proportion) and averaged autonomic physiological arousal as 
measured by EDA (μS)  for only the MHI group (p < 0.05).  
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Figure 1.7. Scatterplot displaying the linear relationship between participants’ BDI-
II somatic depression score (proportion) and level of injury severity for the MHI 
only (p < 0.05).  
 

 

Figure 1.8. Mediation model depicting mediation of physiological arousal (EDA) 
between level of injury severity and BDI-II somatic depression score (proportion) 
for the MHI group only.  
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displays the relationship between the meta-cognitive index from the BRIEF-A and 

affective depressive complaints on the BDI-II (r(99) = .43, p < .001). Hierarchical 

regression was performed to examine the relationship between affective depressive 

symptoms and the predictor variables of meta-cognitive index and injury severity for 

individuals reporting a history of MHI. Predictor variables were centered, and analysis on 

the first step revealed a significant model overall (F (2, 96) = 12.88, p < .001), accounting 

for 21% of the variability in somatic depressive symptoms. On step two, the interaction 

between meta-cognitive index and injury severity was found to be significant (F (2, 95) = 

11.23, p < .001) with the model accounting for 26.2% of the variability, an additional 5% 

relative to the first model (F (1, 95) = 6.46, p < .013). Table 1.4 provides summary B, 

standard error, and beta weights for each predictor in the hierarchical regression. Simple 

slopes analysis was performed to delineate the nature of this interaction between injury 

severity and the meta-cognitive index by probing the conditional effects of injury severity 

on the relationship between the meta-cognitive index and affective depression. This was 

done by exploring the relationship at three levels of injury severity, including: one 

standard deviation below the mean, at the mean, and one standard deviation above the 

mean. Table 1.5 provides an overview of these analyses, demonstrating that the positive 

relationship between meta-cognitive capacity and affective depressive symptoms 

strengthens as injury severity decreases. This indicates that individuals with the more 

mild forms of injuries have the strongest relationship of greater meta-cognitive awareness 

skills being associated with greater affective depressive symptoms on the BDI-II.  
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Figure 1.9. Scatterplot displaying the linear relationship between meta-cognitive 
index (proportion) and affective depressive symptoms (BDI-II; proportion) for the 
MHI group only (p < 0.05).  
 

Table 1.4 

Summary of a two-step hierarchical linear regression predicting affective depressive 
symptoms (BDI-II; proportion) including unstandardized beta (B), standardized error 
beta (SE B), and standardized beta (β) values. 
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Table 1.5: 

Summary of a simple slopes analysis conducted to investigate the conditional effects of 
injury severity on the relationship between meta-cognitive index and affective depressive 
symptoms (BDI-II; proportion). 
 

Injury Severity B SE B β t p 

High Group: One SD 
below mean .001 .003 .062 .382 .703 

At the mean .007 .002 .341 3.66 < .001 

Low Group: One SD 
above mean .012 .002 .619 5.11 < .001 

 

Physical Depression – PAI 

 On the PAI, depressive symptoms are subdivided into three component categories 

of: affective, cognitive, and physical depressive symptoms. A 2 (head injury status [no-

MHI, MHI]) × 2 (psychiatric status [no-psychiatric diagnosis, psychiatric diagnosis]) × 3 

(Depressive Symptom Type [affective, cognitive, physical]) Mixed model ANOVA with 

repeated measures on the last factor was conducted. The analysis revealed main effects of 

depression subtype and psychiatric status, as well as a two-way interaction between 

depression subtype and MHI status (Appendix A – Table 1.6)3. Participants with a 

psychiatric status reported more depressive symptoms than those who did not, and 

regardless of psychiatric and MHI status, physical depressive symptoms were endorsed 

more than cognitive depressive symptoms (physical > cognitive: t(321) = 6.03, p < .001, 

CI [0.04, 0.08]; physical > affective: t(321) = 11.01, p < .001, CI [0.09, 0.13]), which 

                                                
3 Four participants were excluded because they did not complete sufficient items on the 
depression PAI scales to have valid profiles.  
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were endorsed more than affective depressive symptoms (cognitive > affective: t(321) = 

6.27, p < .001, CI [0.32, 0.61]). With respect to the two-way interaction between 

depression subtype and MHI status, post-hoc one-way repeated ANOVAs revealed all 

three types of depressive symptoms differed from one another in both the MHI (F (2, 

202) = 57.82, p < .001, ηp
2 = .36) and no-MHI group (F (2, 438) = 28.06, p < .001, ηp

2 = 

.11), with the general pattern of physical depressive complaints being most reported, 

followed by cognitive and affective complaints respectively (p < .05). Lastly, the MHI 

group reported greater somatic depressive symptoms than the no-MHI group (t(320) = 

5.29, p < .001, CI [0.02, 0.11]), whereas no differences were observed in affective (t(320) 

= 0.69, p = .49) and cognitive depressive symptoms (t(320) = 0.17, p < .99).  

 

Figure 1.10. Total PAI depression subscale scores (proportion and SE) as a function 
of psychiatric status and MHI status (*p < 0.05).   
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Linear relationships were once again observed between somatic depression scores 

on the PAI and autonomic physiological arousal (see Figure 1.11 regardless of MHI 

status [r (323)= -.25, p < .001] and Figure 1.12 for MHI only [r (100) = -.36, p < .001]), 

whereby higher somatic depressive scores were associated with lower autonomic 

physiological arousal. Moreover, for the MHI group, level of injury severity was found to 

predict physical depressive scores (r (100) = .20, p = .04), with more indicators of injury 

severity being associated with greater somatic depressive symptoms. Also matching the 

BDI analysis, mediational analysis was conducted to examine whether autonomic 

physiological arousal could serve as a mediator between the relationship of MHI 

participants’ indicator of injury severity and their reported physical depressive symptoms. 

Injury severity was found to be predictive when regressed on physical depression on the 

PAI (accounting for 4.2% of the variability; F (1, 100) = 4.34, p = .04) and subsequently 

autonomic physiological arousal (accounting for 6.4% of the variability; F (1, 100) = 

6.83, p = .01). Autonomic physiological arousal was indeed found to be a complete 

mediator between these two variables (see Figure 1.13). Specifically, when injury 

severity and physiological arousal measured by EDA were regressed on physical 

depressive symptoms of the PAI (F (2, 99) = 8.05, p = .001), autonomic physiological 

arousal continued to be predictive of physical depressive symptoms (accounting for 

10.2% of variability; pathway b in Figure 1.3), whereas injury severity ceased to be 

predictive (pathway c’ in Figure 1.3). This implies that the mechanism by which injury 

severity predicts physical depressive symptoms on PAI occurs through changes to 

physiological arousal.  
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Figure 1.11. Scatterplot displaying the linear relationship between PAI physical 
depression score (proportion) and averaged autonomic physiological arousal as 
measured by EDA for both the MHI and no-MHI groups (p < 0.05). 
 

 
Figure 1.12. Scatterplot displaying the linear relationship between PAI physical 
depression score (proportion) and averaged autonomic physiological arousal as 
measured by EDA for the MHI group (p < 0.05). 
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Figure 1.13. Mediation model depicting complete mediation of physiological arousal 
(EDA) between indicators of injury severity and PAI physical depression score 
(proportion) for the MHI group only.   
 

Similar to analyses conducted with the BDI-II, a hierarchical regression was 

performed to examine the relationship between affective depressive symptoms on PAI 

and the predictor variables of meta-cognitive index on the BRIEF-A and level of injury 

severity for individuals reporting a history of MHI. Predictor variables were centered, and 

analysis on the first step revealed a significant model overall (F (2, 96) = 13.04, p < 

.001), accounting for 21% of the variability in physical depressive symptoms on the PAI. 

On step two, the interaction between meta-cognitive index and injury severity continued 

to produce a significant model (F (3, 95) = 9.81, p < .001) with the model accounting for 

23.7% of the variability, an additional 2.2% relative to the first model producing 

significance at the level of a trend (F (3, 95) = 2.79, p = .098, trend). Table 1.7 provides 

summary B, standard error, and beta weights for each predictor in the hierarchical 

regression. Simple slopes analysis was performed to delineate the nature of this 

interaction between injury severity and the meta-cognitive index by probing the 
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conditional effects of injury severity on the relationship between the meta-cognitive index 

and affective depression on PAI. This was done by exploring the relationship at three 

levels of injury severity, including: one standard deviation below the mean, at the mean, 

and one standard deviation above the mean. Table 1.8 provides an overview of these 

analyses, demonstrating the positive relationship between meta-cognitive capacity and 

affective depressive symptoms strengthens as injury severity decreases. This indicates 

that individuals with the more mild forms of injuries have the strongest relationship of 

greater meta-cognitive awareness skills being associated with greater affective depressive 

symptoms on the PAI.  

Table 1.7 

Summary of a two-step hierarchical linear regression predicting affective depressive 
symptoms (PAI; proportion) including unstandardized beta (B), standardized error beta 
(SE B), and standardized beta (β) values. 
 
 Model 1 Model 2 

Variable B SE B β B SE B β 

Centered MI .009 .002 .420** .009 .002 .374*** 

Centered Injury Severity -.007 .004 -.149* -.010 .005 -.201** 

Centered Metacognitive 

Index × Centered Injury 

Severity 

   -.001 .001 -.163* 

Note: * p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p <0.01 
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Table 1.8: 

Summary of a simple slopes analysis conducted to investigate the conditional effects of 
injury severity on the relationship between meta-cognitive index and affective depressive 
symptoms (PAI; proportion). 
 

Injury Severity 
Classification B SE B β t p 

One SD below mean .004 .003 .188 1.13 .261 

At the mean .008 .002 .374 3.95 < .001 

One SD above mean .011 .003 .560 4.55 < .001 

 

Discussion 

The purpose of this research study was to aid in the construction of an etiological 

framework for MD symptomatology postinjury by characterizing affective, cognitive, and 

somatic depressive in cognitively capable persons with and without MHI. As previously 

discussed, investigating these symptoms within a population of university students 

permits an examination of symptoms without as many injury-related functional 

confounds being present/evident and therefore less likely to result in additional indirect 

injury contributions to depressive symptoms. In terms of autonomic underarousal, 

persons with a history of MHI were found to have lower EDA in the latter part of the 

baseline measurement of EDA as predicted, and latter EDA measures were found to be 

predicted by the participant’s injury severity index whereby persons with more indicators 

of injury severity (e.g., LOC, medical treatment, multiple injuries, etc.) displayed greater 

autonomic underarousal. MHI status and self-reported psychiatric diagnoses were not 
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independent of one another, whereby those with a history of MHI also reported more 

psychiatric diagnoses. Psychiatric diagnosis status, not MHI status, was found to be 

associated with greater overall total depressive symptoms; however, on both the BDI-II 

and PAI, those with a history of MHI endorsed more somatic depressive symptoms than 

those without MHI, particularly in the group without a previously diagnosed psychiatric 

disorder. Moreover, for those with a history of MHI, autonomic underarousal as 

measured by EDA was found to be a complete mediator between level of injury severity 

and self-reported somatic depressive symptoms on both the BDI-II and PAI. 

Interestingly, no relationship was observed between affective depressive symptoms and 

autonomic arousal, indicating that underarousal is only relevant and contributory to 

somatic depressive complaints. Taken together, these findings support our hypotheses 

that asymptomatic cognitively capable persons with MHI report more somatic depressive 

complaints and these challenges are mediated by autonomic underaousal. These findings 

are consistent with the OFC/vmPFC being highly vulnerable to injury during head injury 

(Bigler & Orrison, 2001; Wallis, 2007), as well as its important role in regulation of 

autonomic arousal (Wallis, 2007).  

Our findings are consistent with a relatively limited, and under-acknowledged, 

body of literature indicating that individuals with a history of neural compromise display 

heightened somatic depressive complaints (Beeney, & Arnett, 2008; Berrios et al., 1995; 

Huber et al., 1990; Huber et al., 1990; Naarding et al., 2003; Palmer et al., 1996; Paradiso 

et al., 1997; Paul et al., 2000; Ramasubbu, & Kennedy, 1994; Wichers et al., 2004). 

Taken together, this suggests that somatic depressive complaints may be: (a) a relatively 

sensitive indicator of neural compromise of some form, but (b) may not be specific to 
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MHI/TBI per se, and may reflect a generic autonomic underarousal that stems from a 

whole host of neurological etiologies.  

Conversely, our findings contrast with Jorge, Robinson, and Arndt’s (1993) 

research which did not show a difference in somatic and affective symptom endorsement 

measured across four testing sessions for one year longitudinally. Important differences 

in methodology between their study and this one include: (!) their use of structured 

interview (i.e., Hamilton Depression Rating Scale) rather than self-report measurement, 

(2) their lack of control group, hindering the capacity to look at between group 

differences, and (3) their use of median depression scores accompanied by no sense of 

variability within scores, which provides the impression that symptoms were notably 

dichotomous between the two groups, with the depressed group being significantly 

depressed both affectively and somatically relative to the non-depressed group having 

minimal to no depressive symptoms. A greater spread of variability in depression scores 

is observed in our sample, and is more consistent with depressive measure observations 

in much of the postinjury literature (e.g., Always et al., 2016; Ponsford et al., 2018).  

Finally, exploratory analysis was conducted examining the relationship between 

affective depressive symptoms and self-reported meta-cognitive capacity on the BRIEF-

A, finding that for persons with a history of MHI, those with greater meta-cognitive 

capacity (i.e., self-awareness) also reported more affective depressive symptoms. 

Interestingly, this relationship was moderated by injury severity, whereby those with 

more mild injuries displayed a stronger relationship between meta-cognitive capacity and 

affective depressive complaints. This finding is consistent with research that suggests that 

OFC/vmPFC integrity is important for self-awareness and the capacity for self-insight, as 
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well as the tendency to report affective depressive complaints (Barrash et al., 2000; Beer 

et al., 2006; Koenigs et al. 2008). While there is no direct measure of OFC/vmPFC 

integrity in the current study, it is possible that persons with more mild injuries would 

have greater OFC/vmPFC integrity and this could be reflected in their greater meta-

cognitive ability, and perhaps also their capacity for identifying greater affective 

depressive symptoms (e.g., Koenigs et al. 2008).  

Fleminger (2008) proposes that “there is no good evidence that the symptoms of 

depression in the head-injured person differ from depression in patients without brain 

injury” (p. 127) and that a diagnosis of MDD should rest on affective symptoms alone 

despite somatic depressive complaints being more frequently observed. However, if the 

literature did define depression solely on affective depressive symptoms, it is likely the 

prevalence statistics greatly overestimates depression postinjury. Further, this perspective 

does not take into consideration the role that self-awareness may play in the presentation 

of affective depressive symptoms, nor the additional influence that autonomic 

underarousal contributes to the reporting, and presentation, of somatic depressive 

symptoms.  

Study Limitations 

It is important to acknowledge that this research study has several limitations. 

Firstly, given the correlational nature of this study, it restricts the causal inferences that 

can be derived. It cannot be entirely ruled out that group differences in autonomic 

arousal, meta-cognitive skills, or depressive complaints did not pre-date the history of 

concussion. Longitudinal prospective research investigating these variables would assist 

in providing greater insight into the causal nature of these variables. An additional 
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limitation is present with respect to retrospective self-report data for MHI status. 

Collateral information (e.g., medical documentation, peer/familial corroboration, etc.) 

was not collected in this study, but could compensate for some the challenges of 

recallability by providing evidence to support the reliability of injury indicators. That 

said, importantly, only 57% of the sample sought medical attention, illustrating that 

medical documentation would not be available for nearly half of those reporting a history 

of MHI, and peer/family corroboration could be difficult to obtain with respect to privacy 

and timing. Lastly, while it was our intention to investigate depressive symptomatology 

in University students, they are not necessarily a representative sample of mTBI in the 

population such that generalizability of these findings to other TBI/neutrally-disrupted 

populations will require replication in clinical populations with persons living with more 

clinically significant injuries: mild complicated, moderate, and severe TBI populations.  

Conclusions 

 Collectively, the findings of this research provide evidence that for cognitively 

capable individuals with a history of MHI, depressive symptoms are phenomenologically 

different than those without a history of MHI. Persons with a reported history of MHI 

endorse more somatic than affective depressive symptoms relative to their no-MHI 

cohort. Injury severity predicts the intensity of these symptoms, and the relationship 

between the two is mediated by autonomic underarousal. Finally, the relationship is 

additionally complicated by one’s level of self-awareness and capacity for meta-cognition 

(i.e., anosognosia, an important multidimensional challenge in TBI; Arnould, Dromer, 

Rochat, Van der Linden, & Azouvi, 2016). As a result, etiological models for depression 

postinjury would benefit from incorporating both autonomic underarousal and meta-
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cognitive capacity. Future studies could attempt to address this observed underarousal as 

a means to both show that autonomic arousal is causally related to somatic depressive 

symptoms postinjury, and also as a potential efficacious treatment target. Importantly, 

while much of the pharmacological treatment trials do not show evidence for efficacy, 

one study examining psychostimulants (which have been shown to increase one’s 

alertness, attentional and overall arousal levels; Wood, Sage, Shuman & Anagnostaras, 

2014) in the treatment of depressive symptoms post-TBI showed some promising results, 

despite its small sample size (Lee et al., 2005). As psychostimulants serve to up-regulate 

dopaminergic activity, and as a result CNS arousal (Kuczenski & Segal, 1997), this 

would further support the hypothesis that underarousal is important for the expression of 

somatic depressive complaints.  
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Chapter II: Somatic Underarousal: Somatization following MHI 

 Independent medical examinations (IMEs) are routinely carried out to examine 

the disability status of persons living with any disability that may qualify for permanent 

disability compensation, particularly as it pertains to government (e.g., Canadian Pension 

Plan Disability Benefit) or private insurance fundings (Bush, & Heilbronner, 2012; Lax, 

2004). When it comes to mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) populations, clinicians are 

often asked to differentiate between mTBI, somatization, and malingering as the source 

of long-term neurocognitive, emotional, and behavioural sequelae (Boone, 2017; Bush, & 

Heilbronner, 2012). Conclusions from these assessments subsequently serve to have 

significant and profound implications of access to rehabilitation funding and treatment 

access (Lax, 2004) and, otherwise, legitimacy (e.g., Polinder et al., 2018). Despite the 

frequency of this clinical question within practice, minimal research to date is available to 

characterize the relationship between somatization symptoms and mTBI. The purpose of 

this research study is to further understand the nature of somatization symptomatology in 

persons living with a history of head injury, and whether this differs from those without 

any history of neural compromise.  

Understanding Somatization  
 

Somatization is defined in numerous ways, but most definitions focus primarily 

on the presentation of body/somatic symptoms for which there is an insufficient or 

inadequate organic etiological explanation (Gucht & Feschler, 2002). Originally derived 

from Briquet’s hysteria, this condition was originally added to the Diagnostic and 

Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-3rd edition (DSM-III; American Psychiatric 

Association, 1980). Within this literature, a debate emerged regarding whether 
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psychological distress is causally related to the presentation of somatization symptoms. 

Lipowski (1988) suggested in his key article a more generic definition of somatization - 

unlike his previous definition which provides more direct causal insight (Lipowski, 1967) 

– in which somatization is “the tendency to experience and communicate somatic distress 

and symptoms unaccounted for by pathological findings, and to attribute them to physical 

illness, and to seek medical help for them” (p.1359). Regardless of the causal 

relationship, a clear delineation between “psychological” and “organic” permeates much 

of the somatization literature, even if for historical reasons alone (Gucht & Feschler, 

2002).  

Further complicating the notion of somatization as relying on the differentiation 

between organic and purely mental experiences is the increasing acceptance that all 

mental events are rooted organically within the nervous system (Gucht & Feschler, 

2002). To assume otherwise, arguably meets the criteria for believing in dualism, which 

has been relatively dismissed from modern behavioural and cognitive neuroscience 

perspectives (Bagozzi & Lee, 2019; Haggard, 2008). Moreover, considerable debate 

exists with respect to the notion of “medically explained”, versus “medically 

unexplained” somatic symptoms, a model which is challenged by imperfect diagnostic 

instruments (i.e., sensitivity, specificity, measurement error, etc.), as well as imperfect 

understandings of how structure and function relate to one another. Symptoms that are 

frequently, imprecisely, or unreliably differentiated as medically explainable or 

unexplainable, are commonly referred to as “borderline symptoms” within the 

somatization literature. Gucht and Feschler (2002) provide an example of borderline 

symptoms that are frequently observed, but difficult to differentiate in consultant-liaison 
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medicine, whereby patients report challenges with low back pain concomitant with disc-

herniation structural abnormalities. Low back pain is one of the most common complaints 

in somatization disorders (Bacon et al., 1994; Bener et al., 2013). Despite the capacity to 

measure structural integrity of discs within the lower spine by means of radiology, the 

clinical interpretation of observed abnormalities having a direct “organic” causal 

relationship to somatic symptoms (e.g., pain, discomfort, pressure) is questioned, as 

many persons who are asymptomatic have the same structural abnormalities (Boos et al., 

1995; Ferrari, 2016). Outcomes following disc herniation surgery are controversial and 

difficult to predict (Yeung & Tsou, 2002), and many clinicians are left unable to 

differentiate somatization disorders from disc herniation syndromes (Gucht & Feschler, 

2002). Given that the relationship between structure and function within the central 

nervous system is extremely complex, and even less well established relative to other 

organ systems, the differentiation between medically explainable (i.e., “organic”) and 

unexplainable (i.e., “psychological”) is even less clear.  

In terms of prevalence, those who meet criteria for somatoform disorders make up 

just over 16% of primary care patients within general medicine (De Waal, Arnold, 

Eekhof, & Van Hemert, 2004), with a 12-month prevalence of approximately six percent 

(Meyer, Rumpf, Hapke, Dilling, & John, 2000), and lifetime prevalence of 13% 

(Wittchen et al., 2011). Research has identified a significant link between a later-life 

tendency for somatization and adverse childhood events, such as physical and/or sexual 

abuse, as well as insecure disorganized attachment styles (Paras et al., 2009; Waller, 

Scheidt, & Hartmann, 2004). Trauma has also been linked with the concept of 

somatosensory amplification (Köteles & Witthöft, 2017), whereby individuals with a 
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history of trauma have a greater tendency to experience somatic sensations with greater 

intensity and qualitatively more distress (Barsky, 1992; Barsky, Wyshak, & Klerman, 

1990; Duddu, Isaac, & Chaturvedi, 2006; Nakao, & Barsky, 2007). Barsky, Goodson, 

Lane, and Cleary (1988) described three primary components to somatosensory 

amplification; firstly, hypervigilance to body sensations, particularly those that are 

unpleasant in nature; secondly, selective attention for infrequent or weak somatic 

sensations; and thirdly, distortions in cognitive appraisal of these sensations whereby they 

are seen as pathological, dangerous, abnormal, and indicative and symptomatic of disease 

processes (Barsky, 1992; Barsky et al., 1988; Craig, Boardman, Mills, Daly-Jones, & 

Drake, 1993). This model proposed that amplification occurs essentially at two levels: (1) 

the lower sensory level (bottom-up), whereby sensory signal intensity is amplified, and 

(2) the higher cognitive-emotional level (top-down), with greater salience being applied 

to somatic sensations relative to other internal experiences or emotions due to an applied 

interpretation of threat to the self (Kirmayer, Robbins, & Paris, 1994; Köteles & Witthöft, 

2017). This tendency has been proposed to put individuals at greater risk for somatization 

(Barsky, 1992; Barsky et al., 1988).  

The above cognitive distortions have been hypothesized to be rooted within 

attribution theory, which describes how persons with greater somatization symptoms tend 

to attribute a pathological interpretation to their somatic symptoms (Shaver, 1975). 

Attribution theory suggests that somatic symptoms are initially attributed to pre-existing 

circumstances or environmental conditions, and when these appear insufficient, then a 

more sinister pathological attribution will be derived (Bishop, 1987; Duddu et al. 2006). 

Some authors have found that individuals with greater somatization can be delineated 
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into two groups, those who will only attribute a pathological medical reason to their 

symptoms, and those, when further questioned, will acknowledge a psychological 

contribution (e.g., stress, mood; Bridges, Goldberg, Evans, & Sharpe, 1991; Craig et al., 

1993; Craig, Drake, Mills, & Boardman, 1994). Interestingly, those who only attribute a 

pathological medical reason to their symptoms were more likely to have a history of 

illness, display a greater tendency to seek help from medical professionals, their parents 

have a tendency to seek help from medical professionals on their behalf, and otherwise 

have experienced a lack of parental care relative to those who attributed psychological 

reasons to their symptoms. Moreover, they were more likely to cope with stressful 

situations by engaging in illness-related behaviours (Craig et al., 1993). Considerable 

overlap with these cognitive distortions and the concept of catastrophizing are well 

described in various cognitive models of psychopathology, defined as the tendency to 

overestimate negative outcomes or consequences of an experience, condition, or event 

(Clak, & Beck, 1999). However, an additional element to catastrophizing is the tendency 

for intense worrying about the inability to cope, reflecting a secondary appraisal process 

(beyond the initial meaning of the somatic symptoms; Köteles & Witthöft, 2017). 

Important for our purposes here, there remains considerable debate within the literature 

regarding whether the tendency for heightened levels of perceived threat and 

vulnerability observed within the somatization population reflect a more generalized 

tendency, or is specific to somatic sensations per se (Köteles & Witthöft, 2017) 

An additional important element linking trauma to somatization has been 

proposed to be alexithymia, or the reduced capacity to verbalize internal emotional 

experience following trauma (Apfel & Sifneos, 1979; Kano, Hamaguchi, Itoh, Yanai, & 
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Fukudo, 2007; Sifneos, 1973), which may reflect an uncoupling of verbal cognitive 

processing of emotion and the emotional states themselves due to the sheer intensity of 

the emotional arousal (i.e., hyperarousal; Frewen et al., 2008). Alexithymia has been 

significantly linked to somatization (Chio & Zaroff, 2015) as well as somatosensory 

amplification (De Berardis et al., 2007), with many arguing that due to the inability to 

optimally and efficiently identify emotion, this impedes an individual’s capacity to utilize 

subsequent adaptive behaviour to respond to the stressor. As a result, the stressor 

continues to be unresolved and individuals become mired in a cyclical nature of negative 

emotion and maladaptive behaviour (Allen, Lu, Tsao, Hayes, & Zeltzer, 2011). However, 

Kötele and Witthöft (2017) point out that alexithymia may not fully account for 

somatization, and that the data should be interpreted with caution as much of the 

measurement of alexithymia is self-report in nature, which would require introspection, 

an area of neurocognitive weakness for this population (Kötele & Witthöft, 2017; Lane, 

Weihs, Herring, Hishaw, & Smith, 2015).  

Lastly, attentional impairments have also been documented for persons with 

intense somatization symptoms (Hall, Kuzminskyte, Pedersen, Ørnbøl, & Fink, 2011). In 

fact, Whitlock (1967) regarded somatization to be predominately a disorder of subtle 

impairments to attention and vigilance. Evidence for reduced capacity for habituation to 

repetitive and meaningless auditory stimuli has been observed, perhaps accounting for the 

inability to inhibit attention from narrowing in on somatic sensations (James, Gordon, 

Kraiuhin, Howson, & Meares, 1990; Whitlock, 1967). The most commonly used adaptive 

coping strategy for those with somatic symptoms with no prior psychological treatment 

was found to be behavioural activation, typically viewed as a positive coping strategy; 
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however, it still serves as an avoidance approach, not impacting their over-allocation of 

attentional resources (Hall et al., 2011).  

Neuroscience of Somatization 

 While the brain-behaviour relationships behind somatization symptoms are poorly 

understood, they are significantly updated from the historical roots of somatization being 

a “non-organic” disorder. Understanding these relationships are fundamental to 

constructing a more complete etiological model, and understanding whether somatization 

observed in persons with a history of head injury differs from somatization in non-

neurally compromised populations.  

Somatic and visceral afferent processing involves the primary sensory afferent 

pathway, the lamina I spinothalamocortical pathway (See Perez, Barsky, Vago, Baslet, & 

Silbersweig, 2015 and Craig, & Blomqvist, 2002 for a review). This pathway begins with 

receptors (i.e., mechanical, thermal, visceral, and inflammation) terminating on the 

lamina I within the dorsal horn of the spinal column. The second-order neuron then 

crosses contralaterally and ascends up the spinal cord projecting to the nucleus tractus 

solitaries, parabrachial nucleus, and nucleus cuneiformis within the brainstem, and 

ultimately terminating at the ventromedial and medial dorsal nucleus thalamus. This 

pathway includes afferent portions of cranial nerves V, VII, IX, and X as well. Following 

the thalamus, this pathway proceeds to the primary somatosensory cortex and posterior 

insula cortex, as well as the ACC. The insula and ACC have bidirectional connections to 

the OFC and amygdala. The primary sensory cortex projections proceed to the secondary 

and tertiary somatosensory cortices. Additional projections also extend to prefrontal 

system, specifically the medial and lateral portions of the PFC, as well as the 
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hippocampus, hypothalamus, pituitary, striatum, and brain stem. Importantly, the 

periaqueductal gray and rostral ventromedial medulla within the brainstem serve to 

modulate and regulate inhibition of this spinothalamocortical pathway as a means to 

amplify or inhibit visceral-somatic information (Craig, 2009; Craig, & Blomqvist, 2002; 

Perez et al., 2015; Treede, 2002). 

Broadly, both structural and functional neuroimaging provide evidence of striatal 

and amygdala abnormalities when individuals with somatoform disorders are contrasted 

with those who do not (Valet et al., 2007). The cognitive tendency for appraising somatic 

sensations as negative and threatening have been hypothesized to be rooted in an 

alteration to the hippocampus, insula, ACC, and brainstem (Fairhurst, Wiech, Dunckley, 

& Tracey, 2007; Ziv, Tomer, Defrin, & Hendler, 2010). Moreover, a negative attentional 

bias towards somatic sensations is associated with changes to the ACC, amygdala, and 

lateral-PFC (Browning, Holmes, Murphy, Goodwin, & Harmer, 2010) with evidence 

indicating both top down (ACC and lateral PFC) and bottom up (hippocampus and 

amygdala; Perez et al., 2015) influences. The catastrophizing of pain experiences, 

relevant to many with somatization, has been associated with the ACC, insula, and dlPFC 

(Chen, Blankstein, Diamant, & Davis, 2011; Seminowicz & Davis, 2006).  

Somatization and mTBI 

Postinjury recovery following mTBI is a controversial topic within the brain 

injury literature (Evans, 1994; Ruff, 2005). Many argue that all, or most, recover 

completely from mTBI (e.g., Larrabee & Rohling, 2013; Miller & Donders, 2001; 

Rohling, Larrabee, & Millis, 2012), while others argue that minimally, 15% will continue 

to experience persistent symptoms beyond three months, with some never reaching full 
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recovery (e.g., Bigler, 2008; Niogi et al., 2008). Those researchers and clinicians whose 

views reflect the former perspective with respect to complete recovery often make the 

argument that preinjury factors are the primary cause of any persistent functional 

impairments (McCauley et al., 2013; Ruff, Camenzuli, & Mueller, 1996; Wood, 2004). 

Those with persistent symptoms following mTBI are given the label of having persistent 

post-concussive syndrome. A large majority of post-concussive symptoms (PCS) are 

non-pathognomonic, and include: headache, nausea, balance problems, dizziness, fatigue, 

irritability, agitation, lethargy, anxiety, memory problems, and attention and 

concentrating difficulties, which greatly complicate differential diagnostics. Many 

populations with psychopathology also meet the criteria for persistent post-concussive 

syndrome. For example, in a study of randomly sampled 4462 veterans, 32% with a 

history of mTBI met criteria for persistent post-concussive syndrome, whereas 40% of 

those with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), 57% with Major Depressive Disorder 

(MDD), 50% with generalized anxiety disorder (GAD), and 91% with somatization 

disorder also met criteria for post-concussive syndrome (Donnell, Kim, Silva, & 

Vanderploeg, 2012). PCS can be described as borderline symptoms (e.g., Gucht and 

Feschler, 2002) since they are difficult to differentiate as being medically 

(un)explainable, and to date, no biomarker or diagnostic test (or test pattern) can confirm 

their presence or etiology.  

Somatization symptoms in the mTBI population specifically have not been 

extensively investigated; however, the few research studies that are available have 

focused predominately on somatization as an explanation for why a subgroup of 

individuals with a history of mTBI experience residual and persistent symptoms. Seven 
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studies to our knowledge explore the relationship between somatization and mTBI. 

Youngjohn, Burrows and Erdal (1995) explored somatization in 55 participants with 

persistent post-concussive syndrome, all of which were involved in litigation, and who 

completed the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory-2nd Edition (MMPI-2). They 

found that hypochondriasis (Hs) and Hysteria (Hy) were the most elevated scales and 

interpreted this to reflect a greater tendency for somatization – a “functional overlay” – 

and they proposed that their PCS are likely accounted for by somatization. Youngjohn 

and colleagues (1995) also contrasted their MMPI-2 findings with the scores of those 

with moderate and severe TBI on MMPI (Burke, Imhoff, & Kerriganj, 1990), finding that 

the more severe injury group displayed less somatization symptoms on these scales. One 

retrospective study (Perrine & Gibaldi, 2016) and a number of prospective studies have 

investigated the relationship between somatization, PCS, and prolonged recovery, and, 

together, found that those with higher preinjury somatization scores experience a longer 

mTBI recovery in children (Grubenhoff et al., 2016; Root et al., 2016), athletes (Loring & 

Makdissi, 2016; Nelson et al., 2016), and adults populations (Larrabee, 1997).  

Somatic complaints and autonomic underarousal 

 Recently, we have investigated somatic depressive complaints following mild 

head injury (MHI), a term synonymous with mTBI (i.e., concussion – see Ruff et al., 

2009) that relies on self-report retrospective data regarding head injury status in 

accordance with the American College of Rehabilitation Medicine (ACRM) clinical 

definition (Kay et al., 1993; Ruff et al., 2009). In these studies, persons with a history of 

MHI were defined as having experienced a biomechanical force to the head that resulted 

in neural disruption sufficient to produce an alteration of consciousness, characterized by 
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an alteration to mental status, a loss of consciousness (< 30 minutes in duration), post-

traumatic amnesia (< 24 hours in duration), and/or focal neurological deficits. Persons 

with a history of MHI were found to endorse more somatic depressive than those without 

a history of MHI. Moreover, those with MHI reported more somatic relative to affective 

depressive symptoms, and this was predicted by their injury severity, whereby those with 

greater injury severity endorsed more somatic depressive complaints. Importantly, the 

relationship between injury severity and somatic depressive symptoms were found to be 

completely mediated by autonomic underarousal, as measured by electrodermal 

activation (EDA; Robb & Good, 2015, 2017, In preparation).  

Autonomic underarousal in persons with a history of MHI is a robust finding, 

found in a number of research studies (Alcock, Gallant, & Good, 2018; Baker, & Good, 

2014; Gallant, & Good, 2020; Krzeczkowski, Robb, & Good, 2017; van Noordt, & Good, 

2011). Autonomic underarousal has also been observed within the more severe TBI 

populations, particularly those with frontal injuries or vmPFC injuries (Bechara, 2004; 

Bechara, Damasio, & Damasio, 2000; Bechara, Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1996). The 

OFC/vmPFC is a region of the brain that is particularly vulnerable to the linear, rotational 

and coup-contrecoup/acceleration-deacceleration forces associated with impact injuries 

given its distal location relative to the support structure of the brain stem and proximal 

contact with cranial bony protrusions (Bigler, 2008; Bigler, & Orrison, 2001; Povlishock, 

& Katz, 2005; Wallis, 2007). Moreover, the vmPFC/OFC has been found to be involved 

in the regulation and production of visceral-based cues in the form of changes to 

autonomic arousal (i.e., somatic markers, “gut feelings”), and injury to this area can result 

in autonomic underarousal (i.e., Somatic Markers Hypothesis; Bechara et al., 2000; 
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Bechara, 2004). Importantly, persons with somatization without a history of neural 

compromise display evidence of autonomic hyperarousal (Hammad, Barsky, & 

Regestein, 2001; Rohlof, Knipscheer, & Kleber, 2014; Wientjes & Grossman, 1994). 

Current research study 

The purpose of current research study is to investigate somatization symptoms, 

PCS and their relationship to autonomic arousal as measured by EDA in a sample of 

cognitively competent university students with and without MHI as a means to better 

understand the nature of somatization symptoms postinjury. Given that autonomic 

underarousal is reliably found within this population, the question remains whether there 

is any relationship between this dampened physiological response and the endorsement of 

somatization symptoms on self-report measures. As noted previously, researching these 

questions in a sample of university students permits investigation without the 

involvement of some of the common complicating confounds of litigation and functional 

disability often confronted in the TBI literature (e.g., Kaufman, Bush, & Aguilar, 2019). 

This research study involves the secondary use of data, and while all hypotheses are a 

priori in nature, this research study was not designed with this specific set of research 

questions in mind. Therefore, although this study may be considered somewhat 

exploratory in nature, the following a priori hypotheses were made: 

Hypothesis I. MHI, but not psychiatric diagnostic status, will be associated with a pattern 

of autonomic underarousal as measured by EDA relative to their No-MHI cohort.  

Hypothesis II. Both MHI status and psychiatric diagnostic status will result in more PCS 

symptoms relative to those without either a MHI or psychiatric diagnosis.  

Hypothesis III. Individuals with a history of MHI will endorse more somatization 
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symptoms relative to their no-MHI cohort, somatization symptoms will be predicted by 

indicators of injury severity (i.e., loss of consciousness, post-traumatic amnesia, hospital 

involvement, etc.), and will be mediated by underarousal. This pattern of findings would 

mirror that seen with respect to the somatic depressive symptoms (Robb & Good, 2015; 

2017; In preparation).  

Hypothesis IV. We expect that higher somatization will predict greater PCS, and this 

relationship will be of greatest strength (i.e., moderated) for those with MHI.  

Methods 

Participants 

 As previously described, 325 (251 female, 74 male) Brock University students 

(Age M = 19.78; SD = 3.21) participated in this research study at the Jack and Nora 

Walker Lifespan Developmental Centre testing faculty on campus in St. Catharines, 

Ontario, Canada. Participants were recruited using an online University participant 

management system for the Department of Psychology (SONA) as well as posters placed 

across the university campus. While the research was intended to examine differences 

between participants with and without a history of MHI, none of the participants were 

recruited on the basis of head injury as a means to reduced diagnosis threat (Suhr & 

Gunstad, 2002; 2005). Of the total sample, 102 (31.4%) reported a history of MHI, with 

the most common reported locations of being struck involving frontal injuries (32.4%) 

and injuries involving the back of the head (23.5%) injuries. Over half of the MHI sample 

(53.9%) reported symptoms lasting more than 20 minutes, and 45% reported a loss of 

consciousness (47% reported for duration less than 5 minutes, whereas 36% were 

unsure). The most common cause of injury was sports-related (52%), followed by falls 
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(21.6%). Approximately 67.6% of those with MHI received a formal diagnosis of 

concussion, and only 57% received medical treatment. Importantly, MHI reported 

sustaining their injuries on average in their adolescences (Mage = 15.47 years; SDage = 

4.12), and average time since injury was on 4.67 years (SD = 4.08). Of those with a 

history of MHI, 35% reported a history of multiple injuries, with some ranging up to 11 

injuries (M = 1.74; SD = 1.8). None of the participants reported being involved in any 

litigation process. Lastly, 47 participants (No-MHI n = 23, MHI n = 24) reported a 

lifetime prevalence of a psychiatric disorder (depression n = 17, anxiety n = 5, Post-

Traumatic Stress Disorder n = 2, Borderline Personality Disorder n = 2, Attention 

Deficit-Hyperactivity Disorder n = 5, did not disclose n = 16)  

Psychophysiological measures:  

 Electrodermal Activation (EDA) is a continuous measure of autonomic arousal, 

specifically sympathetic nervous system arousal. It is based on similar principles as the 

skin conductance response (SCR) or galvanic skin response (GSR) measures. EDA 

measures conductance (reciprocal of resistance) between the electrodes and it is 

expressed in microsimenses (µS). The system for this research study involved the 

Polygraph Professional Suite Datapac USB 16-bit Data Acquisition equipment with 

silver-silver chloride electrodes with a Dell desktop computer (version 2.6.0.0 of the 

software). As is standard protocol, measurements were taken from the non-dominant 

hand with electrodes placed on the distal portion of the index and fourth finger.  

Self-report Questionnaires 

Personality Assessment Inventory (PAI). The PAI is a comprehensive self-

report inventory of psychopathology symptoms across a large variety of clinical domains. 
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It is composed of 344 items rated on a 4-point scale, that serves to make up 22 clinical 

scales. These scales were derived from content-drive and include four validity 

measurements, clinical scales, treatment consideration scales, and interpersonal scales. 

All of these scales are normed on a sample of over 3000 participants, including a large 

variety of clinical and non-clinical samples. For the purposes of this research study, the 

clinical scales of most relevance are the somatic concerns scale, which includes three 

subscales: (1) conversion, measuring dramatic physiological symptoms frequently 

observed within the conversion disorder population (e.g., perceptual or motoric 

problems), (2) somatization, measuring physical complains that are diffuse and relatively 

difficult to localize, such as lethargy, malaise, headache, back problems, pain, or 

gastrointestinal problems, and (3) health concerns, measuring a general tendency for 

preoccupation with health and physical functioning (e.g., self-perceived complexity of 

health problems and how intensely they seek assistance for their health-related problems; 

Morey, 2014).  

Everyday Living Questionnaire (ELQ, 4th ed.; Good, 2016). The ELQ is a 

demographic and health questionnaire which collects demographic information (e.g., age, 

socioeconomic status, education, etc.), as well as medical and social history with 

questions embedded regarding MHI status (i.e., have you ever hit your head with a force 

sufficient to alter your consciousness [e.g., loss of consciousness, vomiting, dizziness]? 

based on ACRM criteria; Kay et el., 1993). Those who endorsed this item were then 

considered as having a positive MHI history. Additional information about injury severity 

(e.g., loss of consciousness (LOC), post-traumatic amnesia (PTA), seeking medical 

support, etc.) was also assessed with this questionnaire. 
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Post-concussive syndrome checklist (PCSC; Gouvier, Uddo-Crane, & Brown, 

1988). PCSC was included at the end of the ELQ, and consists of a self-report measure of 

ten post-concussive symptoms (i.e., headache, dizziness, irritability, memory problems, 

difficulty concentrating, fatigue, visual disturbance, aggravated by noise, judgment 

problems, and anxiety). All symptoms were measured across three domains (i.e., 

frequency, intensity, and duration) on a five-point Likert scale.  

Procedure 

 The procedure has been previously described in Chapter 1, but will be briefly 

summarized here. Research Ethics Board clearance was provided by Brock University 

(#15-200), and participants were tested individually or in groups (10 participants max; 

averaging 3 per testing session). As part of a larger research study two hours in length, 

participants provided informed consent, completed neuropsychological measures as well 

as a package of self-report questionnaires pertaining to psychopathology, personality 

structure, and health and wellness. This package included the PAI, and the last measure 

involved completion of the ELQ. Once they began the questionnaires, participants were 

individually escorted to a secondary room for a three-minute recording of baseline EDA. 

Once completed, participants returned to the original testing room to complete their 

questionnaires and undergo debriefing regarding the purpose and nature o the study.  

Data analysis 

 The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was utilized to conduct all 

statistical analyses within this research. Briefly, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was 

used to examine EDA, PCS, somatic concerns (i.e., PAI subscales [conversion, 

somatization, and health concerns]) as a function of MHI and psychiatric status. Follow-
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up t-test and one-way ANOVAs were conducted for post-hoc analyses where required. 

Bivariate correlations were carried out to understand the relationship between injury 

severity index, EDA, somatic concern subscales, and PCS. A moderation analysis was 

conducted using multiple linear regression to investigate MHI status as a moderator 

between somatization and PCS. Lastly, multiple linear regressions were used to 

investigate whether EDA was a mediator between injury severity and somatization, and 

psychiatric status and somatization. Assumptions for all analyses were met unless 

otherwise stated and a statistical significance level was set at p < 0.05. 

Results 

 A 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 2 (psychiatric status [no-psychiatric 

diagnosis, psychiatric diagnosis) ANOVA was conducted to investigate total PCS 

symptoms as reported by participants (Figure 2.1). Main effects of head injury status (F 

(1, 295) = 5.99, p = .02, ηp
2 = .02) and psychiatric status was identified (F (1, 295) = 

42.97, p < .001, ηp
2 = .13), whereas the interaction between MHI status and psychiatric 

status was not significant (F (1, 295) = .59, p = .44). Not surprisingly, participants with a 

psychiatric diagnosis (t(297) = 6.90, p < .001, CI [12.87, 23.15]) or history of MHI 

(t(297) = 3.33, p < .001, CI [2.88, 11.17] endorsed a greater total number of PCS 

symptoms relative to those without a history of MHI or did not report having a 

psychiatric diagnosis respectively. As reported previously, a second 2 (MHI status [no-

MHI, MHI]) × 2 (psychiatric status [no-psychiatric diagnosis, psychiatric diagnosis) 

ANOVA examining EDA as the measure of interest revealed a significant main effect of 

MHI status (F (1, 319) = 211.82, p < .001, ηp
2 = .40, but no main effect of psychiatric 

status (F (1, 319) = .03, p = .96), nor an interaction (F (1, 319) = .12, p = .75), see Figure 
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2.2. Follow-up simple effects analysis demonstrated that MHI was physiologically 

underaroused relative to their no-MHI cohort (t(301.47) = 23.64, p < 0.01, CI [2.49, 

2.94]). 

  

 

Figure 2.1. Severity of post-concussive symptoms (and SE) as a function of 
psychiatric status (Psych Dx) and MHI status (*p < 0.05).  
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Figure 2.2. Average EDA (and SE) as a function of psychiatric status (Psych Dx) and 
MHI status (*p < 0.05).  
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relative to their no-MHI cohort4. Moreover, participants with a psychiatric diagnosis also 

reported greater symptoms across all subtypes (conversion: t(319) = 5.97, p < .001, CI 

[0.09, 0.18], somatization: t(319) = 6.50, p < .001, CI [0.11, 0.20], and health concerns: 

t(320) = 5.58, p < .001, CI [0.11, 0.23]). With respect to somatic concern subtypes, 

somatization was found to be greater than health concerns (t(321) = 7.40, p < .001, CI 

[0.04, 0.08]) and conversion (t(321) = 19.250, p < .001, CI [0.13, 0.16]), and health 

concerns was greater than conversion (t(321) = 11.12, p < .001, CI [0.07, 0.10]). With 

respect to the two-way interaction between somatization subtype and MHI status, post-

hoc t-tests revealed all three types of somatic concerns subtypes differed from one 

another in both the MHI and no-MHI group (p’s < .05).  

 

Figure 2.3. Total PAI somatic concerns subscale scores (proportion and SE) as a 
function of psychiatric status (Psych Dx) and MHI status (*p < 0.05).  
 
  

Table 2.2 depicts each of the subscales of the somatic scale of the PAI, 

somatization, conversion, and health problems and their relationships with injury 
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indicators including participants’ injury severity index and physiological arousal. As 

observed, all somatic concerns subscales, Health Concerns (Figure 2.4), Conversion 

(Figure 2.5), and Somatization (Figure 2.6), were positively correlated with total PCS and 

injury severity (Table 2.2), and negatively correlated with physiological arousal (EDA; 

Table 2.2).  Of these, somatization represents the best predictor (Figure 2.6), and as a 

result was subsequently explored further. To investigate whether MHI status was a 

moderator of somatization and total PCS, multiple hierarchical regression analysis was 

conducted, with MHI status and PAI somatization entered on the first step which 

produced a significant model overall (F (2, 295) = 79.52, p < .001), accounting for 35% 

of the variability of total reported PCS. On step two, the interaction between MHI status 

and PAI somatization continued to produce a significant model (F (3, 294) = 59.77, p < 

.001) with the model accounting for 38% of the variability, indicating an additional 3% of 

the variance being accounted for relative to the first model (F (1, 294) = 13.51, p < .001). 

Table 2.2 provides a summary of B, standard error, and beta weights for each predictor in 

the hierarchical regression. Figure 2.10 depicts this moderation relationship. Separate 

regression analyses were subsequently conducted to explore the relationship between 

somatization on the PAI and total reported PCS for no-MHI and MHI, with both 

regressions being significant accounting for 29.8% (F (1, 202) = 85.82, p < .001) and 

38.5% (F (1, 92) = 57.56, p < .001) of the variability, respectively. This pattern of results 

suggests that the relationship between somatization and total reported PCS is greater for 

participants reporting MHI. 
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Table 2.2. 
Correlation matrix depicting the relationship between somatic subscales on the PAI and 
injury indicators, physiological arousal, indicators of injury severity, and total post-
concussive symptoms (PCS).  
 

 IS EDA SOM CON Hea 
Con 

PCS 

Injury Severity (IS) -      

EDA -.61*** -     

Somatization (SOM) .21*** -.28*** -    

Conversion (CON) .13* -.16** .64*** -   

Health Concerns  
(Hea Con) 

.125* -.15** .60*** .65*** -  

PCS .14* -.10* .58*** .47*** .33*** - 

Note: * p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p <0.01 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Scatterplot depicting the relationship between health concerns (PAI) and 
total post-concussive symptoms (PCS).   
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Figure 2.5. Scatterplot depicting the relationship between conversion (PAI) and total 
post-concussive symptoms (PCS).   
 

 

 

Figure 2.6. Scatterplot depicting the significant relationship between Somatization 
proportion score on the PAI and participant’s ratings of PCS total score.  
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Figure 2.7. Scatterplot depicting the relationship between participant’s indicators of 
injury severity and total post-concussive symptoms (PCS).   
 

 

Figure 2.8. Scatterplot depicting the relationship between participant’s indicator of 
injury severity and post-concussive symptoms (PCS).   
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Figure 2.9. Scatterplot depicting the relationship between autonomic physiological 
arousal (EDA) and post-concussive symptoms (PCS).   

 
Figure 2.10. Moderation model depicting MHI status as moderator between 
somatization symptoms (PAI) and total post-concussive symptoms (PCS).   
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Table 2.3. 

Summary of a two-step hierarchical linear regression predicting total post-concussive 
symptoms (PCS).  
 
 Model 1 Model 2 

Variable B SE B β B SE B β 

MHI 4.303 1.747 .117** 3.563 1.723 .097** 

PAI Somatization  1.011 .085 .566*** .880 .090 .492*** 

MHI × PAI Somatization - - - .143 .039 .186*** 

Note: * p < 0.10, **p < 0.05, ***p <0.01 

To determine whether the relationship between injury severity and somatization 

symptoms reported on the PAI was mediated by autonomic arousal, a mediational 

analysis was conducted. Injury severity was found to be predictive when regressed on 

somatization (accounting for 4.3% of the variability; F (1, 320) = 15.27, p < .001) and 

also of autonomic physiological arousal (accounting for 37.6% of the variability; F (1, 

324) = 194.55, p < .001). Further, autonomic physiological arousal was found to be a 

complete mediator between injury severity and somatization (see Figure 2.11); 

specifically, when injury severity and physiological arousal measured by EDA were 

regressed on PAI somatization symptoms (F (2, 321) = 13.74, p < .001), autonomic 

physiological arousal continued to be predictive of somatization (accounting for 7.9% of 

variability; pathway b in Figure 2.11), whereas injury severity ceased to be predictive 

(pathway c’ in Figure 2.11). This implies that the mechanism by which injury severity 

predicts somatization symptoms involves changes to physiological arousal.  

An additional mediation model was assessed to examine the relationship between 

psychiatric diagnosis and somatization symptoms (Figure 2.12) which found that 
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psychiatric diagnosis also predicted somatization (F (1, 322) = 42.27, p < .001) and EDA 

(F (1, 322) = 5.47, p = .02); when both psychiatric diagnosis and EDA were regressed on 

somatization at the same time (F (1, 320) = 21.42, p < .001), EDA was not found to be 

significant predictor. No mediation effect was present. 

 

Figure 2.11. Mediation model depicting complete mediation of physiological arousal 
(EDA) between indicators of injury severity and PAI somatization score 
(proportion).   
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Figure 2.12. Mediation model depicting complete mediation of physiological arousal 
(EDA) between indicators of psychiatric diagnostic status and PAI somatization 
score (proportion).   
 

Discussion 

The goal of this research study was to investigate somatization symptoms in 

cognitively capable persons with and without a history of MHI and without any 

involvement in litigation. Much of the literature examining somatization symptoms in 

brain injury populations has focused on preinjury somatization symptoms predicting 

postinjury recovery duration (Grubenhoff et al., 2016; Larrabee, 1997; Loring & 

Makdissi, 2016; Nelson et al., 2016; Perrine, & Gibaldi, 2016; Root et al., 2016); 

however, rarely do clinicians have access to preinjury somatization measurement data 

when conducting diagnostic assessments. As a result, clinicians often measure postinjury 

somatization symptoms and make inferences regarding preinjury status, which guides 

their diagnostic impression, and importantly any recommendations regarding access to 

funding and treatment options for their patients. Understanding the nature of postinjury 

somatization symptoms is an important area that has not received sufficient research 
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attention.  

Autonomic underarousal, as predicted, was observed to vary as a function of 

MHI, but not psychiatric, status whereby those with a history of MHI produced lower 

average EDA. Conversely, endorsement of PCS was found to vary as a function of 

psychiatric status, as predicted, but not MHI status, which was inconsistent with our 

hypothesis. Taken together, this finding suggests that compared to PCS, autonomic 

underarousal is more specific to MHI, and consistent with the research literature, PCS 

was notably non-pathognomonic (Donnell et al., 2012), whereby these symptoms are 

endorsed equally regardless of MHI history, and endorsed more if an individual has a 

history of a psychiatric disorder.  

PAI somatic symptoms as measured by the three subscales of conversion, 

somatization, and health concerns, were found to vary as a function of increased 

complexity, whereby the no-MHI, no-Psychiatric diagnosis group had the lowest 

symptoms across all domains, followed by the MHI only group (no psychiatric 

diagnosis), the no-MHI with a psychiatric diagnosis group, and lastly the group who 

reported a history of MHI with a psychiatric diagnosis producing the highest level of 

endorsement of all somatic symptoms types. Somatization was endorsed the most by all 

groups, followed by health concerns, then conversion symptoms. Having a MHI or 

psychiatric diagnosis is a risk factor for experiencing somatic complaints, and having 

both a MHI and psychiatric diagnosis is particularly disadvantageous. Importantly, 

somatization was found to be the largest predictor of PCS, accounting for 24.5% of the 

variability. MHI Status was found to be a reliable moderator of this relationship, whereby 

those with MHI displayed a positive relationship between somatization and PCS relative 
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to those without a history of MHI. This finding that somatization symptoms are more 

associated to PCS in the MHI group relative to the No-MHI group provides evidence that 

there is some different feature of the MHI group that accounts for the strengthened 

association between somatization and PCS.  

In line with this finding, we found that autonomic underarousal completely 

mediated the relationship between injury severity and somatization symptoms on the PAI. 

Conversely, no mediation model was present when psychiatric diagnosis was regressed 

on somatization. Collectively, these findings suggest that one possible candidate for an 

etiological mechanism that explains how MHI uniquely modifies the relationship 

between somatization and PCS is by autonomic underarousal. Interestingly, this contrasts 

with several findings in the non-neurally compromised somatization research that show 

higher autonomic arousal is associated with more somatization symptom endorsement 

(Hammad et al., 2001; Wientjes & Grossman, 1994). Within the head injury sample, we 

found that underarousal is related with more somatization symptoms, and these elevated 

symptoms predict elevated PCS. Overall, these findings suggest that for MHI, the 

experience of being autonomically underaroused is associated with the endorsement of 

physical complaints, particularly as they relate to lethargy, fatigue, general malaise, and 

discomfort. These complaints could readily be misidentified as a tendency to pathologize 

and over-focus on somatic sensations, as typically observed in non-neurally compromised 

somatization populations. Should this finding be replicable in other mTBI populations, 

but particularly in persons with more substantive functional disability, it would have 

implications for understanding post-concussive syndrome complaints, somatization 

symptoms, and their etiology in head injury populations.   
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Moreover, it complicates the interpretation of the findings that somatization 

predicts postinjury recovery duration (e.g., Grubenhoff et al., 2016; Larrabee, 1997; 

Loring & Makdissi, 2016; Nelson et al., 2016; Perrine, & Gibaldi, 2016; Root et al., 

2016). If an individual already possesses the preinjury tendency to be sensitized to their 

somatic experiences, and perhaps also interpret the somatic changes as threatening and 

dangerous; and then they subsequently they sustain a head injury (which results in greater 

somatic disturbance due to autonomic underarousal), they could have delayed recovery, 

and this could be independent of any amplification or psychological state unrelated to 

neural impact. The nuance of this distinction is subtle, but profound, in its implications, 

and requires greater investigation given the significance of its implications to differential 

diagnosis and access to treatment. This contrasts the perspective of many defense 

neuropsychologists for IMEs who routinely cite somatization as an alternative 

explanation for persistent PCS rather than the injury per se (Boone, 2017). Boone (2017) 

recommends that in litigation, neuropsychologists should cite the work by Greiffenstein 

and Baker (2001) during their testimony as evidence that premorbid and postinjury 

personality and somatization as measured by the MMPI-2 does not differ significantly in 

mTBI individuals who are in active litigation, and therefore the injury does not “cause” 

the somatization (Boone, 2017; Greiffenstein & Baker, 2001). Our research suggests that 

there may be different etiological mechanisms for the tendency for somatization 

emergence in participants, such that while somatization is associated with higher 

autonomic arousal in non-neurally compromised groups (Hammad et al., 2001; Wientjes 

& Grossman, 1994), it is associated with underarousal in MHI.  

Study Limitations 
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It is important that the findings reported in this study be understood as exploratory 

in nature and interpreted with caution for several reasons. Firstly, the data is retrospective 

with respect to head injury status reporting, and is correlational in nature, and therefore 

cannot address issues of causation. Secondly, while all of the predictions were made a 

priori, and the measures were collected within the framework of a general personality 

inventory, the initial intention of this research study was not to investigate somatization 

per se, but rather somatic depressive complaints (Robb & Good, In preparation). Even so, 

these correlational relationships between injury severity indicators and psychological 

constructs (somatization) and symptoms (postconcussion) are particularly intriguing, 

given that they emerge in the context of a healthy cognitively capable university student 

sample who were not recruited on the basis of head injury, are asymptomatic, and are not 

attempting to attribute, or explain, why they feel a certain way.   

Conclusions 

In summary, these findings provide preliminary evidence that somatization 

following head injury is far more complicated than initially anticipated, and may in fact 

be rooted in autonomic underarousal. As a result, researchers and clinicians should be 

cautious and skeptical of the notion that postinjury somatization informs us about 

preinjury somatization tendencies, as well as being skeptical of the notion that evidence 

of high levels of postinjury somatization permits the discounting of PCS experienced 

postinjury as being related to the injury per se. While symptom presentations may be 

similar between those with and without a history of head injury, regardless of severity of 

injury, there appears increasing evidence that they are phenomenologically, and 

etiologically, different.   
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Chapter III: Brief moderate cardiovascular exercise as a treatment for autonomic 
underarousal, somatic depression, and attenuated neurocognitive performance in 

persons with MHI 
 

Brain injury is increasingly being recognized as a public health issue and a 

leading cause of death and disability among people in North America (Cassidy et al., 

2004; Frost, Farrer, Primosch, & Hedges, 2013), with the majority (i.e., 70-90%) of these 

injuries being on the mild end of the injury severity spectrum (Iverson & Lange, 2011). 

Estimates of prevalence in Ontario, Canada for mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) are 

between 493 to 653 per 100,000 population (Ryu, Feinstein, Colantonio, Streiner, & 

Dawson, 2009). Unfortunately, these prevalence statistics are likely a gross 

underestimate, given that many persons who sustain an mTBI do not seek medical 

attention; estimates of incidence have been noted to be upwards of 30 to 60% (Robb & 

Good, In preparation; Segalowitz & Lawson, 1995; Templer et al., 1992). Given the 

propensity of non-investigated/non-formally diagnosed mTBI individuals, for the 

purposes of this research study, we have chosen to include persons who meet the 

definition of mTBI (e.g., Kay et al., 1993) through self-report and description in addition 

to those who have medical substantiation of mTBI or concussion, and will refer to the 

group as a whole as persons who have experienced mild head injury (MHI). As indicated, 

MHI has been operationalized in accordance with the American College of Rehabilitation 

Medicine’s (ACRM; Kay et al., 1993) clinical definition, which requires the endorsement 

of a closed injury to the head due to biomechanical force that is sufficient to produce 

neural disruption causing, at minimum, transient neurological symptoms characterized 

by: an alteration to mental status, a loss of consciousness (< 30 minutes in duration), 
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post-traumatic amnesia (< 24 hours in duration), and/or focal neurological deficits (Kay 

et al., 1993). 

Upwards of 30% of individuals who suffer a MHI will report long-term post-

concussive symptoms (Bigler, 2008; Bigler, & Snyder, 1995; Bohnen, Twijnstra, & 

Jolles, 1993; Lo, Shifteh, Gold, Bello, & Lipton, 2009; Sterr, Herron, Hayward, & 

Montaldi, 2006), including a heterogeneous mixture of cognitive, emotional, behavioural, 

and physical symptoms (Gouvier, Cubic, Jones, Brantley, & Cutlip, 1992; Manley et al., 

2017; Rosenbaum, & Lipton, 2012). For those struggling with persistent 

symptomatology, it is frequently reported that they initially focus on the reduction of 

physical and cognitive sequelae as the most important objective of their rehabilitative 

efforts; however, as time progresses, focus shifts to reconnecting to their social 

relationships (e.g., friends, partner, family members). Long-term life satisfaction for 

individuals post-TBI is significantly predicted by their social reintegration (Burleigh et 

al., 1998; Corrigan et al., 2001; Underhill et al., 2003; McLean, Jarus, Hubley, & 

Jongbloed, 2014) and yet it remains one of the most understudied areas of rehabilitative 

research. One notable barrier to social reintegration identified postinjury has been the 

interference of significant depression symptomatology, which hinders one’s capacity to 

initiate, sustain, and be successful with, pro-social behaviours (Silver, McAllister, & 

Arciniegas, 2009). Estimates of postinjury depression rates are staggering, with as many 

as 40 to 60% of individuals suffering from depression following mTBI (Alway, Gould, 

Johnston, McKenzie, & Ponsford, 2016; Chrisman & Richardson, 2013; Hibbard et al., 

2000; Konrad et al., 2011; Ponsford, Alway, & Gould, 2018). Unfortunately, postinjury 

depression has received minimal attention within the treatment trial literature and 
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treatments proposed, as noted previously, are largely low in efficacy (Barker-Collo, 

Starkey, & Theadom, 2013; Fann, Hart, & Schomer, 2009; Lee et al., 2005; Rapoport et 

al., 2010).  

Autonomic Underarousal  

An area of research that has received a lot of attention within our research 

laboratory is the reliable and robust finding of autonomic underarousal (Alcock, Gallant, 

& Good, 2018; Baker & Good, 2014; Gallant, & Good, 2020; Krzeczkowski, Robb, & 

Good, 2017; van Noordt, & Good, 2011), whereby persons with a history of at least one 

head injury display a pattern of dampened autonomic physiological arousal at 

rest/baseline relative to their noninjured cohort. This finding is of great interest, as it 

mirrors findings observed in more severe TBI and specific lesion studies of injury to the 

OFC/vmPFC (Bigler & Orrison, 2001; van der Horn et al., 2016). The OFC system is 

important in summating information from sensory, emotion, and higher-order cognitive 

systems to modulate autonomic arousal in a fashion that provides guidance to behavior in 

the form of “gut-feelings” or “somatic markers” and prepares cognitive systems for 

environmental demands in the form of anticipation (Anderson, Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, 

& Damasio, 1999; Bechara, Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1996; Bechara et al., 2000). In 

accordance with the Yerkes-Dodson law, cognitive performance is related to autonomic 

arousal in an ‘inverted U’ fashion with performance optimized at moderate levels of 

arousal, and either low or high ends of arousal being associated with attenuated 

performance in a proportional fashion (Watters, Martin, & Schreter, 1997; Yerkes, & 

Dodson, 1908). It is not surprising, then, that lower autonomic arousal may modulate 

neurocognitive performance (e.g., Arciniegas, 2003; Salmond, Menon, Chatfield, 
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Pickard, & Sahakian, 2006).  

Neurocognition and Underarousal. Much of the research on moderate and 

severe TBI populations has demonstrated that the most susceptible neural systems include 

executive function, decision-making, attention-regulation, and socio-emotional systems 

(Lezak,  Howieson, Bigler, & Tranel, 2012; Rabinowitz, & Levin, 2014; Salmond et al., 

2006; Robertson, Manly, Andrade, Baddeley, & Yiend, 1997; Whyte, Polansky, Fleming, 

Coslett, & Cavallucci, 1995), whereas ‘crystalized’ intellectual skillsets are more resistant 

to injury (Barbey et al., 2014; Kent, 2017). Importantly, many of these vulnerable 

neurocognitive skillsets are the same skillsets that are sensitive to changes in emotional 

arousal (Aupperle, Melrose, Stein, & Paulus, 2012; Camargo, Estupiñan, García, & 

Lozada, 2018; Pessoa, 2009; Robbins, & Arnsten, 2009; Zelazo, Qu, & Kesek, 2010). 

Relative to the moderate and severe TBI literatures, within which neurocognitive 

impairments are well-established and difficult to discount, research investigating the 

impact of mTBI on persistent neurocognitive impairments is more hotly debated (Brooks, 

Khan,  Daya, Mikrogianakis, & Barlow, 2014; Hofman et al., 2001; Lange, Iverson, 

Brooks, & Rennison, 2010; Rabinowitz & Levin, 2014).  

Work within our research laboratory has demonstrated that a number of indices of 

neurocognitive attenuation are present even in cognitively capable university students 

following MHI (relative to those without a history of MHI); and while the clinical 

significance of these group differences may be subtle and minimal, the changes to 

neurocognitive domains are routinely associated with the degree of autonomic 

underarousal observed which has implications for the underlying theoretical model of 

mTBI. For example, in two studies investigating decision-making processes under 
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conditions of uncertainty on the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT), individuals with a history of 

MHI displayed a slower learning rate over the course of the 100 trials relative their no-

MHI counterpart (Robb & Good, 2014; In preparation; van Noordt & Good, 2011). 

Moreover, those with a MHI demonstrated a faster return to punishment selection, 

suggesting that they are less aversive to ‘punishing’ feedback. Importantly, injury 

severity was found to predict rate of return to punishment, and this was completely 

mediated by autonomic underarousal (Robb & Good, 2014; In preparation). In addition to 

this, other findings include: (1) affect recognition by demonstrating impaired ability to 

recognize emotions in others (van Noordt & Good, unpublished data), (2) reduced 

empathy and theory of mind as in showing a lessened ability to “feel”, interpret and 

behave based on the emotional states of others (Gallant & Good, 2020), and (3) reduced 

executive function (e.g., cognitive flexibility, inhibiting prepotent responses, etc.; Baker 

& Good, 2016; Pontifex, O’Connor, Broglio, & Hillman, 2009). All of these 

neurocognitive changes have significant ramifications for one’s capacity to optimally 

engage socially. While much of this research is cohort quasi-experimental research and 

thus causation is difficult to discern, neurocognitive findings were often predicted by 

autonomic underarousal as well as injury severity, pointing to the injury as a strong 

candidate for being contributory.  

Depression and underarousal. In addition to observing neurocognitive changes 

following MHI and finding these to be associated with underarousal, two studies within 

our research laboratory have found that depression symptoms experienced by individuals 

with MHI are phenomenologically and potentially etiologically different from typical 

depressive symptoms reported in the non-neurally compromised population. Specifically, 
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persons with a history of MHI endorse more somatic symptoms (e.g., lethargy, difficulty 

initiating, etc.), relative to affective, depressive symptoms (e.g., sadness, anhedonia, etc.), 

as well as more somatic depressive symptoms relative to their non-MHI counterparts 

(Robb & Good, 2015; 2017; In preparation). This contrasts with much of the traditional 

non-neurally compromised depression literature, which emphasizes that the hallmark 

symptoms are affective in nature (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Importantly, 

somatic depressive symptoms are found to be predicted by a participant’s injury severity, 

and this relationship is completely mediated by autonomic underarousal. These findings 

have important implications for a more comprehensive conceptualization of depression 

symptoms post-head injury as well as for developing more tracking instruments for 

interventional change, as well as for targeting appropriate neural mechanisms for 

therapeutic intervention.  

Improving Autonomic Arousal. A number of researchers have attempted to 

improve neurocognitive performance and mood following TBI with underwhelming 

success (e.g., Leone & Polsonetti, 2005; Wheaton, Mathias, & Vink, 2011). Two primary 

hypotheses have been put forth, both rooted in central nervous system arousal, including 

the cholinergic (Arciniegas, 2003) and dopaminergic hypothesis, respectively (Bales, 

Wagner, Kline, & Dixon, 2009). Pharmacological trials tapping into these systems 

(cholinergic – Cardenas et al., 1994; Levin et al., 1986; and dopaminergic – Huang, 

Huang, Sun, Lin, & Hou, 2016; Kaelin, Cifu, & Matthies, 1996; Tramontana et al., 2014; 

Whyte et al., 2004) have shown small to moderate effects on neurocognitive functioning, 

particularly with respect to working memory, attention and executive functioning. 

Relatively few studies have examined other indices of cognition, such as social cognitive 
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skillsets (i.e., affect recognition, decision-making, etc.). Only one pharmacological trial 

has studied depression per se, finding some mild improvement (Lee et al., 2005).  

Research in our laboratory has previously attempted to manipulate arousal 

through a number of non-pharmacological approaches, including the presentation of 

emotionally evocative stimuli (e.g., arousing classical music – Robb & Good, 2012, In 

preparation; emotionally-evocative pictures - Robb & Good, 2014; Baker & Good, 2016) 

and these approaches concomitantly improved rates of learning on measures of cognition. 

Specifically, classical music was demonstrated to increase physiological arousal and 

subsequently improve learning rates on the IGT, as well as attenuate differences in the 

rate of return to risky selections following punishment feedback for individuals reporting 

a MHI. Interestingly, negatively emotionally-valenced music (e.g., The Planets: Mars 

[Holdst], Piano Trio #5 – Ghost [Beethoven], etc.) was more effective in improving 

decision-making performance for MHI participants, whereas positively emotionally-

valanced music (e.g., Scherzo [Dvorak], Largo ma ton tanto [Bach], etc.) was more 

effective for non-MHI participants (Robb & Good, 2012, In preparation). These findings 

are consistent with Thaut et al. (2009) who demonstrated four sessions of neurological 

music (i.e., the therapeutic application of music during cognitive, sensory, and motor 

rehabilitation) improve both executive function and emotional adjustment. While 

physiological arousal was not measured, these findings collectedly support the view that 

affective sensitivity improved with heightened emotional arousal in individuals with head 

injury. Unfortunately, removal of the emotionally-salient stimuli resulted in a quick 

return-to-baseline arousal for the head injury groups suggesting that a manipulation with 

longer-term effects is required.  
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In an effort to invoke a more sustaining physiological change in persons with 

MHI, physical exercise is proposed as an approach. Unlike prior interventional 

approaches which have introduced extraneous stimuli to elevate arousal, brief physical 

exercise is under the individual’s volitional control and can be readily accessed in a 

variety of environments to temporarily increase arousal states. While chronic exercise has 

been extensively studied in relation to mood and cognitive changes across a number of 

populations (Coles & Tomporowski, 2008; Liu-Ambrose & Donaldson, 2009), including 

TBI (Vanderbeken & Kerckhofs, 2017) and mTBI populations (Gladstone et al., 2019), 

minimal research has investigated its use in improving cognitive performance as a 

function of increased autonomic arousal in persons with MHI. Within the exercise 

literature, a number of large systematic reviews and meta-analyses have provided 

evidence that acute aerobic exercise provides a modest, temporary improvement in 

cognition, particularly with respect to executive function, decision-making, reaction time, 

processing speed, and working memory (e.g., Tomporowski, 2003; Chang, Labban, 

Gapin, & Etnier, 2012). Twenty minutes of cycling (66% of maximal heart rate) has 

reportedly been the most consistent exercise protocol to demonstrate effects 

(Tomporowski, 2003). Moreover, exercise-related cognitive improvement has also been 

demonstrated in select clinical/psychiatric populations (e.g., depressed elderly adults; 

Vasques, Moraes, Silveira, Deslandes, & Laks, 2011). The primary mechanism that has 

been proposed for these observed cognitive benefits is the elevation of arousal through 

catecholamine activation (McMorris, Collard, Corbett, Dicks, & Swain, 2008; McMorris, 

Turner, Hale, & Sproule, 2016). Moreover, increased activation of key neural systems 
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involved in executive function tasks (e.g., dlPFC) have been observed following acute 

exercise (Yanagisawa et al., 2010). 

Purpose of research study 

The primary purpose of this study is to investigate whether brief exercise 

intervention has an impact on mood and cognitive symptomatology following MHI, 

focusing on primary outcome measures of autonomic arousal (i.e., EDA), somatic 

depression (i.e., Beck Depression Inventory-2nd Edition), and measures of neurocognitive 

functioning (i.e., decision-making, executive function) following a brief exercise 

invention (i.e., 20 minutes of stationary cycling at 66% of maximal heart rate). To 

measure the effectiveness of this intervention, pre- and post-intervention, measures of 

physiological arousal, mood and cognition are collected and after a one-week delay, 

participants return to engage the same procedure as a means to determine whether the 

effects can be replicated within a person multiple times. To our knowledge, this is the 

first study of its kind to explore all three sets of variables (i.e., arousal, mood, and 

cognition) and measure multiple-trial efficacy. Based on the research findings discussed, 

the following research hypotheses are made:  

Hypothesis I: Persons with a history of MHI will exhibit physiological autonomic 

underarousal compared to their No-MHI peers, as assessed by EDA (µS), and injury 

severity will be found to be inversely related to autonomic arousal;  

Hypothesis II: Persons with a prior history of head injury will endorse a higher incidence 

of somatic (vs. affective) depressive symptoms as measured through self-report 

depressive questionnaires relative to their No-MHI peers;  
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Hypothesis III: Persons with a prior history of head injury will display reduced 

performance on measures of cognitive functioning (i.e., decision-making on the Iowa 

Gambling Task, affect recognition of faces, executive function as measured by working 

memory, verbal fluency, and inhibition) relative to their No-MHI cohort; 

Hypothesis IV: Persons with a history of MHI will display heighted physiological 

arousal following the intervention of brief aerobic exercise.  

Hypothesis V: While both persons with and without a history of MHI will be advantaged 

from engaging in brief aerobic exercise with respect to their mood, persons with a MHI 

will display a greater reduction in somatic depressive symptoms and improved decision-

making and executive function relative to their No-MHI cohort. 

This research will contribute to our understanding of the head injury population in 

a number of ways, providing insight as to the potential importance of physiological 

mechanisms (e.g., autonomic underarousal) in the production, and experience, of 

postinjury sequelae, as well contributing to the development of treatments for these 

sequelae. While our previous studies have demonstrated correlational evidence for the 

relationship between underarousal and somatic depressive symptomatology, this would 

be the first study to provide causal evidence for this relationship via an arousal 

manipulation.   

Methods 

Participants 

 Seventy-two (61 female, 11 male) Brock University students (Mage = 20.32, SDage 

= 3.74) participated in this research and were recruited using Brock University’s 

Psychology Department research website (SONA). None of these participants were 
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recruited on the basis of MHI, as a means to reduce the risk of diagnosis threat (Suhr & 

Gunstad, 2002; 2005). Despite this, of the 72 participants, 30 (42%) reported a history of 

mild head injury (demographic variables such as age, years of education, and ethnicity 

are displayed in Table 3.1). Table 3.2 provides details with respect to gender, handedness, 

and diagnoses of interest as function of MHI status, and Table 3.3 provides a brief 

overview of injury characteristics. Importantly, MHI reported sustaining their injuries on 

average at the age of 16 years old (SDage = 5.23), and average time since injury was on 

4.94 years (SD = 5.21). Moreover, the number of injuries sustained my participants 

reporting a history of MHI ranged from one to eleven injuries (M = 3.00 SD = 2.74). No 

statistical differences between MHI and no-MHI were observed, except, persons with 

MHI displayed a trend towards greater lifetime psychiatric disorders (χ2 (1, 72) = 2.70, p 

= .010, trend) and learning disabilities (χ2 (1, 72) = 2.65, p = .010, trend) relative to their 

No-MHI cohort. 45 (62.5%) of these participants returned for the second testing session.  
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Table 3.1: 
 
Descriptive statistics of age, and proportions of completion the years of education, 
parental income, and parental education.  
 
 No-MHI  

(n = 42) 
MHI  

 (n = 30) 
Variable: M SD M SD 

Age 20.48 3.81 20.10 3.69 

Years of Education completed 13.17 1.41 13.03 1.40 

Ethnicity 
 

Percentage (n) 

 Caucasian/European 64.3% (27) 90.0% (27) 

 Black/African American 19.0% (8) 0.0% (0) 

 Asian 
 

16.7% (7)  10.0% (3) 

 

Table 3.2: 

Descriptive statistics of gender, handedness, and diagnoses of interest, and injury 
characteristics as a function of head injury status. 
 

Variable:  
Percentage (n) 

No-MHI 
(n = 42) 

MHI 
(n = 30) 

Male 9.5% (4) 23.3% (7) 

Right Handed 90.5% (38) 93.3% (28) 

Psychiatric Diagnosis 16.7% (7) 33.3% (10) 

Taking psychotropic medications 2.4 % (1) 20.0% (6) 

Neurological condition 2.4% (1) 10.0% (3) 

Diagnosed with a learning 

disability 

7.1% (3) 20.0% (6) 
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Table 3.3: 

Injury characteristics for MHI participants. 
 
 
Most Recent Injury Characteristics (Percentage [n])  

 

MHI 
(n = 30) 

 Symptoms > 20 minutes 60% (18) 

 Skull Fracture 6.7% (2) 

 Loss of consciousness (LOC) 40.0% (12) 

  Less than 5 minutes 26.7% (8) 

  Less than 30 minutes 6.7% (2) 

  Greater than 30 minutes 6.7% (2) 

 Retrograde Amnesia 33.3% (10) 

  < 1 minute 16.7% (5) 

  < 5 minutes 0.0% (0) 

  > 5 minutes 16.7% (5) 

 Anterograde Amnesia 40.0% (12) 

  < 1 minute 10.0% (3) 

  < 5 minutes 13.3% (4) 

  > 5 minutes 13.3% (4) 

 Site of impact:  

  Front 36.7% (11) 

  Right 10.0% (3) 

  Left 13.3% (4) 
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  Back 26.7% (8) 

  Other/cannot recall 13.3% (4) 

 Cause of Injury  

  MVC 30.0% (9) 

  Sports-related Injury 36.7% (11) 

  Falls 21.6% (5) 

  Other 16.7% (5) 

 Result in a diagnosed concussion 60.0% (18) 

 Visit ED 30.0% (9) 

 Visit Health Professional 43.3% (13) 

 Neuroimaging 20.0% (6) 

 Stayed overnight in hospital 3.3% (1) 

 More than one injury 40.0% (12) 

 

Neuropsychological Measures 

Letter-Number Sequencing (Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-4th Edition 

[WAIS-IV]; Wechsler, 2008). Participants are read a series of numbers and letters and 

asked to recall the numbers in ascending order and the letters in alphabetical order. 

Modified scoring approaches were utilized to assess the number of alphanumeric digits 

that participants recalled in the correct order, rather than single point accuracy scores for 

accuracy of entire item. This task measures working memory, sequential processing, 

mental manipulation, attention and concentration, and cognitive flexibility (Lezak, 

Howieson, Bigler, & Tranel, 2012; Wechsler, 2008). 
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Symbol Digit Modalities (Smith, 1979). Participants are asked to transcribe and 

match numbers to symbols as quickly as they can within a 90 second time limit. Four 

versions of this measure were constructed all with equivalent levels of difficulty. This 

task measures working memory, processing speed, visual motor coordination, learning 

ability, and attention and concentration (Lezak et al., 2012).  

Verbal Fluency (Delis–Kaplan Executive Function System [D–KEFS]; Delis, 

Kaplan, & Kramer, 2001). Participants have 60 seconds to generate as many words as 

they are able following a prompt (i.e., starting with a certain letter [e.g., F, A, S], category 

[e.g., animals], and switching between two categories [fruit & utensil]). Four versions of 

this measure were constructed all with equivalent levels of difficulty. This task measures 

one’s capacity for attention and concentration, cognitive initiation, access to a mental 

lexicon, working memory, and cognitive flexibility (Delis et al. 2001; Lezak et al., 2012). 

Inhibition (A Developmental NEuroPSYchological Assessment – 2nd Edition 

[NEPSY-II]; Korman, Kirk, & Kemp, 2007). Participants are asked to view a series of 

black and white shapes or arrows and name them, or their direction, or provide an 

opposite response in rapid succession, depending on the color of the shape or arrow. This 

task is a modified Stroop task and measures one’s capacity to inhibit prepotent responses, 

attention and concentration, working memory, and cognitive flexibility (Korman et al., 

2007; Lezak et al., 2012). 

Affect Recognition (Advanced Clinical Solutions [ACS]; Wechsler, 2009; 

NEPSY-II; Korman et al., 2007). Participants are asked to match emotional faces to a 

target face as well as recognize the affect of a picture of a target face and match it to a list 

of emotional words (e.g., happy, sad, angry). Two versions of this task were assessed - 
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adult faces from the ACS and child/teenage faces from the NEPSY-II. This measure is 

thought to be an index of social cognition, measuring one’s ability to identify and label 

emotional affect displayed through facial expression (Lezak et al., 2012). 

Iowa Gambling Task (IGT; Bechara et al., 1996). Participants are asked to play a 

gambling task which consists of being presented four decks of cards (two 'advantageous' 

and two 'disadvantageous' decks) on a computer screen and asked to select one card at a 

time from any of the decks with the goal of gaining as many points as possible over the 

course of 100 trials. The reinforcement and punishment paradigm is complex and difficult 

to explicitly calculate and maintain in working memory and, as a result, taps into 

associative reverse learning (previously described by Bechara et al., 1994). This task has 

been extensively studied in a wide variety of clinical and normative populations (Buelow 

& Suhr, 2009; Brevers, Bechara, Cleeremans, & Noël, 2013), and is thought to measure 

decision-making capacity under conditions of uncertainty, “gut-feelings,” and working 

memory (Lezak et al., 2012). 

Self-report measures 

Profile of Mood States - Second Edition – Adult Short (POMS-2; Heuchert & 

McNair, 2012). This self-report measure represents a brief measure of mood state, and 

asks participants to rate themselves in terms of 35 emotional states on a five-point scale 

(1 = not at all; 5 = extremely). This measure was slightly modified to ask participants to 

rate their mood state in this moment. It has six subscales, including: (1) Anger/Hostility, 

measuring state anger and antipathy towards other people in the moment; (2) 

Confusion/Bewilderment, measuring bewilderment and cognitive inefficiency; (3) 

Depression/Dejection, assessing a sense of personal inadequacy; (4) Fatigue-Inertia, 
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measuring a state of weariness, inertia, and low energy; (5) Tension/Anxiety, measuring 

musculoskeletal tension; and (6) Vigour/Activity, assessing state of vigorousness, 

ebullience, and high energy (Heuchert & McNair, 2012).  

Positive Affect Negative Affect Scale (PANAS; Watson, Clark, & Tellegan, 

1988). This self-report measure represents a brief measure of mood state, asking 

participants to rate 15 positive and negative affect descriptions (15 items) on a five-point 

scale (1 = very slightly or not at all; 5 = extremely). This measure provides a summated 

score for positive emotion and negative emotion endorsement. Unlike the POMS-2, 

PANAS is far more general measure of positive and negative mood status in the moment 

and can provide insight into more affective perception of one’s mood.  

Beck Depression Inventory–II (BDI-II; Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996): The BDI-

II provides a measure of the intensity of depressive symptoms in both healthy and 

psychiatric samples and is made up of 21 items rated on a 4-point scale. As in previous 

studies, Manian, Schmidt, Bornstein, and Martinez’s (2013) factor structure has been 

applied to explore the three components of depressive symptoms in persons with a 

history of MHI: (1) cognitive (pessimism, past failure, guilty feelings, punishment 

feelings, self-dislike, self-criticalness, suicidal thoughts or wishes, worthlessness); (2) 

affective (sadness, loss of pleasure, crying, agitation, loss of interest, indecisiveness); and 

(3) somatic (loss of energy, changes in sleep pattern, irritability, change in appetite, 

concentration difficulties, tiredness or fatigue, loss of interest in sex). 

Everyday Living Questionnaire (ELQ, 5th ed.; Good, 2018). The ELQ is a self-

report demographic and health questionnaire (e.g., participant’s age, socioeconomic 

status, medical and social interests, etc.) that contains information to determine an 
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individual’s MHI status (i.e., have you ever hit your head with a force sufficient to alter 

your consciousness [e.g., loss of consciousness, vomiting, dizziness]?) based on ACRM 

criteria (Kay et el., 1993) which is embedded in a series of extensive health questions. 

Additional questions indicating injury severity were also assessed using this measure 

(e.g., loss of consciousness (LOC), post-traumatic amnesia (PTA), seeking medical 

support, hospitalization, neuroimaging, etc.).  

Psychophysiological Measures 

Electrodermal Activation (EDA). EDA is a continuous measure of autonomic 

arousal and measurements were taken from the non-dominant hand whereby electrodes 

were placed on the distal end of the index and fourth fingers. Participants were instructed 

to minimize hand movements to reduce the prevalence of artifacts. Polygraph 

Professional Suite Datapac USB 16-bit Data Acquisition equipment with silver-silver 

chloride electrodes, version 2.6.0.0 software, and a Dell desktop computer was used to 

collect the psychophysiological data. EDA measures conductance (reciprocal of 

resistance) between the electrodes and it is expressed in microsimenses (µS). 

Continuous Heart Rate Monitoring. Heart rate was measured using a Charge 2 

Fitbit which provided continuous monitoring of a participant’s heart rate connected to a 

cell phone through Bluetooth technology. Participants wore this Fitbit on their non-

dominant hand throughout the brief cardiovascular exercise.  

Procedure 

  After Research Ethics Board (#18-181) clearance at Brock University was 

obtained, participants were tested individually over two separate occasions for 

approximately six hours in duration in the Jack and Nora Walker Lifespan 
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Developmental Centre testing facility on campus in St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada. (See 

Figure 3.1 for a visual representation of the procedure). After providing informed 

consent, participants completed a three-minute measure of physiological arousal and 

rated their self-reported arousal state (SA). Self-report measures of their mood state 

(POMS-2, PANAS), following a serious of neuropsychological measures (Letter-Number 

Sequences, Symbol-Digit Modalities, Verbal Fluency, Inhibition, Affect Recognition) 

were also collected. As the IGT can only be administered once to a participant, each 

participant was randomly assigned to complete the IGT either prior to, or after, the 

cardiovascular exercise. For the exercise protocol, participants were to don the Fitbit, 

walk over to a secondary testing room, and begin pedalling on a stationary bike. 

Participants were instructed to a complete a five-minute warm up, followed by a 20-

minute session of moderate exercise (i.e., maintaining a heart rate [HR] level of 66% of 

maximum heart rate [a range of 60-70% was acceptable]) with a research assistant 

providing feedback to increase or decrease their pedalling cadence, as appropriate. 

Participants were provided water and encouraged to drink throughout to prevent 

dehydration. Upon completion of the exercise, participants provided another recording of 

their physiological arousal, and then rated their SA, and completed their self-reported 

measures of mood. This was followed by engaging another set of neuropsychological 

measures (Letter-Number Sequences, Symbol-Digit Modalities, Verbal Fluency, 

Inhibition, Affect Recognition), followed once again by measures of physiological 

arousal, SA, and self-reported measures of mood. Lastly, participants completed several 

self-report questionnaires (i.e., ELQ, BDI-II, etc.). Participants were invited to return one 
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week later to repeat the procedure (without the affect recognition measure included in the 

neuropsychological battery).  

 

Figure 3.1. Diagram depicting the methodological breakdown and order of 
measures (SA = self-reported arousal measure).   
 

Data analysis 

 The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) was used to conduct all 

statistical analyses. Briefly, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to examine EDA, 

depressive complaints (i.e., POMS-II, PANAS, BDI-II), neurocognitive measures (i.e., 

Affect Recognition, Letter-Number Sequencing Test, Digit Symbol Modalities Test, 

Verbal Fluency, Inhibition, and IGT) as a function of MHI, testing epoch, and testing 

session. Follow-up t-test and one-way ANOVAs were conducted for post-hoc analyses. 

Bivariate correlations were carried out to examine the relationship between EDA and 

levels of injury severity. Multiple linear regressions were used to investigate whether 

EDA was a mediator between injury severity and somatic depressive symptoms on the 

BDI-II and POMS-2. Assumptions for all analyses were met unless otherwise stated and 

a statistical significance level was set at p < 0.05.    

Results 

Autonomic Arousal 
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 Autonomic arousal, specifically sympathetic arousal, was measured indirectly by 

EDA (in µS). Figure 3.2 and 3.3 depict the average measure of EDA across sampling 

epochs throughout the testing session as a function of head injury status for the first and 

second testing sessions. A mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 4 (Testing 

Epochs [Baseline, Before Exercise, After Exercise, End of Session]) ANOVA5 completed 

for Testing Session One revealed a significant main effect of MHI status (F (1, 62) = 

78.33, p < .001, ηp
2 = .56) and of Testing Epoch  (F (3, 186) = 196.71, p < .001, ηp

2 = 

.76), as well as a significant interaction between the two (F (3, 186) = 9.80, p < .001, ηp
2 

= .14). Post-hoc analysis indicated that all groups significantly differed from one another 

(p < 0.001); however, the largest change in EDA amplitude was obtained  as a function of 

exercise for both the MHI and no-MHI groups (see Figure 3.2).  

For the second testing session, another mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, 

MHI]) × 4 (Testing Epochs [Baseline, Before Exercise, After Exercise, End of Session]) 

ANOVA6 was conducted replicating the results from Testing Session One, despite its 

smaller sample size, showing a significant main effect for MHI status (F (1, 38) = 64.91, 

p < .001, ηp
2 = .63), Testing Epoch (F (3, 114) = 131.85, p < .001, ηp

2 = .78), and the 

interaction between the two (F (1, 114) = 4.40, p = .003, ηp
2 = .12). Post-hoc analysis 

demonstrated that all groups significantly differed from one another (p < 0.001), with the 

exception of baseline measures compared to before exercise epochs for the no-MHI 

group, which was not significant. The injury severity composite measure was negatively 

                                                
5 Sphericity could not be assumed, as Mauchly’s W was significant (χ2(5) = 28.21, p < 
.001). As a result, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was made (ε = 0.65). 
6 Again, Sphericity could not be assumed, as Mauchly’s W was significant (χ2(5) = 18.59, 
p < .001). As a result, a Greenhouse-Geisser correction was made (ε = 0.87). 
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correlated with EDA amplitude at baseline (Figure 3.4; r (64) = -.75, p < 0.001; MHI 

only: r (28) = -.65, p < 0.001).  

 

Figure 3.2. Average EDA (with SE) across sampling epochs as a function of head 
injury status during the first testing session.  
 

 

Figure 3.3. Average EDA (with SE) across sampling epochs as a function of head 
injury status during the second testing session.  
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Figure 3.4. Scatter plot depicting the relationship between indicator of injury 
severity and average EDA amplitude as a function of head injury status.  
 
Mood symptoms  

 Mood was assessed using the POMS-2, PANAS, and BDI-II. Mixed model 2 

(MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 4 (Testing Epochs [Baseline, Before Exercise, After 

Exercise]) ANOVAs were conducted for the Fatigue/Inertia, Vigour/Activity, and 

Depression/Dejection subscales on the POMS, and for the Positive and the Negative 

Affect subscales on the PANAS for both Testing Sessions One and Two (Figure 3.5-3.12 

and tables 3.4-3.11). All measures produced a main effect of Testing Epoch (see 

Appendix A). Starting with the POMS-2 Fatigue/Inertia subscale in the first testing 

session (Figure 3.5) and second testing session (Figure 3.6), one-way repeated ANOVA 

revealed an effect of testing epoch for the MHI group (Testing Session One: F (1, 29) = 

20.08, p < .001; Testing Session Two: F (1, 17) = 15.49, p = .011), but not the No-MHI 

group. Post-hoc t-tests revealed that before exercise measures of Fatigue/Inertia was 

found to be significantly higher than after-exercise or after-cognitive testing epochs 
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respectively (p < .05). Moreover, at the before-exercise epoch, MHI participants reported 

greater Fatigue/Inertia symptoms than their no-MHI cohort at testing session one (t(70) = 

3.87, p < .001, CI [1.71, 5.66]), and two (t(43) = 3.19, p = .003, CI [1.33, 5.89]) 

respectively. Exercise appears to lessen Fatigue/Inertia symptoms for the MHI group only 

across both testing sessions. 

 

Figure 3.5. Total fatigue/inertia subscale scores (with SE) on the POMS-2 across 
Testing Epochs as a function of head injury status during the first testing session.  
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Figure 3.6. Total fatigue/inertia subscale score (with SE) on the POMS-2 across 
Testing Epochs as a function of head injury status during the second testing session.  
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before exercise following cognitive testing (p > .05). In terms of group differences as a 
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Appendix A), with post-hoc analysis exercise increased report of Vigour/Activity but it 

returned to baseline after cognitive testing.  

 

Figure 3.7. Total vigour/activity subscale scores (with SE) on the POMS-2 across 
Testing Epochs as a function of head injury status during the first testing session.  
 

 

Figure 3.8. Total vigour/activity subscale scores (with SE) on the POMS-2 across 
Testing Epochs as a function of head injury status during the second testing session.  
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The last POM-2 scale examined was Depression/Dejection, revealing only a main 

effect of testing epoch for both testing session one (Figure 3.9; Table 3.9 – Appendix A) 

and two (Figure 3.10; Table 3.10 – Appendix A). Post-hoc analysis indicates that for 

session one, exercise decreases Depression/Dejection ratings, but following cognitive 

testing they increase again, but not to the levels initially measured before exercise (p < 

.05). Session two revealed the same pattern, however, Depression/Dejection ratings did 

return back to baseline before exercise.  

For the PANAS in testing session one, only main effects for testing epoch were 

observed for Positive Affect (Figure 3.11; Table 3.11 – Appendix A) and Negative Affect 

(Figure 3.12; Table 3.12 – Appendix A). Post-hoc analysis revealed that exercise did not 

change reports of positive affect, but it did decrease following cognitive testing relative to 

the after exercise epoch (p < 0.05). For reports of negative affect, exercise did result in 

decrease, which remained after cognitive testing (p < .05). For testing session 2, a main 

effect of testing epoch was observed for Positive affect (Figure 3.13; Table 3.13 – 

Appendix A) but no effects were observed for Negative Affect (Figure 3.14; Table 3.14). 

Post-hoc analysis revealed that Positive Affect reported following cognitive testing was 

reduced relative to before exercise and after exercise measures (p < .05); however these 

latter two did not differ from one another.  
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Figure 3.9. Total depression/dejection subscale score (with SE) on the POMS-2 
across Testing Epochs as a function of head injury status during the first testing 
session.  
 

 

Figure 3.10. Total depression/dejection subscale score (with SE) on the POMS-2 
across Testing Epochs as a function of head injury status during the second testing 
session.  
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Figure 3.11. Average Positive Affect subscale score (with SE) on the PANAS across 
Testing Epochs as a function of head injury status during the first testing session.  
 

 

Figure 3.12. Average Negative Affect subscale score (with SE) on the PANAS across 
Testing Epochs as a function of head injury status during the first testing session.  
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Figure 3.13. Average Positive Affect subscale score (with SE) on the PANAS across 
Testing Epochs as a function of head injury status during the second testing session.  
 

 
 
Figure 3.14. Average Negative Affect subscale score (with SE) on the PANAS across 
Testing Epochs as a function of head injury status during the second testing session.  
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exercising. Injury severity was found to be predictive when regressed on somatic 

depression (accounting for 27.7% of the variability; F (1, 63) = 11.32, p < .001) and 

subsequently autonomic physiological arousal (accounting for 56.5% of the variability; F 

(1, 64) = 83.22, p < .001). Autonomic physiological arousal was found to completely 

mediate MHI status and Fatigue/Inertia (see Figure 3.15). When injury severity and 

autonomic arousal as measured by EDA were regressed on the Fatigue/Inertia subscale (F 

(2, 63) = 11.32, p < .001), autonomic physiological arousal continued to be predictive of 

somatic depressive symptoms (accounting for 11% of variability; pathway b), whereas 

injury severity ceased to be predictive (pathway c’). This implies that the mechanism by 

which injury severity predicts somatic depressive symptoms on the Fatigue/Inertia 

subscale of the POMS-2 occurs completely through changes to autonomic arousal.  

 

Figure 3.15. Mediation model depicting complete mediation of physiological arousal 
(EDA) between indicators of injury severity and fatigue and inertia subscale score 
on the POMS-2.  

With respect to depression subscales on the BDI-II collected in Session One of 

testing (Figure 3.16), a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Depression 
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subtype [cognitive, affective, and somatic]) ANOVA was conducted revealing a main 

effect of depression subtype (F (2, 140) = 17.48, p < .001, ηp
2 = .20) and two-way 

interaction between MHI status and depression subtype (F (2, 140) = 6.03, p = .003, ηp
2 = 

.08); however, no main effect of MHI status was observed (F (1, 70) = 2.285, p = .135). 

Follow-up t-tests demonstrated that, overall, somatic depressive symptoms were reported 

more so (somatic > affective: t(71) = 3.21, p = 0.002, CI [0.02, 0.10]; somatic > 

cognitive: t(71) = 4.29, p < 0.001, CI [0.05, 0.14]), followed by affective (affective > 

cognitive: t(71) = 2.71, p = 0.009, CI [0.01, 0.06], and cognitive symptoms. Furthermore, 

only somatic depressive symptoms were found to differ as a function of MHI status (t(70) 

= 2.37, p = 0.02, CI [0.02, 0.25]); no differences between MHI and no-MHI groups were 

observed for affective or cognitive symptoms (p’s > 0.05). 

 

Figure 3.16. BDI-II subscales of cognitive (Cog Dep), affective (Aff Dep), and 
somatic (Som Dep) depression as a function of  head injury status for Testing 
Session One (*p < .05).  
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For testing Session Two (Figure 3.17), a different pattern of results emerged. 

Mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Depression subtype [cognitive, 

affective, and somatic]) ANOVA was conducted on the BDI-II, and produced a main 

effect of depression subtype (F (2, 83) = 11.29, p < .001, ηp
2 = .21) only. There was no 

main effect of MHI status (F (1, 42) = 2.12, p = .152) nor two-way interaction (F (2, 84) 

= 1.64, p = .200). Similar to Session One, follow-up t-tests demonstrated that somatic 

depressive symptoms were reported most often (somatic > affective: t(43) = 2.32, p = 

0.025, CI [0.00, 0.06]; somatic > cognitive: t(43) = 4.12, p < 0.001, CI [0.03, 0.08]), 

followed by affective (affective > cognitive: t(43) = 2.32, p = 0.025, CI [0.00, 0.05], and 

cognitive symptoms – all subtypes of depression differed significantly from one another.  

Assessing only the participants who completed both Sessions One and Two 

(Figure 3.18), a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Depression subtype 

[cognitive, affective, and somatic]) × 2 (Session [session one, session two]) ANOVA 

revealed main effects of session, depression subtype, and a two-way interaction between 

MHI status and depression subtype (see Table 3.14 – Appendix A). Post-hoc analysis 

revealed that all three subscales improved from Session One to Two (p’s < 0.05), and, 

again for the MHI group, somatic depressive symptoms were found significantly higher 

than the affective and cognitive (p < 0.05) subscales across testing sessions.  
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Figure 3.17. BDI-II subscales of cognitive (Cog Dep), affective (Aff Dep), and 
somatic (Som Dep) depression as a function of head injury status for Testing Session 
Two.  
 
 

 

Figure 3.18. BDI-II subscales of cognitive (Cog Dep), affective (Aff Dep), and 
somatic (Som Dep) depression as a function of head injury status and the two testing 
sessions for only participants who participated in both sessions (*p < 0.05).  
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In examining somatic depressive symptoms as measured by the BDI-II, additional 

meditational analysis were conducted to investigate whether autonomic physiological 

arousal could serve as a mediator between the injury severity composite index and the 

self-reported state somatic depressive symptoms. Injury severity was predictive of 

somatic depression (accounting for 14.8% of the variability; F (1, 70) = 12.17, p = .001) 

and autonomic physiological arousal (accounting for 56.5% of the variability; F (1, 64) = 

83.22, p < .001). Autonomic physiological arousal was found to be a complete mediator 

between these two variables (see Figure 3.19). When injury severity and autonomic 

arousal measured by EDA were regressed on the somatic depression (F (2, 63) = 4.95, p 

= .01), autonomic physiological arousal continued to be predictive at the trend level of 

somatic depressive symptoms (accounting for 4.3% of variability; pathway b), whereas 

injury severity ceased to be predictive (pathway c’). This implies that the mechanism by 

which injury severity predicts somatic depressive symptoms on the Fatigue/Inertia 

subscale of the POMS-2 occurs completely through changes to autonomic arousal. 
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Figure 3.19. Mediation model depicting complete mediation of physiological arousal 
(EDA) between indicators of injury severity and BDI-II somatic depression score 
(proportion).  

Neurocognitive Outcomes 

 Affect Recognition. With respect to Affect Recognition (Figure 3.20), evidence 

was found that MHI displaying reduced performance relative to their no-MHI cohort, and 

exercise benefitted performance for both groups. Specifically, a mixed model 2 (MHI 

status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 2 (Exercise [pre-exercise, post-exercise]) ANOVA revealed a 

significant main effect of exercise (F (1, 70) = 21.25, p < .001, ηp2 = .23) and a 

significant interaction (F (1, 70) = 11.53, p < .001, ηp2 = .14); there was no main effect of 

MHI status (F (1, 70) = 0.38, p = .54). Post-hoc analysis revealed the no-MHI group 

performed better than the MHI group pre-exercise (t(70) = 2.30, p = 0.024, CI [.77, 

10.77]), whereas the MHI group demonstrated a trend of performing better than the no-

MHI group post-exercise (t(70) = 1.76, p = 0.082, CI [-.27, .08], trend). Moreover, the 

MHI group produced an improvement in affect recognition performance as a function of 

exercise (t(29) = 5.38, p < 0.001, CI [6.79, 15.13])), whereas the no-MHI group did not 
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(t(241) = .93, p = 0.36). Further analyses indicated that both groups produced fewer 

errors following exercise (see Table 3.15; p’s < .05). MHI subjects selected more neutral 

faces when making errors relative to the no-MHI group pre-exercise, whereas this 

difference were no longer significant after exercise; conversely, after exercise, MHI 

subjects accurately identified angry (trend) and surprise emotions less well compared to 

their no-MHI cohort.  

 

Figure 3.20. Percent accuracy of performance on measures of affect recognition 
before and after 20 minutes of brief aerobic cardiovascular exercise (pre-exercise: 
NEPSY affect recognition; post-exercise: ACS social cognition) as a function of head 
injury status   
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Table 3.15 
 
Summary of Affect Recognition responses during trials that participants made errors as a 
function of MHI status. 
 
 Pre-Exercise Post-Exercise  

Type of Error: 

No-

MHI MHI 
Significance No-MHI MHI Significance 

Happy Errors 0.75 0.10 .38 0.21 0.49 .32 

Sad Errors 6.12 7.33 .16 1.00 0.89 .79 

Neutral 
Errors 
 

2.93 5.62 .001 1.93 2.27 .62 

Fear Errors 2.93 2.57 .61 0.14 0.20 .74 

Angry Errors 4.90 4.19 .44 0.79 0.20 .06 (trend) 

Disgust 
Errors 

4.01 3.71 .72 1.50 1.28 .66 

Surprise 
Errors 

- - - 7.50 5.71 .05 

 

Letter-Number Sequencing. A mixed model 2 (head injury status [no-MHI, 

MHI]) × 2 (Exercise [pre-exercise, post-exercise]) ANOVA on the number of correct 

digits in the Letter-Number Sequencing Test (Figure 3.21) revealed a main effect of 

exercise (F (1, 67) = 93.30, p < .001, ηp
2 = .58) and a trending interaction (F (1, 67) = 

3.74, p = .057, trend). Conversely, no main effect of MHI status was observed (F (1, 67) 

= 0.05, p = .83). Post-hoc analysis showed overall improvements in performance 

following exercise. When only participants who completed both testing sessions are 

examined (Figure 3.22; Table 3.16 – Appendix A), mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, 

MHI]) × 2 (Exercise [pre-exercise, post-exercise]) × 2 (Session [session one, session 
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two]) ANOVA again revealed a main effect for exercise, and trends were observed for 

MHI status and the interaction between test session and MHI status. Post-hoc 

investigations revealed that post-exercise performance was superior to pre-exercise in 

both testing sessions; however, for the second testing session, MHI was found to have 

reduced performance relative to their no-MHI group (p < 0.01), and their performance 

did not differ from their performance in session one. This would suggest that the no-MHI 

benefitted from the repeated exposure whereas the MHI group was not advantaged. In 

session two, MHI did benefit from exercise.  

 

Figure 3.21. Number of correct digits in order on measures of working memory with 
high executive load (WAIS-IV Letter-Number Sequencing) before and after 20 
minutes of brief aerobic cardiovascular exercise as a function of head injury status 
in testing session one (p < .05).    
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Figure 3.22. Number of correct digits in order on measures of working memory with 
high executive load (WAIS-IV Letter-Number Sequencing) before and after 20 
minutes of brief aerobic cardiovascular exercise as a function of head injury status 
across two testing sessions (* p < .05).   
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mixed model 2 (head injury status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 2 (Exercise [pre-exercise, post-

exercise]) × 2 (Session [session one, session two]) ANOVA revealed a main effect for 

exercise, session, and MHI status, as well as interactions between exercise and MHI, and 

exercise and session (trend). Post-hoc t-tests revealed that the no-MHI group performs 

better on DSMT across exercise conditions and sessions. Both groups benefit from 

exercise, however only the no-MHI group benefits from the second testing session (p < 

0.05), whereas the MHI did not benefit from repeated exposure to the tests.  

 

 

Figure 3.23. Number of correct digits as a measure of processing speed (DSMT) 
before and after 20 minutes of brief aerobic cardiovascular exercise as a function of 
head injury status for testing session one.  
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Figure 3.24. Number of correct digits as a measure of processing speed (DSMT) 
before and after 20 minutes of brief aerobic cardiovascular exercise as a function of 
head injury status across both testing sessions.  
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and MHI status (Table 3.18 – Appendix A). For the no-MHI group, post-hoc analysis of 

repeated measures 2 (Exercise [pre-exercise, post-exercise]) × 2 (Session [session one, 

session two]) ANOVA revealed only a main effect of session (F (1, 21) = 6.55, p = .018, 

ηp
2 = .24), with increased word generate observed in session one relative to session two 

(p < .05). For the MHI group, post-hoc analysis of repeated measures 2 (Exercise [pre-

exercise, post-exercise]) × 2 (Session [session one, session two]) ANOVA revealed an 

interaction between exercise and session  (F (1, 16) = 7.89, p = .013, ηp
2 = .33). Follow 

up post-hoc tests revealed that the MHI group generated fewer words than the No-MHI 

group, and benefitted from exercise in the first testing session, but not the second testing 

session.  

 

 

Figure 3.25. Switching verbal fluency total (D-KEFS verbal fluency switching 
condition) before and after 20 minutes of brief aerobic cardiovascular exercise as a 
function of head injury status. 
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Figure 3.26. Switching verbal fluency total (D-KEFS verbal fluency switching 
condition) before and after 20 minutes of brief aerobic cardiovascular exercise as a 
function of head injury status and testing session (p < .05). 
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trend. Post-hoc tests revealed that for all participants, complete time was reduced as a 

function of exercise (F (1, 34) = 39.18, p < .001), and session (F (1, 34) = 41.83, p < 

.001). Lastly, MHI was slower on the switching task than the no-MHI group pre-exercise 

during both testing sessions (p < 0.05); however, they did not benefit from repeated 

exposure (p > 0.05). Conversely, the No-MHI group benefitted from both the experience 

of exercise and repeat exposure at the second testing session.  

 

 

Figure 3.27. Inhibitory control – switching condition (pictorial stroop; NEPSY-II) 
before and after 20 minutes of brief aerobic cardiovascular exercise as a function of 
head injury status (*p < .05). 
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Figure 3.28. Inhibitory control – switching condition (pictorial Stroop; NEPSY-II) 
before and after 20 minutes of brief aerobic cardiovascular exercise as a function of 
head injury status across the two testing sessions (*p < .05).  
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last trial block (trials 91-100) showing the greatest decline. MHI performance did not 

statistically change across trials with, or without, exercise.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.29. Ratio of advantageous decisions (C & D) relative to disadvantageous 
decisions (A & B) on the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) as a function of head injury 
status for the pre-exercise condition (*p < .05).  
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Figure 3.30. Ratio of advantageous decisions (C & D) relative to disadvantageous 
decisions (A & B) on the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) as a function of head injury 
status for the post-exercise condition.  
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Figure 3.31. Rate of return (# of trials) to disadvantageous (A & B) and 
advantageous decks (C & D) following punishment within the Iowa Gambling Task 
(IGT) as a function of head injury status and exercise condition (* p < 0.05).  
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Firstly, persons with a history of MHI were found to be autonomically 

underaroused at baseline and the severity of this underarousal was predicted by self-

reported indicators of injury severity. Brief exercise did result in an increase in arousal 

for both groups and the MHI group surpassed the pre-exercise baseline of persons 

without a MHI, but they did not reach the same amplitude observed immediately post-

exercise (group differences were still present). This finding is consistent with research 

suggesting that exercise can activate the autonomic nervous system (McMorris et al., 

2008; McMorris et al., 2016). Importantly, while arousal was reduced in persons with 

MHI by the end of the testing session, it had not yet returned to their pre-exercise 

baseline levels as has been observed in previous attempts to experimentally increase 

physiological arousal through other means (Baker & Good, 2016; Robb & Good, In 

Preparation). This pattern of results was mirrored in the second testing session, which 

provides evidence that improvement in autonomic underarousal can be repeatedly 

elicited, and therefore a potential technique potentially of clinical utility.  

Self-report mood indicators across the POMS-2 and PANAS subscales also 

demonstrated improvements with the brief cardiovascular exercise, but there were no 

differences specifically as a function of MHI status with the exception of the 

Fatigue/Inertia scale on the POMS-2. Persons with a history of MHI reported more 

symptoms of Fatigue/Inertia at the start of the testing session than their no-MHI cohort, 

and these symptom endorsements improved following exercise and remained improved 

until the end of the testing session. Importantly, in the second testing session, this same 

pattern of results was observed, indicating that again those with MHI reported more 
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fatigue and inertia symptoms at the beginning of the testing session, which improved with 

exercise.  

Although not directly predicted, a reduction in fatigue and inertia symptoms was 

observed for the MHI group from one testing session to another; this was not observed 

for the no-MHI group. These findings match the BDI-II findings. Consistent with our 

previous research, we found that MHI endorsed a greater number of somatic depressive 

symptoms compared to affective or cognitive symptoms, and at a greater level compared 

to the no-MHI group in session one. However, a significant reduction in somatic 

depressive symptoms was observed across sessions for the MHI group, whereas the no-

MHI group remained constant.  

Two mediation models were tested – one with the Fatigue/Inertia subscale of the 

POMS-2 and another with the somatic depressive subscale on the BDI-II. Both indicated 

that autonomic underarousal mediated (albeit one model associated with BDI-II was 

trending) the relationship between injury severity and these subscales. This may reflect 

the greater temporal closeness required by the two measures since participants were 

instructed to rate the items of the POMS-2 pertaining to the current moment and it 

immediately follows the measure of EDA. Conversely, for the BDI-II, participants are 

asked to rate their symptoms over the course of the last seven days, and this measure is 

done near the end of the testing session. None the less, overall, these findings provide 

evidence that depressive symptoms for those with MHI are phenomenologically, and very 

likely etiologically, different from the no-MHI group, since they are rooted primarily in 

somatic complaints, and they are mediated by autonomic underarousal which, if 

improved/treated, the symptoms also proportionally improve.  
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In terms of neurocognitive performance, persons with MHI displayed relative 

(statistical) reductions in the following areas: affect recognition, working memory 

(Letter-Number sequencing), processing speed (digit-symbol coding), verbal fluency 

(under conditions of concept switching skills), inhibitory control (also under conditions 

of switching performance), as well as learning from punishment during measures of 

decision-making (IGT performance) relative to their no-MHI cohort. While these 

differences are statistically significant, the effect sizes are relatively low, which is not 

surprising given all of these participants are cognitively competent university students. 

Notably, group differences were only observed for the most challenging versions of these 

tasks (e.g., the switching conditions).  

One finding that was not predicted, but that also amplifies the subtle cognitive 

disadvantage of having a history of an asymptomatic concussion, was that relative (and in 

contrast) to the no-MHI group, the MHI group were not advantaged in test performance 

for cognitive tasks that were repeated in the second testing session (i.e., the proverbial 

learning-to-learn repetition effect), particularly for the inhibition and digit symbol 

modalities tasks. Arguably, day-to-day exposure is an accumulation of learning 

experiences, and if learning-to-learn experiences are subtly attenuated with MHI, 

significant long-term functional repercussions could be occurring well under our 

detection threshold that are not detected by traditional research approaches or clinical 

assessments. This raises an important consideration for much of the neurocognitive 

research that has investigated persistent effects of MHI (i.e., mTBI), as to our knowledge, 

none of the research studies (e.g., Belanger, Spiegel, & Vanderploeg, 2010; Belanger, & 

Vanderploeg, 2005; McCrea et al., 2009) have examined repeated serial neurocognitive 
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data involving measures of complex executive function and social cognitive measures. 

Our findings indicate that group differences became greater as a function of MHI status 

by the second testing session due to this potential lack of savings across trials, and this 

disadvantage could affect longer-term cognitive efficiencies.  

Lastly, consistent with our hypothesis, exercise was shown to generally improve 

cognitive performance across measures of executive function, attention, and social 

cognition for the MHI group. However, interestingly, the no-MHI group did not always 

benefit as reliably, particularly with respect to IGT performance. This finding could 

suggest that decision-making under conditions of uncertainty may be more sensitive to 

the effects of arousal changes, and our exercise intervention may have pushed them too 

far in the ‘inverted U’ curve, resulting in hindered performance (Yerkes, & Dodson, 

1908). That is, they were cognitively overaroused, and therefore had superseded their 

‘optimal’ level of arousal and cognition. 

Limitations 

There are several important limitations to this research study that require caution 

in interpreting the results. Firstly, this research study did not have a control ‘non-

exercise’ group. This is an issue when trying to assess the test-retest gains, savings, and 

changes that may be introduced across time. Further, many of the neurocognitive tests 

(e.g., DSMT, Letter-Number Sequencing, Verbal Fluency, Affect Recognition) are 

vulnerable to test-retest learning-to-learn effects, despite our best attempts to construct 

alternative versions of similar difficulty. As a result, it is difficult to eliminate the 

variability of within participant performance change and equate re-exposure testing 

effects over time, and across manipulations of exercise. Some findings do provide 
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reassurance that the exercise played some role in performance changes such as the 

concomitant increases in autonomic arousal as measured by EDA and the observed 

improvements in emotional status and somatic depressive symptoms. Moreover, an 

additional limitation is the use of retrospective reports of MHI status which while 

providing the advantage of generalizability to persons who do not seek out medical care 

following MHI, as well as MHI status within this can also be dependent on the reliably 

and accuracy of participant reports. Lastly, several participant recruitment challenges and 

constraints occurred throughout testing. Firstly, many participants did not return for the 

second testing session (only 62.5% returned) which may have resulted because incentive 

to participate in research was stronger for the first part of this study than the second (i.e., 

University students met their complete obligations for research participation with 

completion of the first testing session). Secondly, the COVID-19 pandemic halted 

participant testing, limiting us from obtaining our target sample size of 90 participants.  

Conclusions 

Overall, this research study provides preliminary exploratory evidence for brief 

cardiovascular exercise as improving autonomic underarousal with concomitant 

improvements in executive function, attention, working memory, and social cognition 

being observed. Moreover, these findings replicate previous work examining the 

relationship between underarousal and somatic depressive symptoms, as examined with 

the BDI-II and the POMS-II. This is the first research study to our knowledge to propose 

an etiological model to explain somatic depressive complaints postinjury and perform a 

preliminary test of this model. This work expands our previous cohort correlational work 

and permitted the evaluation of a mediational relationship between underarousal and 
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somatic depressive symptoms. Given that there was symptom reduction with increasing 

autonomic arousal through exercise, we have evidence of a potential causal role for 

underarousal as being a critical mechanism for the elicitation of these symptoms. 

Moreover, should these findings be replicated in persons who are functionally impaired 

postinjury, then the utilization of brief cardiovascular exercise (if tolerated) could be a 

efficacious treatment approach for temporary symptom relief or transient cognitive 

enhancement. While it remains unclear as to the benefits from repeated exercise 

engagement over time and whether the benefits maintain with repeated use, these findings 

provide rationale for continued research in this domain.   
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General Discussion 

Psychiatric symptoms following traumatic brain injury (TBI) are a frequent and 

common clinical challenge that has received relatively little attention despite their high 

prevalence rate (Alway, Gould, Johnston, McKenzie & Ponsford, 2016; Rao & Lyketsos, 

2000). Clinicians currently are forced to predominately engage strategies developed for 

non-neurally compromised individuals (Barker-Collo, Starkey, & Theadom, 2013), and 

unfortunately the efficacy of these approaches within the neurally compromised 

population has been underwhelming (Barker-Collo, Starkey, & Theadom, 2013; Fann, 

Hart, & Schomer, 2009; Liu et al., 2019). A common phrase among general psychiatrists 

is “treat what you see” which implies that treatments are determined more on the 

presenting symptomatology, typically ascertained by clinical interview, rather than 

speculating on the underlying etiology of presenting symptoms and using this more 

reflective evaluation to inform clinical care (Maung, 2016). Complicating the clinical 

picture is that even when clinicians are aware that TBI is part of the clinical presentation, 

which is unfortunately not always the case (i.e., not ascertained, no medical 

documentation, etc.), many clinicians are left with few alternative therapeutic approaches 

outside of typical approaches already endorsed with non-neurally compromised 

populations (Barker-Collo et al., 2013). A review of the literature pertaining to 

psychiatric symptoms in persons following TBI offers few novel ideas about the 

etiological mechanisms behind these symptoms. As a result, the goal of this dissertation 

focused primarily on examining whether there exists a relevant phenomenological 

difference in symptom endorsement in TBI populations versus other clinical samples, and 

whether the presentation of symptoms themselves display clues as to their etiology in 
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persons with mild head injury (MHI). All too often, the approach to psychiatric 

diagnoses, both within research and in clinical practice, includes the tendency to discount 

the significant heterogeneity in symptom presentation; and yet differences in symptom 

presentation, if reliable, may shed light on the neural mechanism.  

Both Chapters one and two examined depressive and somatization symptoms, 

respectively, in the context of discriminating symptom descriptions, and these chapters 

collectively provide evidence that the most common complaints reported by those with a 

history of head injury are somatically-focused relative to their No-MHI cohort. Moreover, 

both chapters provide evidence that these challenges are mediated by autonomic 

underarousal. This also coincides with a body of research that indicates some of the most 

vulnerable regions of the nervous system to force/impact injury to the head also happen 

to regulate these arousal systems directly/indirectly (Anderson, Bechara, Damasio, 

Tranel, & Damasio, 1999; Bechara, Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1996; Bechara et al., 

2000; Bigler & Orrison, 2001; van der Horn et al., 2016). Despite this, however, the 

evidence in these chapters cannot firmly and convincingly speak to causality – a causal 

relationship between head injury, underarousal, and somatic depressive symptoms or 

somatization cannot be concluded based on these correlational relationships. These two 

chapters present cohort correlational evidence at a single time point. Unfortunately, much 

of the research on brain injury is plagued by this challenge of being unable to readily 

speak to causality, consisting predominately of cohort designs and with little capacity for 

the experimental manipulation of the variables of interest.  

Introducing brief cardiovascular exercise as a means to elevate autonomic arousal 

serves as a means to experimentally manipulate arousal and measure whether somatic 
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symptoms change in persons with MHI. Our findings in Chapter three provide evidence 

that brief cardiovascular exercise can improve somatic depressive complaints, both in 

terms of brief state measures (i.e., in the moment), and even potentially longer-duration 

measurements (i.e., over seven days). Moreover, concomitant improvements in 

neurocognitive functioning within the domains of executive function and social cognition 

were also observed. Both of these neurocognitive domains have been reported within the 

literature to be the most sensitive to changes in arousal, and our findings are consistent 

with this, such that increased arousal levels were associated with improved 

neurocognitive performance, for the most part (e.g., some aspects of learning under 

conditions of uncertainty excepted), and notably with MHI subjects (but also no-MHI). 

While this research has methodological limitations with respect to many factors, such as 

not permitting an experimental design with a non-exercise control group, it still provides 

a preliminary point of evidence for causally-important influences on mood and 

neurocognitive presentations. Previous attempts to elevate arousal involving the modified 

Trier Social Stress Test (Baker & Good, 2014), emotionally evocative pictures (Baker & 

Good, 2016), and classical music (Robb & Good, 2014, In preparation) were effective, 

but the gains were short-lived. Moreover, the outcome measures in these studies 

predominately targeted physiological arousal and cognitive capacity, and not mood per 

se. The current research expands these findings into the domain of mood, with particular 

attention on attenuating somatic symptoms.  

An important potential criticism that this experimental approach acknowledges is 

that one cannot assume that when an efficacious therapeutic technique is identified, the 

mechanism of action clarifies the etiological mechanism. For example, the procedure of a 
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frontal lobectomy may result in reduced psychotic behaviour, but it does not inform us 

about the etiology of psychotic behaviour per se. Questions may remain about whether 

improvement in autonomic arousal, somatic depressive symptoms, executive function, 

and social cognition in the context of MHI informs us about the mechanism of 

impairment, and if this were the only point of convergence observed, causality cannot be 

justified. However, importantly, rational connections with other research paradigms can 

be explored and reviewed in the context of, for example, specific lesion research and the 

neuroimaging data, all of which converge to highlight the role of the orbitofrontal 

(OFC)/ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) systems, amygdala, and hypothalamus, 

among other structures implicated in the autonomic pathways (Critchley, 2002), as well 

as the TBI literature which demonstrates this pathway’s vulnerability to injury, 

particularly through the OFC (Bigler, 2001; Mateer, D’Arcy, 2000; Zappala, de Schotten, 

& Eslinger, 2012). Moreover, the symptom profile of somatic depressive symptoms had 

already been linked to “organic injuries” of the brain historically within the literature 

indicating some of these findings are not entirely novel, but simply forgotten amongst the 

signal-to-noise ratio within research. Collectively, these findings in the context of 

converging evidence described above does provide rationale for the preliminary 

foundations of an etiological model of autonomic underarousal accounting for both the 

overlaps in neuropsychiatric symptoms associated with somatic depression and 

somatization, but also the executive function and social cognitive impairments observed 

within this population.  

The implications of this etiological model are vast both for research but also for 

clinical practice, as should this model stand the test of replication and generalization to 
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more functionally impaired populations, it could serve as an encompassing etiological 

model that provides readily accessible treatment targets in the modulation of autonomic 

arousal. This research collectively calls into the question the prevailing view that 

persistent post-concussive symptoms, and more specifically their somatic based 

complaints, postinjury are solely explainable by an individual’s preinjury tendency for 

somatization in a fashion that is unrelated to the injury per se (e.g., Youngjohn, Burrows, 

& Erdal, 1995). Given the underarousal model proposed and tested in this dissertation, 

we propose that new terminology is required to describe these somatic complaints 

postinjury in the form of  “somatic underarousal” as a means to avoid confusion with the 

historical roots of the term somatization that still guide researchers, practitioners, and 

patients as seeing these symptoms as lacking an “organic” medical etiology. Furthermore, 

sometimes the most interesting research discoveries are found in serendipity. Evidence 

that MHI do not benefit as greatly from repeated exposure of testing materials was not 

predicted, but perhaps explanatory of some of the neurocognitive disadvantages those 

with persistent, subtle, but accumulative challenges following mild-TBI frequently report, 

many of which are discounted as somatizers, malingers, or engaging in factitious 

disorders (Boone, 2017). Overall, this research highlights the need to identify and test 

novel etiological models for explaining symptomatology and guiding treatment rather 

than simply “borrowing” from research focused on the non-neurally compromised.  
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Appendix A: Statistical Analyses 
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Table 1.3 

Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 2 (psychiatric 
status [no-psychiatric diagnosis, psychiatric diagnosis]) × 3 (Depression Subtype 
[affective, cognitive, somatic]) ANOVA for proportional depression score on the BDI-II 
as a function of head injury status and psychiatric status. 
 
 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 3.58 .06 .01 

Psychiatric Status 
 

1 39.85 < .001 .12 

MHI Status × Psychiatric 
Status 

1 .73 .39 - 

Error 
 

306    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Depression Subtype 
 

2 21.47 < .001 .06 

Depression Subtype 
× MHI Status 
 

2 15.08 < .001 .05 

Depression Subtype 
× Psychiatric Status 
 

2 8.57 < .001 .03 

Depression Subtype 
× MHI Status × Psychiatric 
Status 
 

2 4.50 .11 - 

Error 
 

612    
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Table 1.6 

Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 2 (psychiatric 
status [no-psychiatric diagnosis, psychiatric diagnosis]) × 3 (Depression Subtype 
[affective, cognitive, somatic]) ANOVA for proportional depression score on the PAI as a 
function of head injury status and psychiatric status. 
 

 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 1.66 .198 - 

Psychiatric Status 
 

1 54.06 < .001 .12 

MHI Status × Psychiatric 
Status 

1 .32 .573 - 

Error 
 

317    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Depression Subtype 
 

2 44.00 < .001 .12 

Depression Subtype 
× MHI Status 
 

2 6.88  .001 .02 

Depression Subtype 
× Psychiatric Status 
 

2 .69 .486 - 

Depression Subtype 
× MHI Status × Psychiatric 
Status 
 

2 2.27 .110 - 

Error 
 

634    

Note: Sphericity could not be assumed, as Mauchly’s W was significant. As a result, a 
Greenhouse-Geisser correction was utilized.  
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Table 2.1. 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 2 (psychiatric 
status [no-psychiatric diagnosis, psychiatric diagnosis]) × 3 (Depression Subtype 
[affective, cognitive, somatic]) ANOVA for proportional depression score on the PAI as a 
function of head injury status and psychiatric status. 
 

 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 12.89 < .001 .04 

Psychiatric Status 
 

1 49.10 < .001 .13 

MHI Status × Psychiatric 
Status 

1 1.22 .271 - 

Error 
 

317    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Somatization Subtype 
 

2 98.80 < .001 .24 

Somatization Subtype 
× MHI Status 
 

2 2.29 .10 .01 

Somatization Subtype 
× Psychiatric Status 
 

2 1.06  .35 - 

Somatization Subtype 
× MHI Status × Psychiatric 
Status 
 

2 .05 .95 - 

Error 
 

634    
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Table 3.4: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) ANOVA for self-reported Fatigue 
and Inertia symptoms on POMS-2 as a function of head injury status for session one. 
 
 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

2 1.90 .17 - 

Error 
 

70    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Testing Epoch 
 

2 13.08 < .001 .16 

Testing Epoch × MHI Status  
 

2 9.67 < .001 .12 

Error 
 

140    
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Table 3.5: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) ANOVA for self-reported Fatigue 
and Inertia symptoms on POMS-2 as a function of head injury status for session two. 
 
 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 1.21 .28 - 

Error 
 

42    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Testing Epoch 
 

2 8.89 < .001 .17 

Testing Epoch × MHI Status  
 

2 9.72 < .001 .18 

Error 
 

86    
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Table 3.6: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) ANOVA for self-reported Vigour 
and Activity on POMS-2 as a function of head injury status for session one. 
 
 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 1.53 .21 - 

Error 
 

70    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Testing Epoch 
 

2 12.05 < .001 .15 

Testing Epoch × MHI Status  
 

2 4.97 .008 .07 

Error 
 

140    
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Table 3.7: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) ANOVA for self-reported Vigour 
and Activity on POMS-2 as a function of head injury status for session two. 
 
 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 1.14 .29 - 

Error 
 

43    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Testing Epoch 
 

2 6.78  .002 .14 

Testing Epoch × MHI Status  
 

2 0.54 .58 - 

Error 
 

86    
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Table 3.8: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) ANOVA for self-reported 
Depression and Dejection symptoms on POMS-2 as a function of head injury status for 
session one. 
 
 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 0.82 .38 - 

Error 
 

70    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Testing Epoch 
 

2 14.19  < .001 .17 

Testing Epoch × MHI Status  
 

2 0.65 .53 - 

Error 
 

140    
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Table 3.9: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) ANOVA for self-reported 
Depression and Dejection symptoms on POMS-2 as a function of head injury status for 
session two. 
 
 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 0.42 .52 - 

Error 
 

43    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Testing Epoch 
 

2 6.00 .004 12 

Testing Epoch × MHI Status  
 

2 0.30 .74 - 

Error 
 

86    
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Table 3.10: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) ANOVA for Positive Affect on 
PANAS as a function of head injury status for session one. 
 
 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 0.14 .70 - 

Error 
 

70    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Testing Epoch 
 

2 6.71 .002 .09 

Testing Epoch × MHI Status  
 

2 0.17 .74 - 

Error 
 

140    
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Table 3.11: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) ANOVA for Negative Affect on 
PANAS as a function of head injury status for session one. 
 
 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 0.13 .72 - 

Error 
 

70    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Testing Epoch 
 

2 9.51 <.001 .12 

Testing Epoch × MHI Status  
 

2 0.22 .80 - 

Error 
 

140    
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Table 3.12: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) ANOVA for Positive Affect on 
PANAS as a function of head injury status for session two. 
 
 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 1.81 .19 - 

Error 
 

42    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Testing Epoch 
 

2 4.02 .021 .09 

Testing Epoch × MHI Status  
 

2 .52 .59 - 

Error 
 

84    
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Table 3.13: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) ANOVA for Negative Affect on 
PANAS as a function of head injury status for session two. 
 
 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 1.35 .25 - 

Error 
 

42    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Testing Epoch 
 

2 1.66 .20 - 

Testing Epoch × MHI Status  
 

2 .30 .74 - 

Error 
 

84    
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Table 3.14: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) × 2 (Session [session one, 
session two]) ANOVA for self-reported depressive symptoms on BDI-II as a function of 
head injury status across exercise conditions. 
 

 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

2 .68 .42 - 

Error 
 

42    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Depression Subtype 
 

2 14.85 < .001 .26 

Depression Subtype 
× MHI Status  
 

2 4.65 .012 .10 

Session 
 

1 10.21 .003 .20 

Session × MHI Status 
 

4 2.15 .15 - 

Error 
 

42    

Depression Subtype × Session 
 

2 1.01 .37 - 

Depression Subtype × Session 
× MHI Status  
 

2 1.32 .273 - 

Error 
 

84    
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Table 3.16: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) × 2 (Session [session one, 
session two]) ANOVA for Letter-Number Sequencing as a function of head injury status 
across exercise conditions. 
 

 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

2 .68 .08 .07 

Error 
 

41    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Exercise 
 

1 149.94 < .001 .79 

Exercise 
× MHI Status  
 

1 4.92 .032 .11 

Session 
 

1 .73 .399 - 

Session × MHI Status 
 

1 2.76 .104 - 

Error 
 

41    

Exercise × Session 
 

1 .15 .704 - 

Exercise × Session × MHI 
Status  
 

1 .17 .680 - 

Error 
 

41    
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Table 3.17: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) × 2 (Session [session one, 
session two]) ANOVA for Digit Symbol Modalities Test as a function of head injury 
status across exercise conditions. 
 

 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

2 10.49 .02 .20 

Error 
 

43    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Exercise 
 

1 156.51 < .001 .78 

Exercise 
× MHI Status  
 

1 14.87 < .001 .26 

Session 
 

1 15.83 < .001 .27 

Session × MHI Status 
 

1 .11 .746 - 

Error 
 

43    

Exercise × Session 
 

1 3.65 .063 .08 

Exercise × Session × MHI 
Status  
 

1 .03 .863 - 

Error 
 

43    
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Table 3.18: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing])× 2 (Session [session one, session 
two]) ANOVA for Verbal Fluency Switching Task as a function of head injury status 
across exercise conditions. 
 

 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 .20 .66 - 

Error 
 

37    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Exercise 
 

1 .07 .80 - 

Exercise 
× MHI Status  
 

1 .23 .64 - 

Session 
 

1 4.99 .03 .12 

Session × MHI Status 
 

1 1.07 .31 - 

Error 
 

37    

Exercise × Session 
 

1 4.15 .05 .10 

Exercise × Session × MHI 
Status  
 

1 .3.95 .05 .10 

Error 
 

37    
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Table 3.19: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 3 (Testing Epoch 
[before exercise, after exercise, after cognitive testing]) × 2 (Session [session one, 
session two]) ANOVA for Inhibition Switching as a function of head injury status across 
exercise conditions. 
 

 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

2 1.42 .24 - 

Error 
 

42    

 Within Subjects Effects 
 

Exercise 
 

1 54.80 < .001 .57 

Exercise 
× MHI Status  
 

1 7.95  .007 .16 

Session 
 

1 44.19 < .001 .51 

Session × MHI Status 
 

1 .21 .648 - 

Error 
 

42    

Exercise × Session 
 

1 6.66 .013 .14 

Exercise × Session × MHI 
Status  
 

1 3.67 .06  .10 

Error 
 

42    
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Table 3.20: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (head injury status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 5 (Trial 
Blocks [trials 51-60, trials 61-70, trials 71-80, trials 81-90, trials 91-100]) × 2 (Exercise 
status [pre-exercise, post-exercise]) ANOVA for ratio of advantageous (C + D) to 
disadvantageous (A + B) selections on the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) as a function of 
head injury status across 10 trial blocks and exercise condition. 
  
 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

2 .12 .72 - 

Exercise Condition 
 

1 .49 .49 - 

MHI Status × Exercise 
Condition 

2 3.63 .03 .07 

Error 
 

56    

 Within Subjects Effects 
Trial Blocks 
 

4 4.34 .002 .07 

Trial Blocks × MHI Status 
 

4 1.51 .20 - 

Trial Blocks × Exercise 
Condition 
 

4 1.94 .10 - 

Trial Blocks × MHI Status × 
Exercise Condition 
 

4 4.23 .002 .07 

Error 
 

224    
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Table 3.21: 
 
Summary of results for a mixed model 2 (MHI status [no-MHI, MHI]) × 2 (Deck Type 
[Disadvantageous, Advantageous]) × 2 (Exercise status [pre-exercise, post-exercise]) 
ANOVA for rate of return to decks on the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT) as a function of 
head injury status and exercise condition 
 

 
Source 

 
Df 

 
F 

 
p 

 
ηp

2 

 Between Subjects Effects 
 

MHI Status 
 

1 1.13 .29 - 

Exercise Condition 
 

1 .20 .54 - 

MHI Status × Exercise 
Condition 

1 1.29 .26 - 

Error 
 

56    

 Within Subjects Effects 
Deck Type 
 

1 .29 .59 - 

Deck Type × MHI Status 
 

1 4.59 .04 .07 

Deck Type × Exercise 
Condition 
 

1 1.78 .18 - 

Deck Type × MHI Status × 
Exercise Condition 
 

1 8.69 .005 .13 

Error 
 

56    
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Research Ethics Office 

l Brock University l 500 Glenridge Ave l St. Catharines, ON l L2S 3A1 l Fax: 905-688-0748 
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Brock University Research Ethics Board (REB) 
 

Application for Ethical Review of Research Involving Human Participants 
 
 

If you have questions about or require assistance with the completion of this form,  
please contact the Research Ethics Office at (905) 688-5550 ext. 3035, or reb@brocku.ca. 

 
 

Selecting a Research Ethics Board 
 
Files will be allocated to one of two REB panels based upon the type of research to be 
undertaken.  
 
If your research involves any of the following, submit to the Bioscience Research Ethics 
Board (BREB): 
 

X physiological measures such as EEGs, heart rate, GSR, temperature, blood pressure, 
 respiration, vagal tone, x-rays, MRIs, CT or PET scans; 
€ ingestion or other use of food, beverages, food additives, or drugs, including alcohol and 

tobacco; 
€ medical techniques or therapies, including experimental medical devices; 
€ physical exertion beyond normal walking; 
€ physical movement in participants who have medical vulnerabilities (e.g., spinal cord 

injury, osteoporosis); 
X human biological materials (e.g., tissues, organs, blood, plasma, skin, serum, DNA, 
 RNA, proteins, cells, hair, nail clippings, urine, saliva, bodily fluids); 
€ interventions with the potential for physiological effects (e.g., diet, exercise, sleep 

restriction); and/or 
€ use of medical or official health records (e.g., hospital records). 

 
If none of the above points are characteristic of your research, submit to the Social 
Science Research Ethics Board (SREB)  
 

 
Indicate which REB panel is appropriate for this application: 

 
 

 Bioscience (BREB)  OR   Social Science (SREB) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reviewer Disposition   

(For REB Use Only) ► File # :__________                                          Reviewers:____________________ Due Date:______________ 
Decision: Accepted as is □ Approval Pending Revision □ Clarification Required □ 
 Resubmission □ Full Review □ Withhold Approval □ 
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DOCUMENT CHECKLIST 
2 complete sets of the following documents (one original + one copy) 
 

 
ü  if  applicable 

Recruitment Materials 
• Letter of invitation 
• Verbal script 
• Telephone script 
• Advertisements (newspapers, posters, SONA) 
• Electronic correspondence guide 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Consent Materials 
• Consent form 
• Assent form for minors 
• Parental/3rd party consent 
• Transcriber confidentiality agreement 

 
 
 
 
 

Data Gathering Instruments 
• Questionnaires 
• Interview guides 
• Tests 

 
 
 
 

Feedback Letter   
Letter of Approval for research from cooperating organizations, school board(s), or 
other institutions 

 

Any previously approved protocol to which you refer  
Request for use of human tissue sample in research Please Note:  this form is 
required for all research projects involving human tissue, bodily fluids, etc. 

 
 

Signed Application Form  

Return your completed application and all accompanying material to  
reb@brocku.ca 

Researchers may submit new REB applications electronically (as PDF or Word attachments), 
provided that they include digital or scanned signatures. Alternatively, Principal Investigators 

(i.e., faculty only) may email REB applications with a note in lieu of signatures, provided that the 
application is sent from their Brock University email addresses. Hard copies will be accepted by 

the Research Ethics Office (Mackenzie Chown D250A) until January 2015.  
Handwritten Applications will not be accepted. Please ensure all necessary items are attached prior to 
submission, otherwise your application will not be processed (see checklist below).  

 
No research with human participants shall commence prior to receiving approval from the REB. 
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SIGNATURES 
 
PLEASE NOTE:  The title “principal investigator” designates the person who is “in charge” of the 
research.  In this position, the principal investigator is assumed to have the abilities to supervise other 
researchers, be responsible for the financial administration of the project, have the authority to ensure 
that appropriate guidelines and regulations are followed, and be competent to conduct the research in the 
absence of faculty supervision. The restriction of the term “principal investigator” to faculty or post-
doctoral fellows does not have implications for ownership of intellectual property or publication authorship. 
 Given the above consideration, a student cannot be identified as a “principal investigator”.  
However, for the purpose of recognizing a student’s leadership role in the research, a faculty member 
may designate a “principal student investigator” below.  
 
INVESTIGATORS: 
 
Please indicate that you have read and fully understand all ethics obligations by checking the box 
beside each statement and signing below. 
 

 I have read Section III: 8 of Brock University’s Faculty Handbook pertaining to Research Ethics and 
agree to comply with the policies and procedures outlined therein. 

 I will report any serious adverse events (SAE) to the Research Ethics Board (REB). 
 Any additions/changes to research procedures after approval has been granted will be submitted to 

the REB. 
 I agree to request a renewal of approval for any project continuing beyond the expected date of 

completion or for more than one year. 
 I will submit a final report to the Office of Research Services once the research has been completed. 
 I take full responsibility for ensuring that all other investigators involved in this research follow the 

protocol as outlined in this application.   
 
Principal Investigator 
  
Signature _____________________________________________ Date: 

                    

 
 
Principal Student Investigator (optional) 
 
Signature _____________________________________________ Date: 

                    

 
 
Co-Investigators: 
 
Signature _____________________________________________ Date: 

                    

 
 
Signature _____________________________________________ Date: 

                    

 
 
FACULTY SUPERVISOR: 
 
Please indicate that you have read and fully understand the obligations as faculty supervisor 
listed below by checking the box beside each statement. 
 

 I agree to provide the proper supervision of this study to ensure that the rights and welfare of all 
human participants are protected. 

 I will ensure a request for renewal of a proposal is submitted if the study continues beyond the 
expected date of completion or for more than one year. 

 I will ensure that a final report is submitted to the Office of Research Services. 
 I have read and approved this application and proposal.  

 
Signature ______________________________________________ Date: 
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SECTION A – GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
1. Title of the Research Project: 

     

 
 
2. Investigator Information: 
 
 Name Position (e.g., 

faculty, 
student, 
visiting 
professor) 

Dept./Address  Phone No.   E-Mail 

Principal  
Investigator 
 

Dr. Dawn 
Good 

Associate 
Professor 

Department of 
Psychology, 
Centre for 
Neuroscience, 
Brock 
University, 
1812 Sir Isaac 
Brock Way, St. 
Catharines, 
ON L2S 3A1 

905 688-5550 
x 3869, 3556, 
5523 

Dawn.good@ 
Brocku.ca 

Principal 
Student 
Investigator  

Sean Robb PhD. 
Candidate 

Department of 
Psychology, 
Brock 
University, 
1812 Sir Isaac 
Brock Way, St. 
Catharines, 
ON L2S 3A1 

905 688-5550 
x 5511 

sean.robb2@b
rocku.ca 

Co-
Investigator(s)  

Laura Murray BA (Hons) 
Candidate 

Department of 
Psychology, 
Brock 
University, 
1812 Sir Isaac 
Brock Way, St. 
Catharines, 
ON L2S 3A1 

905 688-5550 
x 3556 

Lm97ae@ 
Brocku.ca 

Faculty 
Supervisor(s) 

     

 
 

     

 

     

 

     

 

     

 

 
3. Proposed Date of commencement: X upon approval, OR  other. Please provide date 
 
 Proposed Date of completion (dd/mm/yyyy):  30/08/2016 
 
4. Indicate the location(s) where the research will be conducted: 
 
 Brock University   
 Community Site    Specify 

     

  
 School Board    Specify 

     

 
 Hospital    Specify 

     

 
 Other     Specify 

     

 
 
5. Other Ethics Clearance/Permission: 
 
(a) Is this a multi-centered study?  Yes     No 
(b) Has any other University Research Ethics Board approved this research?  Yes     No 
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If YES, there is no need to provide further details about the protocol at this time, provided that all of the 
following information is provided: 
 Title of the project approved elsewhere: 

     

 
 Name of the Other Institution: 

     

 
Name of the Other Board: 

     

 
Date of the Decision: 

     

 
 A contact name and phone number for the other Board: 

     

 
 
Please provide a copy of the application to the other institution together with all accompanying materials, 
as well as a copy of the clearance certificate / approval. 

If NO, will any other University Research Ethics Board be asked for approval?   Yes     No 
Specify University/College 

     

 
 
(c) Has any other person(s) or institutions granted permission to conduct this research?   Yes    No 
If yes, specify (e.g., hospital, school board, community organization, proprietor) provide details and 
attach any relevant documentation. 

     

 
 
If NO, will any other person(s) or institutions be asked for approval?    Yes    No 
Specify (e.g., hospital, school board, community organization, proprietor) 

     

 
 
6. Level of the Research: 
 

  Undergraduate Thesis  Masters Thesis/Project   Ph.D 
 Post Doctorate   Faculty Research  Administration 
 Undergraduate Course 

 Assignment  
 (specify course) 

     

 

 Graduate Course Assignment 
 (specify) 

     

 
 Other (specify course) 

     

 
 

 
7. Funding of the Project: 
 
(a) Is this project currently being funded   Yes   No 
(b)  If No, is funding being sought  Yes    No 
 
If Applicable: 
(c)  Period of Funding (dd/mm/yyyy):     From: ongoing   To: 

     

 
(d)  Agency or Sponsor (funded or applied for) 
 
  CIHR  NSERC  SSHRC  Other (specify): faculty funds 
  
(e)  Funding / Agency File # (not your Tri-Council PIN)  

     

 
 
8. Conflict of Interest: 
 
(a) Will the researcher(s), members of the research team, and/or their partners or immediate family 
members receive any personal benefits related to this study – Examples include financial remuneration, 
patent and ownership, employment, consultancies, board membership, share ownership, stock options.  
Do not include conference and travel expense coverage, possible academic promotion, or other benefits 
which are integral to the general conduct of research.  
   Yes       No 
 
 If Yes, please describe the benefits below.  
 
N/A 
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(b) Describe any restrictions regarding access to or disclosure of information (during or at the end of 
the study) that the sponsor has placed on the investigator(s). 
 
N/A 
 
SECTION B – SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH 
 
9. Rationale: 
 
Briefly describe the purpose and background rationale for the proposed project, as well as the 
hypothesis(es)/research question(s) to be examined. 
  
The purpose of this study is to examine and better understand symptomatology endorsed by students 
with self-reported mild head injury (MHI; concussion) relative to their non-MHI student cohort, and how 
these symptoms may reflect confusable etiologies relative to other clinical disorders (e.g., major 
depressive disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, etc.). The most predominate and consistent finding we 
have observed, replicated in all of our studies, is that individuals who sustain a head injury display a 
pattern of physiological underarousal, as measured thought electrodermal activation, an indirect index of 
the sympathetic nervous system, pulse rate, and even hypocortisolermia via the cortisol-awaking 
response (Baker & Good, 2014; van Noordt & Good, 2011; Robb & Good, In prep). Depression is 
frequently characterized into three separate subtypes of symptoms, including: cognitive (e.g., memory 
problems, poor attention/distractibility, indecisiveness, etc.), somatic (fatigue, lethargy, etc.) and affective 
(sadness, irritability, loneliness, etc.) subtypes. We found in a preliminary investigation that individuals 
with a history of head injury report significantly more somatic symptoms than those without a history of 
head injury, and the reverse pattern is observed for affective symptoms of depression. Further, lower 
physiological arousal was correlated higher somatic symptoms of depression for the head injury groups, 
whereas higher physiological arousal was associated with greater affective symptoms. Collectively, these 
findings provide preliminary evidence to suggest that the depressive symptoms reported by those with a 
history of head injury are predominately somatic in nature, not affective (which is required for a diagnoses 
of Major Depression) and may be a reflection of underarousal rather than major depression per se (Robb 
& Good, In prep). 
 
To our knowledge, no study has examined symptom endorsement following MHI under a three factor 
model for comparison to a non-MHI population. Although major depression (MDD) is the most commonly 
diagnosed psychiatric disorder among the adult population (Bombardier et al., 2010; Kessler et al., 2003), 
many studies have found it is even more frequent for individuals following brain injury. Studies have found 
prevalence rates of post-injury MDD to be up to 50% to 90% (Bombardier et al., 2010; Koponen, 
Taiminen, Hiekkanen & Tenovuo, 2011). The possible between group differences in symptom 
endorsement, combined with the increased prevalence within an MHI population, makes this research 
crucial for both improved understanding of typical MDD populations, which may be confounded by these 
relatively minor head injuries and thus contributing to significant heterogeneity in treatment response, and 
treatment of depressive symptomatology post-MHI (whereby traditional MDD treatments may not be 
specific to the nature and etiology of this type of depression). Currently, treatment outcomes for 
individuals suffering from post-MHI depression is highly understudied and minimally efficacious. Relative 
to pharmacological studies, psychological interventions have demonstrated more promising outcomes for 
MDD treatment in the MHI population, however therapy is focused on improving affective and cognitive 
symptoms (Stalder-Luthy et al., 2013; Tsaousides, Ashman, & Gordon, 2013), rather than somatic 
symptomatology. Acknowledging differences in symptomology in an MHI population is imperative to 
implementing an appropriate and successful treatment paradigm.  
 
Following this trend, we also will explore anxiety symptomatology across the three subtypes of cognitive, 
affective and physiological to determine of a similar pattern of symptoms occurs post-MHI relative to a 
non-injured cohort. Anxiety symptoms are frequently reported post-MHI and are comorbid with MDD 
(Morton & Wehman, 1995; Bombardier et al., 2010). Due to this significant overlap, understanding how 
symptomatology differs in each population will provide considerable insight into etiology and future 
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treatment targets. Previous work completed in our lab has illustrated that individuals who report a MHI 
illustrate patterns of altered decision-making in conditions of uncertainty, whereby they are less informed 
from feedback and subsequently made risker decisions (leading to less gain). We now have considerable 
evidence that etiology of these reflects this dampened sympathetic nervous system arousal which 
reduces an individuals capacity to anticipate outcomes of their and others behaviour. We suspect and 
have preliminary evidence that these reduced behavioural “preparedness” accounts for what might 
appear as antisocial behaviours (e.g., affective and callousness), reduced empathy and perspective 
taking, and reactive aggression.  
 
Lastly, executive function is thought to be particularly sensitive to changes in physiological arousal (e.g., 
very low or high arousal is associated with impaired executive functions; Berridge et al., 2011) and these 
capacities may also be capturing the general cognitive and physical inertia felt by individuals who have 
sustained a MHI. As a result, it is possible that they may be predictive of the somatic and cognitive 
psychopathology symptoms reported by those with a MHI only. Interesting, cognitive flexibility (i.e., the 
ability to be a particular cognitive set and then change it to another cognitive set), while being 
demonstrated to be impaired in the severe traumatic brain injury literature, has been less consistently 
impaired in the MHI population and considerable debate continues within the literature (Baillargeon et al, 
2012; Broglio et al, 2006; Bruce and Echemendia, 2008; Voller et al, 1999;Schatz & Jordan, 2005). 
Furthermore, much of the traditional cognitive flexibility tests require rapid “switching” and do not permit 
significant cognitive investiment into a particular set prior to shifting. We have developed a measure that 
attempts to permit greater duration and cognitive investment into a cognitive set before shifting (i.e., 
multiple task switching test described in the methods below). 
 
As such, we have designed a study to examine the specific types of depressive and anxiety symptoms, 
subclinical antisocial behaviours, empathy, aggression, and executive function as a function of MHI. 
Specifically we will examine the relationships between self-reported depressive and performance 
cognitive flexibility, anxiety, antisocial behaviours, aggression, and self-reported executive function and 
performance cognitive flexibility as a function of physiological arousal within a University students. 
Previous literature and studies within our own laboratory have illustrated that between 30 and 45% of 
university students have sustained a previous MHI (Baker & Good, 2014; Segalowitz et al., 2001; van 
Noordt & Good, 2011). We hypothesize the following: 
 
(1) Persons with prior history of head injury will be underaroused as measured both through physiological 
(i.e., EDA, heart rate, respiration, and blood pressure) and self reported arousal; 
(2) persons with prior history of head injury will report higher incidence of somatic and cognitive (vs. 
affective) depressive symptoms as measured through self-report depressive questionnaires;  
(3) persons with prior history of head injury will report higher incidence of physiological and cognitive (vs. 
affective) anxiety symptoms as measured through self-report personality and anxiety questionnaires;  
(4) persons with prior history of head injury will report higher incidence of affective and callousness on 
measures of antisocial behaviour and reactive aggression on indices of self-reported aggression; 
(5) for individuals with a prior history of head injury, we will observe predictive relationships between 
physiological arousal and somatic and cognitive depressive symptoms (but not affective), somatic and 
cognitive anxiety (but not affective), affective and callousness on measures of antisocial behaviour (but 
not interpersonal), reactive aggression (but not proactive), and lastly measures of self-reported executive 
function for the MHI group only (and not the non-MHI group – demonstrating stochastic independence).  
(6) for persons with prior history of head injury, self-reported EF will be predictive of somatic and cognitive 
psychiatric symptoms (e.g., depression and anxiety), and when controlling for self-reported executive 
function, physiological arousal will still uniquely predict somatic and cognitive depressive symptoms; 
(7) persons with prior history of head injury will report lower affective empathy and more challenges with 
prospective taking relative to their non-injured peers; 
(8) lastly, persons with prior history of head injury illustrate lower accuracy in novel measures of cognitive 
flexibility. 
 
This research will improve the understanding of depression and anxiety in persons with and without a 
history of head injury, providing considerable insight into the etiology of these symptoms for individual 
with a MHI and clarifying a potential confound of MHI as a confound contributing clinical heterogeneity. 
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This will greatly aid in improving treatment efficacious for both populations by reducing heterogeneity in 
psychiatric populations and pointing out the importance of separating head injury groups when studying 
psychopathology populations. It will aid in providing a framework for understanding, predicting and 
treating psychopathology post-head injury. Lastly, it will aid in clarifying the confusion within the literature 
about cognitive flexibility deficits post-MHI and provide preliminary evidence for a novel test of cognitive 
flexibility.    
 
10. Methods: 
 
 Are any of the following procedures or methods involved in this study?  Check all that apply.   

Describe sequentially, and in detail, all of the methods involved in this study and all procedures in 
which the research participants will be involved (paper and pencil tasks, interviews, questionnaires, 
physical assessments, physiological tests, time requirements, etc.)  
Attach a copy of all questionnaire(s), interview guides or other test instruments. If reference is 
made to previous protocols, please provide copies of relevant documentation. 
 
Participants will be recruited using SONA and various posters across the University campus. 
Recruitment statements and advertisements (see Appendix) will inform participants that the general  
purpose of the study is to examine individual differences in personality, cognition and affect. Three-
hundred male and females, aged 17 to 30 years old, from Brock University and the Niagara region in 
Ontario, Canada, will be recruited to participate in the study. The ability to speak and write in English is a 
requirement. University students will be invited to participate in the study in a group testing session at a 
convenient day and time. Participants will be greeted as a group for the session in a lab setting in the 
Jack and Nora Walker Lifespan Development Centre testing facilities at Brock University. The informed 
consent form will be read aloud to the participants by the researcher for clarification, and participants 
can ask any questions at that time or any time throughout the study. Participants will be given two copies 
of the written informed consent form to be completed (one copy is given to the participant and the other 
copy is for the researcher — see Appendix). 
 
Participants will then be asked to complete two paper and pencil measures of cognitive flexibility. The 
first is the multiple task switching test involving a switching paradigm (i.e., switching from (1) a 
translating numbers to letter task to the following: (2) a word search, (3) connect the dot task, (4) choose 
the word pair to complete the sentence task, (5) arithmetic task, and (6) a visual scanning task). This will 
be followed by a novel version of the Trail Making Test, where the are asked to connected a series of 
numbered dots utilizing specific rules (see appendix for rules).  
 
Participants will then be asked to complete a selection of self-report questionnaires to assess depressive 
and anxiety symptoms (Beck Depression Inventory [BDI], Personality Assessment Inventory [PAI], 
Symptom Checklist - 90 - Revised [SCL-R-90], State-Trait Anxiety Inventory [STAI]) as well as measures 
of self-reported executive functioning, effortful control, mindfulness, aggression, empathy, perspective 
taking, and antisocial behaviour/psychopathy (Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function - BRIEF, 
Adult Temperament Questionnaire - ATQ, Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire – FFMQ, Interpersonal 
Reactivity Index, UPPS-P Scale, Self-reported Psychopathy-3 [SRP-3]) and lastly demographics 
(Everyday Living Questionnaire; see appendix for order and a description of each measure). During this 

 Questionnaire (mail) 
 Questionnaire (email/web) 
 Questionnaire (in person) 
 Interview(s) (telephone) 
 Interview(s) (in person) 
 Secondary Data 
 Computer-administered 

 tasks 

 Focus Groups 
 Journals/Diaries/Personal  

      Correspondence 
 Audio/video taping specify) 
 Observations 
 Invasive physiological 

 measurements (e.g. 
 venipuncture, muscle 
 biopsies) 

 Non-invasive physical  
 measurement (e.g., 
 exercise, heart rate, blood 
 pressure) 

 Analysis of human tissue, 
 body fluids, etc. (Request 
 for Use of Human Tissue 
 Sample must be completed 
 and attached) 

 Other: (specify) 
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time, participants will be asked individually to move to a private room for brief physiological recording 
where they will be greeted by a second research assistance, who will assist them with these measures. 
They will be introduced to Polygraph Professional equipment to measure heart rate, EDA, respiration 
and blood pressure via Polygraph Professional (2008) software. Silver-silver chloride pads will be used 
to collect EDA, and will be placed on the index and fourth fingers on the participant’s non-dominant 
hand. A pulse oximeter will be placed on the middle finger of the participant’s non-dominant hand to 
measure HR. Respiration will be recorded via two neumatic chest bands - the upper will be placed 
around the chest and the lower, around the abdomen. Blood pressure will be measured via a blood 
pressure cuff that will be placed on the forearm of the individual’s left arm. The participant will be asked 
to complete a self-report rating of arousal before physiological activity is recorded. Following this, 
participants will be asked to remain still in a relaxed and comfortable position to reduce physical 
movement while a recording of 3 minutes recording is taken. Upon completion of this recording, the 
participant will again be asked to complete a self-report rating of arousal. All physiological data recorded 
will be coded alphanumerically without personal identifiers. Once the participant has completed these 
physiological measures, they will return to the larger group room and continue completing self-report 
measures.  

Upon completion of the study, participants will be debriefed as to the nature and purpose of the study, 
and thanked for their participation (see Appendix for Debriefing Form). Overall, participation in the study 
will not exceed 2 hours. Also included in the debriefing form is counselling contact information for Brock 
University Counseling Services should any negative emotions surface as a result of participation in the 
study. Participants will also receive contact information for the principal investigator/faculty supervisor, 
principal and co-student investigators. Finally participants will be thanked for the time and participation 
and will be invited to review the results of the study at its completion (by April 2016). 

 
11. Professional Expertise/Qualifications: 
 
Does this procedure require professional expertise/recognized qualifications (e.g., registration as a 
clinical psychologist, first aid certification)?   

 Yes   specify: Some of the questionnaires used in this study are protected standardized 
questionnaires to be used under the supervision of a Registered Clinical Psychologist.        No 
 
If YES, indicate whether you, your supervisor, or any members of your research team have the 
professional expertise/recognized qualifications required?   Yes       No 
 
12. Participants: 
 
Describe the number of participants and any required demographic characteristics (e.g., age, gender). 
 
Three-hundred Brock University students will participate in this study (n = 300; 200 participants with no 
history of head trauma, 100 participants with mild head injury). 

 
13. Recruitment: 
 
Describe how and from what sources the participants will be recruited, including any relationship between 
the investigator(s), sponsor(s) and participant(s) (e.g., family member, instructor-student; manager-
employee).  
Attach a copy of any poster(s), advertisement(s) and/or letter(s) to be used for recruitment. 
 
Three hundred participants will be recruited for the study by volunteering their participation through the 
online Brock University Psychology Department Research website (i.e., SONA see appendix for 
advertisement) and post advertisements. Poster advertisements for this study will be posted on the 
Psychology Research Board and other various boards across campus.  

 
14. Compensation: 
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a) Will participants receive compensation for participation?  Yes    No 
b) If yes, please provide details.   
 
Participants will have the opportunity to receive research participation hours for applicable courses at the 
university. The participants may be credited at the rate of one half credit per half hour of participation 
which is the standard rate associated with participation. 

 
SECTION C – DESCRIPTION OF THE RISKS AND BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED 
RESEARCH 
 
15. Possible Risks: 
 
1) Indicate if the participants might experience any of the following risks: 
 
 a) Physical risks (including any bodily contact, physical stress, or administration of any substance)?   
   Yes  No 
 

b) Psychological risks (including feeling demeaned, embarrassed worried or upset, emotional stress)? 
  Yes  No 

 
 c) Social risks (including possible loss of status, privacy, and / or reputation)?   Yes  No 
 

d) Are any possible risks to participants greater than those that the participants might encounter in 
 their everyday life?  Yes  No 

 
 e) Is there any deception involved?     Yes  No 
 

f) Is there potential for participants to feel obligated to participate or coerced into contributing to this 
research (because of regular contact between participants and the researcher, relationships that 
involve power-dynamics, etc.)?  Yes  No 

 
2)  If you answered Yes to any of 1a – 1f above, please explain the risk. 
 
a) Participants will be connected to physiological activity recording equipment to collect physiological 
data (i.e., heart rate, electrodermal activity, respiration and blood pressure). To collect this data, two 
electrodes (placed on separate fingers of the non-dominant hand) will be used to record electrodermal 
activity, two respiration bands (placed around the participant’s chest and lower abdomen), a pulse 
oximeter (placed on the participant’s finger) to collect heart rate data, and a blood pressure cuff (placed 
around the participant's bicep of the non-dominant arm). Although the equipment is not invasive, the 
application of the electrodes, pulse oximeter, respiration bands and blood pressure cuff involves minor 
physical contact from the researcher to the participant. In order to minimize any discomfort participants 
may feel during the placement of the physiological recording equipment, participants will be clearly 
asked for consent and the process of applying the physiological recording equipment will be fully 
explained and modeled for the participants by the researcher prior to application. In addition, participants 
will be asked to complete/and directed as to how to make any adjustments of the equipment on his/her 
body to minimize physical contact between his/herself and the researcher.  
e) Informed consent procedures for participants do not explicitly state the researchers’ interests in head 
injury/brain injury as a primary variable in this study. Research has shown that informing participants that 
head injury/brain injury as one of the study variables of interest can influence subsequent performance 
(Suhr & Gunstad, 2002; 2005). Subjects will be fully debriefed upon study completion. 

 
3) Describe how the risks will be managed and include the availability of appropriate medical or clinical 
expertise or qualified persons. Explain why less risky alternative approaches could not be used. 
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a) To ensure sanitary conditions, the researcher will provide the participant with antibacterial lotion prior 
to application of electrodes; for any procedures during with the researcher will need to minimally assist 
the participant through contact (e.g., application of the electrodes), s/he will wear gloves and use 
sanitary procedures. 
e) Participants are not informed in advance about head injury/brain injury as a focus for the study 
because research has shown that informing participants head injury is a study variable of interest can 
influence subsequent performance (Suhr & Gunstad, 2002; 2005). However, participants will be fully 
informed of our interest in head injuries at the completion of the study. 

 
16. Possible Benefits: 
 
Discuss any potential direct benefits to the participants from their involvement in the project.  Comment 
on the (potential) benefits to the scientific community/society that would justify involvement of participants 
in this study.  
 
Student participants can benefit from participation in this study by gaining insight into psychological and 
physiological research and empirical methods relevant to psychology. Additionally, through their efforts, 
this study will benefit the diagnosis and understanding of depression and anxiety both in an MHI and 
non-MHI population. Finally, this research will have implications in a clinical setting, as it will provide 
further information which may be beneficial in devising a successful treatment program for individuals 
suffering from depression and anxiety. 

 
SECTION D – THE INFORMED CONSENT PROCESS 
 
17. The Consent Process: 
 
Describe the process that the investigator(s) will be using to obtain informed consent. Include a 
description of who will be obtaining the informed consent. If there will be no written consent form, explain 
why not. 
For information about the required elements in the letter of invitation and the consent form, as well as 
samples, please refer to: http://www.brocku.ca/researchservices/forms/index.php  
 
If applicable, attach a copy of the Letter of Invitation, the Consent Form, the content of any 
telephone script, and any other material that will be utilized in the informed consent process.   
 
The participants involved in this study will be invited to participate in the study and will be asked to 
register online through the Brock University Psychology Department Website (i.e., SONA) or to contact 
the researcher via email to arrange a convenient testing time and date. Upon arrival to the group testing 
room, participants will be read an informed consent script by the researcher, and individually asked to 
sign a written informed consent form (see Appendix).  

 
18. Consent by an authorized party: 
 
If the participants are minors or for other reasons are not competent to consent, describe the proposed 
alternative source of consent, including any permission form to be provided to the person(s) providing the 
alternative consent.  
 
N/A 

 
19. Alternatives to prior individual consent:  
 
If obtaining individual participant consent prior to commencement of the research project is not 
appropriate for this research, please explain and provide details for a proposed alternative consent 
process.  
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N/A 
 
20. Feedback to Participants: 
 
Explain what feedback/ information will be provided to the participants after participation in the project. 
This should include a more complete description of the purpose of the research, and access to the results 
of the research. Also, describe the method and timing for delivering the feedback. 
 
At the end of testing session, participants will be given a debriefing statement (see Appendix) and will 
also be given a verbal description of the study. The purpose of the study will be discussed and it will be 
explained to participants that self-report data will be used to identify any significant differences in 
symptom endorsement between groups. Participants will also be informed that the physiological data will 
be used to investigate the underarousal hypothesis. All participants will be informed that the data 
collected will be summarized, used as thesis data, presented as a publishable report and conference 
study. All individual data will remain confidential and anonymous. Participants will be invited to view the 
results of the study by date of completion (April 2016) and may contact the investigators either directly or 
via e-mail. Contact information will be provided to the participant on the debriefing form should the 
participant wish to contact the researchers at any time. 

 
21. Participant withdrawal:  
 

a) Describe how the participants will be informed of their right to withdraw from the project.  Outline 
the procedures that will be followed to allow the participants to exercise this right. 

 
Participation in this study is voluntary. Participants can choose to withdraw any time during the group or 
individual sessions. The participants will be informed of their freedom to withdraw in both the verbal and 
written informed consent processes (see Appendix). Also, the consent form will be read aloud to the 
participants to reiterate their freedom to withdraw without penalty. It will be explained that if the 
participant should choose to withdraw their participation, they will receive participation credit 
commensurate with their participation and their data will be destroyed and disposed of in a professional 
and confidential manner. Participants will be informed that he/she can verbally inform the researcher at 
any time during the sessions of their choice to withdraw participation. Furthermore, they will be reminded 
of the services available that they can consult should they have any questions (Brock University 
Counselling Services; Research Ethics Officer; Principal Investigator). 

 
b) Indicate what will be done with the participant’s data should the participant choose to withdraw. 
Describe what, if any, consequences withdrawal might have on the participant, including any effect 
that withdrawal may have on participant compensation. 

 
If participants choose to withdraw, the researcher will provide them with a written debriefing form (see 
Appendix), and also answer any questions. If a participant withdraws at any time during the group or 
individual sessions, any data collected from him or her will be destroyed (shredded; biological measures 
will be appropriately disposed) and not used in data analysis. If the participant choosing to withdraw is 
receiving research participation credit, the length of the student’s participation will be credited for 
appropriate participation hours up to the maximum length of the study. 

 
SECTION E – CONFIDENTIALITY & ANONYMITY  
 
Confidentiality: information revealed by participants that holds the expectation of privacy.  This means 
that all data collected will not be shared with anyone except the researchers listed on this application. 
 
Anonymity of data: information revealed by participants will not have any distinctive character or 
recognition factor, such that information can be matched (even by the researcher) to individual 
participants.  Any information collected using audio-taping, video recording, or interview cannot be 
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considered anonymous. Please note that this refers to the anonymity of the data itself and not the 
reporting of results. 
 
22. Given the definitions above: 
 
a)   Will the data be treated as confidential?  Yes  No 
b)    Are the data anonymous?    Yes  No 
 
c) Describe any personal identifiers that will be collected during the course of the research (e.g., 
participant names, initials, addresses, birth dates, student numbers, organizational names and titles etc.). 
Indicate how personal identifiers will be secured and if they will be retained once data collection is 
complete.  
 

 
d) If any personal identifiers will be retained once data collection is complete, provide a comprehensive 
rationale explaining why it is necessary to retain this information, including the retention of master lists 
that link participant identifiers with unique study codes and de-identified data. 
 

 
e) State who will have access to the data.   
 
Dr. Dawn Good (principal investigator), Sean Robb (principal student investigator), Laura Murray 
(student co-investigator) and research assistants associated with Dr. Good’s laboratory will have access 
to the data. All of these individuals have completed confidentiality agreements compliant with the  
FIPPA (Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act, 2008), and PHIPA (Personal Health 
Information Protection Act, 2004). Only the principal investigators will have access to the participant 
identifier master list. 

 
f) Describe the procedures to be used to ensure anonymity of participants and/or confidentiality of data 
both during the conduct of the research and in the release of its findings. 
 
To ensure confidentiality, informed consent forms will be kept separate from the data collected from the 
participants. Also, all data will be alphanumerically coded to ensure confidentiality. No information that 
could potentially reveal a participant’s identity will be used in discussion, or in the reporting, of the 
findings. Participants will be informed that all data collected will be kept strictly confidential in a locked, 
safe lab to which only the principal investigator, student investigators and the research assistants will 
have access. To further ensure confidentiality, researchers and research assistants have signed 
confidentiality agreements (see Appendix). 

 
g) If participant anonymity and/or confidentiality is not appropriate to this research project, explain,  in 
detail, how all participants will be advised that data will not be anonymous or confidential.  
 
During the consent and debriefing sessions, participants will be advised that anonymity and 
confidentiality of their data will be preserved and that their data will be coded alphanumerically in a 
database, and it will never be used individually, but instead will be used only within the context of group 

 Participant names will be collected through the informed consent process, however, informed consent 
forms are kept entirely separate from collected data. All data collected (questionnaires, test forms, 
physiological measures) will be alphanumerically coded with no personal identifiers. Informed consent 
forms will be retained for a period of 10 years after which time they will be shredded. 

Given that we are collecting sensitive information about the wellbeing of our participants (e.g., symptoms 
of depression, anxiety, etc.), we will must have a way of reaching them should any of their answers 
suggest that they may require clinical follow-up. Further, we are required by the college of psychologists 
to make available any clinically-based protected measures, should one of our participant’s clinicians 
request this data from us. This must be maintained for up to 10 years. As a result, we will require a 
master list of participant’s names corresponding to their respective participant number which will only be 
available to the principle investigators. 
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statistical findings. 
 
h) Explain how written records, video/audio tapes, and questionnaires will be secured, and provide 
details of their final disposal or storage, including how long they will be secured and the disposal method 
to be used. 
 
All raw data collected will be kept in the secure and locked file in the Principal Investigator’s lab (PL 621) 
for a period of ten years. After the ten year period, data will be shredded and/or destroyed. 

 
SECTION F -- SECONDARY USE OF DATA 
 
23. 
 a) Is it your intention to reanalyze the data for purposes other than described in this application?  
  Yes  No 
 

b) Is it your intention to allow the study and data to be reanalyzed by colleagues, students, or other 
researchers outside of the original research purposes? If this is the case, explain how you will allow 
your participants the opportunity to choose to participate in a study where their data would be 
distributed to others (state how you will contact participants to obtain their re-consent) 

  
N/A 

 
c) If there are no plans to reanalyze the data for secondary purposes and, yet, you wish to keep the 
data indefinitely, please explain why. 

 
N/A 

 
SECTION G -- MONITORING ONGOING RESEARCH 
 
It is the investigator’s responsibility to notify the REB using the “Renewal/Project Completed” 
form, when the project is completed or if it is cancelled. 
http://www.brocku.ca/researchservices/forms/index.php 
 
24. Annual Review and Serious Adverse Events (SAE): 
 
a) MINIMUM REVIEW REQUIRES THE RESEARCHER COMPLETE A “RENEWAL/PROJECT 
COMPLETED” FORM AT LEAST ANNUALLY.   
Indicate whether any additional monitoring or review would be appropriate for this project. 
 
N/A 

 
*Serious adverse events (negative consequences or results affecting participants) must be reported to 
the Research Ethics Officer and the REB Chair, as soon as possible and, in any event, no more than 3 
days subsequent to their occurrence. 
 
25. COMMENTS 
 
If you experience any problems or have any questions about the Ethics Review Process at Brock 
University, please feel free to contact the Research Ethics Office at (905) 688-5550 ext 3035, or 
reb@brocku.ca 
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Brock University Research Ethics Board (REB) 
 

Application for Ethical Review of Research Involving Human Participants 
 
 

If you have questions about or require assistance with the completion of this form,  
please contact the Research Ethics Office at (905) 688-5550 ext. 3035, or reb@brocku.ca. 

 
 

Selecting a Research Ethics Board 
 
Files will be allocated to one of two REB panels based upon the type of research to be 
undertaken.  
 
If your research involves any of the following, submit to the Bioscience Research Ethics 
Board (BREB): 
 

X physiological measures such as EEGs, heart rate, GSR, temperature, blood pressure, 
 respiration, vagal tone, x-rays, MRIs, CT or PET scans; 
€ ingestion or other use of food, beverages, food additives, or drugs, including alcohol and 

tobacco; 
€ medical techniques or therapies, including experimental medical devices; 
€ physical exertion beyond normal walking; 
€ physical movement in participants who have medical vulnerabilities (e.g., spinal cord  
€ interventions with the potential for physiological effects (e.g., diet, exercise, sleep 

restriction); and/or 
€ use of medical or official health records (e.g., hospital records). 

 
If none of the above points are characteristic of your research, submit to the Social 
Science Research Ethics Board (SREB)  
 

 
Indicate which REB panel is appropriate for this application: 

 
 

 Bioscience (BREB)  OR   Social Science (SREB) 
 
 
 
 
 

€ injury, osteoporosis); 
X human biological materials (e.g., tissues, organs, blood, plasma, skin, serum, DNA, 
 RNA, proteins, cells, hair, nail clippings, urine, saliva, bodily fluids); 

 

Reviewer Disposition   

(For REB Use Only) ► File # :__________                                          Reviewers:____________________ Due Date:______________ 
Decision: Accepted as is □ Approval Pending Revision □ Clarification Required □ 
 Resubmission □ Full Review □ Withhold Approval □ 
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DOCUMENT CHECKLIST 
2 complete sets of the following documents (one original + one copy) 
 

 
ü  if  applicable 

Recruitment Materials 
• Letter of invitation 
• Verbal script 
• Telephone script 
• Advertisements (newspapers, posters, SONA) 
• Electronic correspondence guide 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Consent Materials 
• Consent form 
• Assent form for minors 
• Parental/3rd party consent 
• Transcriber confidentiality agreement 

 
 
 
 
 

Data Gathering Instruments 
• Questionnaires 
• Interview guides 
• Tests 

 
 
 
 

Feedback Letter   
Letter of Approval for research from cooperating organizations, school board(s), or 
other institutions 

 

Any previously approved protocol to which you refer  
Request for use of human tissue sample in research Please Note:  this form is 
required for all research projects involving human tissue, bodily fluids, etc. 

 
 

Signed Application Form  

Return your completed application and all accompanying material to  
reb@brocku.ca 

Researchers may submit new REB applications electronically (as PDF or Word attachments), 
provided that they include digital or scanned signatures. Alternatively, Principal Investigators 

(i.e., faculty only) may email REB applications with a note in lieu of signatures, provided that the 
application is sent from their Brock University email addresses. Hard copies will be accepted by 

the Research Ethics Office (Mackenzie Chown D250A) until January 2015.  
Handwritten Applications will not be accepted. Please ensure all necessary items are attached prior to 
submission, otherwise your application will not be processed (see checklist below).  

 
No research with human participants shall commence prior to receiving approval from the REB. 
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SIGNATURES 
 
PLEASE NOTE:  The title “principal investigator” designates the person who is “in charge” of the 
research.  In this position, the principal investigator is assumed to have the abilities to supervise other 
researchers, be responsible for the financial administration of the project, have the authority to ensure 
that appropriate guidelines and regulations are followed, and be competent to conduct the research in the 
absence of faculty supervision. The restriction of the term “principal investigator” to faculty or post-
doctoral fellows does not have implications for ownership of intellectual property or publication authorship. 
 Given the above consideration, a student cannot be identified as a “principal investigator”.  
However, for the purpose of recognizing a student’s leadership role in the research, a faculty member 
may designate a “principal student investigator” below.  
 
INVESTIGATORS: 
 
Please indicate that you have read and fully understand all ethics obligations by checking the box 
beside each statement and signing below. 
 

 I have read Section III: 8 of Brock University’s Faculty Handbook pertaining to Research Ethics and 
agree to comply with the policies and procedures outlined therein. 

 I will report any serious adverse events (SAE) to the Research Ethics Board (REB). 
 Any additions/changes to research procedures after approval has been granted will be submitted to 

the REB. 
 I agree to request a renewal of approval for any project continuing beyond the expected date of 

completion or for more than one year. 
 I will submit a final report to the Office of Research Services once the research has been completed. 
 I take full responsibility for ensuring that all other investigators involved in this research follow the 

protocol as outlined in this application.   
 
Principal Investigator 
  
Signature _____________________________________________ Date: 

                    

 
 
Principal Student Investigator (optional) 
 
Signature _____________________________________________ Date: 

                    

 
 
Co-Investigators: 
 
Signature _____________________________________________ Date: 

                    

 
 
Signature _____________________________________________ Date: 

                    

 
 
FACULTY SUPERVISOR: 
 
Please indicate that you have read and fully understand the obligations as faculty supervisor 
listed below by checking the box beside each statement. 
 

 I agree to provide the proper supervision of this study to ensure that the rights and welfare of all 
human participants are protected. 

 I will ensure a request for renewal of a proposal is submitted if the study continues beyond the 
expected date of completion or for more than one year. 

 I will ensure that a final report is submitted to the Office of Research Services. 
 I have read and approved this application and proposal.  

 
Signature ______________________________________________ Date: 
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SECTION A – GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
1. Title of the Research Project: Investigating the physiological, mood, and cognitive effects of brief 
exercise  
 
2. Investigator Information: 
 
 Name Position (e.g., 

faculty, 
student, 
visiting 
professor) 

Dept./Address  Phone No.   E-Mail 

Principal  
Investigator 
 

Dr. Dawn 
Good 

Associate 
Professor 

Department of 
Psychology, 
Centre for 
Neuroscience, 
Brock 
University, 
1812 Sir Isaac 
Brock Way, St. 
Catharines, 
ON L2S 3A1 

905 688-5550 
x 3869, 3556, 
5523 

Dawn.good@ 
Brocku.ca 

Principal 
Student 
Investigator  

Sean Robb PhD. 
Candidate 

Department of 
Psychology, 
Brock 
University, 
1812 Sir Isaac 
Brock Way, St. 
Catharines, 
ON L2S 3A1 

905 688-5550 
x 5511 

sean.robb2@b
rocku.ca 

Co-
Investigator(s)  

     

Faculty 
Supervisor(s) 

     

 
 

     

 

     

 

     

 

     

 

 
3. Proposed Date of commencement: X upon approval, OR  other. Please provide date 
 
 Proposed Date of completion (dd/mm/yyyy):  31/12/2019 
 
4. Indicate the location(s) where the research will be conducted: 
 
 Brock University   
 Community Site    Specify 

     

  
 School Board    Specify 

     

 
 Hospital    Specify 

     

 
 Other     Specify 

     

 
 
5. Other Ethics Clearance/Permission: 
 
(a) Is this a multi-centered study?  Yes     No 
(b) Has any other University Research Ethics Board approved this research?  Yes     No 
 
If YES, there is no need to provide further details about the protocol at this time, provided that all of the 
following information is provided: 
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 Title of the project approved elsewhere: 

     

 
 Name of the Other Institution: 

     

 
Name of the Other Board: 

     

 
Date of the Decision: 

     

 
 A contact name and phone number for the other Board: 

     

 
 
Please provide a copy of the application to the other institution together with all accompanying materials, 
as well as a copy of the clearance certificate / approval. 

If NO, will any other University Research Ethics Board be asked for approval?   Yes     No 
Specify University/College 

     

 
 
(c) Has any other person(s) or institutions granted permission to conduct this research?   Yes    No 
If yes, specify (e.g., hospital, school board, community organization, proprietor) provide details and 
attach any relevant documentation. 

     

 
 
If NO, will any other person(s) or institutions be asked for approval?    Yes    No 
Specify (e.g., hospital, school board, community organization, proprietor) 

     

 
 
6. Level of the Research: 
 

  Undergraduate Thesis  Masters Thesis/Project   Ph.D 
 Post Doctorate   Faculty Research  Administration 
 Undergraduate Course 

 Assignment  
 (specify course) 

     

 

 Graduate Course Assignment 
 (specify) 

     

 
 Other (specify course) 

     

 
 

 
7. Funding of the Project: 
 
(a) Is this project currently being funded   Yes   No 
(b)  If No, is funding being sought  Yes    No 
 
If Applicable: 
(c)  Period of Funding (dd/mm/yyyy):     From: ongoing   To: 

     

 
(d)  Agency or Sponsor (funded or applied for) 
 
  CIHR  NSERC  SSHRC  Other (specify): faculty funds 
  
(e)  Funding / Agency File # (not your Tri-Council PIN)  

     

 
 
8. Conflict of Interest: 
 
(a) Will the researcher(s), members of the research team, and/or their partners or immediate family 
members receive any personal benefits related to this study – Examples include financial remuneration, 
patent and ownership, employment, consultancies, board membership, share ownership, stock options.  
Do not include conference and travel expense coverage, possible academic promotion, or other benefits 
which are integral to the general conduct of research.  
   Yes       No 
 
 If Yes, please describe the benefits below.  
 
N/A 
 
(b) Describe any restrictions regarding access to or disclosure of information (during or at the end of 
the study) that the sponsor has placed on the investigator(s). 
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N/A 
 
SECTION B – SUMMARY OF THE PROPOSED RESEARCH 
 
9. Rationale: 
 
Briefly describe the purpose and background rationale for the proposed project, as well as the 
hypothesis(es)/research question(s) to be examined. 
  
The primary purpose of this study is to investigate whether brief exercise intervention has an impact on 
mood and cognitive symptomatology following mild head injury (MHI; concussion). Individuals living with 
MHI account for approximately 35% to 45% of the university population and while they do not necessarily 
always display neurocognitive impairments, our lab has consistently found that, relative to its age-
matched cohort, this population: (1) is physiologically underaroused, as measured by e.g., Electrodermal 
Activation (EDA), and (2) displays measureable differences in indices of social cognitive capacity, such as 
measures of decision-making under conditions of uncertainty (i.e., gambling decisions; van Noordt & 
Good, 2011), as well as perspective taking and theory of mind (Gallant & Good, In Prep). For the 
purposes of our research, we have operationally defined and identifed MHI status by our self-report 
demographics questionnaire, whereby participants endorse the following question: “Have you ever hit 
your head with a force sufficient to alter your state of consciousness” (consistent with the Kay et al., 1993 
criteria/definition; American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine – ACRM; Bogner, 2007).  
 
Brain injury is increasingly being recognized as a public health issue, with the majority (i.e., 70-90%) of 
these injuries being on the mild end of the injury severity spectrum. Within Ontario, the estimated 
prevalence of mTBI is between 493 to 653 per 100,000 population (Cassidy et al., 2004; Ryu, Feinstein, 
Colantonio, Streiner, & Dawson, 2009). Approximately 30% of those individuals will go on to have long-
term post-concussive symptoms, including a heterogeneous mixture of cognitive, emotional, behavioural, 
and physical symptoms (Gouvier et al., 1992; Manley et al., 2017; Rosenbaum, & Lipton, 2012). For 
survivors struggling with persistent symptomatology, it is frequently reported that they initially focus on the 
physical and cognitive sequelae as the most important objective of their rehabilitative efforts; however, as 
time progresses, they shift their focus to reconnecting to their social relationships (e.g., friends, partner, 
family members). Long-term life satisfaction for individuals post-TBI is significantly predicted by their 
social reintegration (Burleigh et al., 1998; Corrigan et al., 2001; LoBello et al., 2003; McLean et al., 2014) 
and yet, it remains one of the most understudied areas of rehabilitative research. One notable barrier to 
social re-integration identified postinjury has been the significant depression symptomatology 
experienced, which hinders one’s capacity to initiate, sustain, and be successful with pro-social 
behaviours (Silver, McAllister, & Arciniegas, 2009). Estimates of postinjury depression rates are 
staggering, with as many as 70 to 90% of individuals suffering a depression following TBI (Chrisman & 
Richardson, 2013). Unfortunately, postinjury depression has received minimal attention within the 
treatment trial literature and treatments proposed are largely low in efficacy (Lee et al., 2005).  
 
Importantly, we have now demonstrated in four studies within our lab that depression symptoms 
experienced by individuals with MHI are phenomenologically different from typical major depressive 
disorder (MDD) reported in the non-neurally compromised population. We believe these findings are 
important to fully conceptualizing depression post-head injury and develop better tracking instruments for 
interventional change as well as targeting appropriate neural mechanisms for therapeutic intervention. 
We found that those individuals with prior MHI report significantly more somatic and cognitive symptoms 
of depression (e.g., lethargy, difficulty initiating, etc.) and less somatic symptoms (e.g., sadness, 
hopelessness, etc.) than their non-injured cohort (Robb & Good, In prep). This contrasts with the majority 
of the major depressive disorder (MDD) literature, which emphasizes that the hallmark symptoms of this 
disorder are affective in nature for the non-neurally compromised population (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013). Furthermore, we have found that individuals experiencing more severe injuries report 
a proportionally greater severity of somatic depressive symptoms.   
 
Our prior work has demonstrated that a number of neurocognitive deficits postinjury may be related to 
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underarousal, whereby individuals with at least one head injury display a pattern of dampened 
physiological arousal at rest/baseline relative to their noninjured cohort (Baker & Good, 2014; van Noordt 
& Good, 2011). This is not surprising, as one area of the brain that is often implicated in TBI-related 
neural disruption is the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) due to its location and susceptibility to injury (Bigler & 
Orrison, 2001; van der Horn et al., 2016). This system is important in summating information from 
sensory, emotion, and higher-order cognitive systems to modulate autonomic arousal in a fashion that 
provides guidance to behavior in the form of “gut-feeling” or “somatic markers” and prepares cognitive 
systems for environmental demands in the form of anticipation (Anderson, Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, & 
Damasio, 1999; Bechara et al., 2000). Disruption to this system has been shown to hinder various 
cognitive processes such as: (1) decision-making under conditions of uncertainty (e.g., social, moral 
decision-making, etc.) whereby those with a history of head injury were underaroused when making 
gambling-type decisions, and made choices indicative of being less aversive to ‘punishing’ feedback, (2) 
affect recognition by demonstrating impaired ability to recognize emotions in others, (3) empathy and 
theory of mind as in showing a lessened ability to “feel”, interpret and behave based on the emotional 
states of others, and (4) various executive functions (e.g., cognitive flexibility, inhibiting prepotent 
responses, etc.). All of these neurocognitive changes have significant ramifications for one’s capacity to 
optimally engage socially. We have manipulated arousal through a number of emotionally evocative 
stimuli (e.g., highly arousing classical music, emotionally-evocative pictures) and this concomitantly 
improved rates of learning on measures of decision-making. The results supported the view that affective 
sensitivity improved with heightened emotional arousal in individuals with head injury (Robb & Good, In 
Prep). Unfortunately, removal of the emotionally-salient stimuli resulted in a quick return to baseline 
arousal for head injury groups suggesting that a manipulation with more long-term effects is required.  
 
In line with this, we have begun to build evidence that autonomic physiological underarousal mediates 
somatic depressive symptoms postinjury similar to our findings for various neurocognitive deficits. 
Specifically, for those with a history of head injury, we have found that the degree of underaousal they 
display at baseline predicts their severity of somatic depressive symptoms. Furthermore, in these studies 
we have shown that the relationship between injury severity and somatic depressive symptoms is 
completely mediated by their physiological underarousal as measured by electrodermal activation.  
 
In an effort to invoke a more sustaining physiological change in persons with MHI, unlike our prior 
interventional approaches which have introduced stimuli to elevate arousal, brief physical exercise is 
under the individual’s volitional control and can be readily accessed in a variety of environments to 
temporarily increase arousal states. While chronic exercise has been extensively studied in relation to 
mood and cognitive changes across a number of populations, minimal research has investigated its use 
in improving cognitive performance as function of increased autonomic arousal in persons with MHI. 
Within the exercise literature, a number of large systematic reviews and meta-analyses have provided 
evidence that acute aerobic exercise provides a modest temporary improvement to areas of cognitive, 
particularly executive function, decision-making, reaction time, processing speed, and working memory 
(e.g., Tomporowski, 2003; Chang, Labban, Gapin, & Etnier, 2012), with 20 minutes of cycling (66% of 
maximal heart rate) being the most consistent exercise modality to demonstrate effects (Tomporowski, 
2003). Moreover, cognitive improvement has also been demonstrated in select clinical populations (e.g., 
depressed elderly adults; Vasques, Moraes, Silveira, Deslandes, & Laks, 2011). The primary mechanism 
that has been proposed for cognitive benefits has been proposed to be based in elevating arousal 
through means of the catecholamine system (McMorris, 2016), Moveover, increased activation of key 
neural systems involved in executive function tasks have also been observed following acute exercise 
(e.g., dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; Yanagisawa et al., 2010). 
 
Given the potential of this intervention, we have designed a quasi-experimental study to examine 
demographic variables (e.g., age, sex, history of MHI), physiological arousal (e.g., EDA), post-concussive 
symptoms (e.g., depression, anxiety, fatigue), and cognitive functioning (e.g., decision-making, executive 
function) following a brief exercise invention (i.e., 20 minutes of stationary cycling at 66% of maximal 
heart rate). To measure the effectiveness of this interventional, pre- and post-intervention measures of 
mood and cognition in 90 undergraduate participants will be collected (i.e., data from 90 Ss will provide 
sufficient power to measure effects based on our power analyses) initially, and after a one week delay, to 
examine whether the intervention maintains any of its’ potential efficacious features across time. Based 
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on the available research literature, we hypothesize the following: 
 

(1) Persons with a history of MHI will exhibit physiological underarousal compared to their non-MHI 
peers, as assessed by EDA; 

(2) Persons with a prior history of head injury will report higher incidence of somatic and cognitive 
(vs. affective) depressive symptoms as measured through self-report depressive questionnaires;  

(3) Persons with a prior history of head injury will display reduced performance on measures of 
cognitive functioning (i.e., decision-making [on the IGT], affect recognition of faces [NEPSY], 
executive function as measured by working memory measures [LNS, VF], mental rotation, and 
inhibition [pictorial Stroop]). 

(4) Persons with a history of MHI will display heighted physiological arousal following the intervention 
of brief aerobic exercise.  

(5) While both persons with and without a history of MHI will be advantaged from brief aerobic 
exercise with respect to their mood, persons with a MHI will display a greater reduction in somatic 
depressive symptoms and improved decision-making and executive function. 

(6) The change in physiological arousal observed as a function of the brief aerobic exercise 
intervention will predict the change in somatic depression scores and cognitive improvements.  

 
This research will contribute to our understanding of the head injury population in a number of ways, 
providing both a greater mechanistic and etiological understanding of the role of underarousal in 
postinjury sequelae, as well contributing to the development of treatments for these sequelae. While our 
previous studies have demonstrated correlational evidence for the relationship between underaousal and 
somatic depressive symptomatology, this would be the first study to provide causal evidence for this 
relationship via an arousal manipulation.   
 
 
10. Methods: 
 
 Are any of the following procedures or methods involved in this study?  Check all that apply.   

Describe sequentially, and in detail, all of the methods involved in this study and all procedures in 
which the research participants will be involved (paper and pencil tasks, interviews, questionnaires, 
physical assessments, physiological tests, time requirements, etc.)  
Attach a copy of all questionnaire(s), interview guides or other test instruments. If reference is 
made to previous protocols, please provide copies of relevant documentation. 
 
Participants will be recruited using SONA and various posters across the University campus. 
Recruitment statements and advertisements (see Appendix) will inform participants that the general 
purpose of the study is to examine the physiological, cognitive, and psychological effects of a brief 
exercise intervention. Ninety subjects, aged 17 to 30 years old, from Brock University will be recruited to 
participate in the study. The ability to speak and write in English is a requirement. University students will 
be invited to participate in the study taking place over two testing individual sessions. The testing 
sessions will be on average, one week apart (depending on the availability of the participants). 
 
Participants will be greeted in a lab setting in the Jack and Nora Walker Lifespan Development Centre 

 Questionnaire (mail) 
 Questionnaire (email/web) 
 Questionnaire (in person) 
 Interview(s) (telephone) 
 Interview(s) (in person) 
 Secondary Data 
 Computer-administered 

 tasks 

 Focus Groups 
 Journals/Diaries/Personal  

      Correspondence 
 Audio/video taping specify) 
 Observations 
 Invasive physiological 

 measurements (e.g. 
 venipuncture, muscle 
 biopsies) 

 Non-invasive physical  
 measurement (e.g., 
 exercise, heart rate, blood 
 pressure) 

 Analysis of human tissue, 
 body fluids, etc. (Request 
 for Use of Human Tissue 
 Sample must be completed 
 and attached) 

 Other: (specify) 
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testing facilities at Brock University. The consent form will be read aloud to the participants by the 
researcher for clarification, and participants can ask any questions at that time or any time throughout 
the study. Participants will be given two copies of the written informed consent form to be completed 
(one copy is given to the participant and the other copy is for the researcher — see Appendix). Subjects 
will be advised that alternate arrangements can be made if they prefer ‘same sex’ researchers. All 
participants will be administered the same protocol and questionnaire order.  

During the first testing session (Part 1), following the informed consent procedure described above, 
participants will then undergo a 3-minute physiological recording. Specifically, for measures of 
physiological arousal subjects will be introduced to the Polygraph Professional (2008) equipment which 
measures heart rate, electrodermal activity (EDA), respiration and blood pressure. Silver-silver chloride 
pads will be used to collect EDA, and will be placed on the index and fourth fingers on the participant’s 
non-dominant hand. Electrodermal activation (EDA) responses are measured in terms of amplitude (i.e., 
the height of the electrodermal response measured in microsiemens [µS]). A pulse oximeter will be 
placed on the middle finger of the participant’s non-dominant hand to measure HR. Respiration will be 
recorded via two pneumatic chest bands - the upper will be placed around the chest and the lower, 
around the abdomen and over their clothing. Blood pressure will be measured via a blood pressure cuff 
that will be placed on the brachial artery/upper portion of the individual’s left arm. All core equipment is 
cleansed with alcohol swabs after use; the researcher will provide the participant with antibacterial lotion 
prior to application of electrodes; electrodes will be replaced as needed. The sanitary procedures will be 
explained to the subject and implemented (e.g., experimenter’s use of gloves, and use of cleansed and 
disinfected equipment using alcohol, etc.). Participants will be asked to remain still in a relaxed and 
comfortable position (to reduce physical movement) while a recording is taken for a 3- minute period. All 
physiological data recorded will be coded alphanumerically without personal identifiers. Subjects will be 
seated and will be given time to rest prior to, and during, the recordings. 

Following this, the participant will be asked to complete a self-report rating of his/her arousal level before 
physiological activity is recorded (as used in, for example, Baker and Good [2014]), participants are 
shown a scale (from 1 to 10) on a laminated sheet and asked to provide a self-report rating of their 
current arousal state (1 - e.g., very relaxed to 10 – e.g., very stressed). Participants will be asked to 
complete two short self-report measures on their mood: (1) Profile of Mood States Second Edition 
(POMS-2) and (2) Positive Affect Negative Affect Scale (PANAS). 
 
Participants will then be asked to complete a series of paper and pencil neuropsychological measures, 
including: (1) Letter-Number Sequencing (Version 1; Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-4th Edition 
[WAIS-IV]), whereby participants are read a series of letters and numbers, and asked to repeat these 
back with the numbers first in numerical order, followed by the letters in alphabetic order, (2) Symbol 
Digit Modalities (Version 1), whereby participants are asked to transpose numbers matching to symbols 
as quickly as they can within a 90 second time limit, (3) Verbal Fluency (Version 1; Delis–Kaplan 
Executive Function System [D–KEFS]), whereby participants have 60 seconds to generate as many 
words following a prompt (e.g., starting with a certain letter, category, and switching between the two), 
(4) Inhibition (Version 1; NEPSY), whereby participants are asked to view a series of black and white 
shapes or arrows and name them, or their direction, in rapid succession, (5) Affect Recognition 
(Advanced Clinical Solutions), whereby participants are asked identify the affect of emotional faces as 
well as match emotional faces, (6) Matrix Reasoning (Version 1; WAIS-IV), whereby participants are 
asked to solve a series of visuospatial problems, and (7) Mental Rotation (Vanderberg & Kuse, 1979), 
whereby participants are asked to match drawings in different orientations. These tests are well-
researched and their standard administration times will be applied. See the Appendix for more details 
regarding neuropsychological measures.  
 
Participants will then be randomly assigned to one of two conditions (A or B). Condition A will have the 
participant complete a computerized decision-making task, the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT; 100 trials, 10 
minutes in duration), which consists of being presented four decks of cards (two 'advantageous' and two 
'disadvantages') on a computer screen and being asked to select one card at a time from one of the 
decks with the goal of gaining as many points as possible, prior to a brief exercise intervention. 
Condition B will have participants complete the IGT following the brief exercise intervention. This 
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methodology is required as the IGT can only be administered once, given its learning-to-learn 
characteristics. 
 
Prior to the exercise intervention, a second 3 minute recording of physiological arousal will be taken and 
participants will be asked to self-report rating of his/her arousal level. The researcher will calculate the 
participant’s target heart rate (i.e., 66% of maximal heart rate [0.66 x (220 – Age)] and following which 
the participant will be asked to engage in the brief aerobic exercise intervention, during which they will 
ride a stationary bicycle that monitors their heart rate through sensors located on the handle bars and 
displays them on a screen in front them. The researcher will gently instruct the participant to sustain 
activity sufficient to reach the target heart rate and maintain this rate for 20 minutes in duration (as per 
Tomporowski, 2003). Should the participant experience discomfort, they will be reminded that the study 
can be discontinued at any time with no penalty and at no cost to themselves.  
 
Once the brief aerobic exercise intervention is concluded, another 3 minute recording of physiological 
arousal will be taken and participants will be asked to rate their arousal level. Following this, participants 
will complete an alternate version (Version 2) of the same neuropsychological measures completed 
previously (i.e., Letter-Number Sequences, Symbol-Digit Modalities, Verbal Fluency, Inhibition, Affect 
Recognition, and Matrix Reasoning. Finally, another 3 minute recording of physiological arousal and 
rating of arousal state will be taken. 
 
For the last part of the study, participants will be given a selection of untimed, self-paced self-report 
questionnaires that measure the following: psychopathology – e.g., depressive and anxiety symptoms 
(Profile of Mood States Second Edition (POMS-2), Positive Affect Negative Affect Scale [PANAS], Beck 
Depression Inventory [BDI], Symptom Checklist Revised-90 [SCL-R-90], Personality Assessment 
Inventory [PAI], and State-Trait Anxiety Inventory [STAI]), executive functioning (Behavior Rating 
Inventory of Executive Function – Adult [BRIEF-A]); personality characteristics (HEXACO Personality 
Inventory – Revised [HEXACO-PI-R]) and lastly demographics (Everyday Living Questionnaire), which 
includes a measure of post-concussive symptoms (Post-Concussion Symptom Scale [PCS]); see the 
Appendix for a description of each measure. At this point, a final 3 minute recording of physiological 
arousal and rating of arousal will be obtained. This testing session is expected to take approximately 2 
hours to complete in total.  

At the end of the session, the participant will be invited to return for Part 2 of the study in one week’s 
time by signing up for another time slot on SONA. Again, the consent process will be conducted as 
previously described. The briefer version of the Part 1 testing protocol will be presented, and include 
only the following questionnaires: (1) POMS-2, BDI, SCL-R-90, PANAS, BRIEF-A, and a brief 
demographic questionnaire asking for any updates (please see Appendix).  

Upon completion of the study, participants will be debriefed as to the nature and purpose of the study, 
and thanked for their participation (see Appendix for Debriefing Form). Included in the debriefing form is 
counselling contact information for Brock University Counseling Services should any negative emotions 
become evident in the course of the study. Participants will also receive contact information for the 
principal investigator/faculty supervisor, and principal student investigators. Finally, participants will be 
invited to review the results of the study at its completion (by summer 2019). Note: As indicated in 
Section 15 3(b) below, the BDI-II will be scored immediately after the student has completed testing (i.e., 
immediately after they leave the testing session). 

 
11. Professional Expertise/Qualifications: 
 
Does this procedure require professional expertise/recognized qualifications (e.g., registration as a 
clinical psychologist, first aid certification)?   

 Yes   specify: Some of the questionnaires used in this study are protected standardized 
questionnaires to be used under the supervision of a Registered Clinical Psychologist.        No 
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If YES, indicate whether you, your supervisor, or any members of your research team have the 
professional expertise/recognized qualifications required?   Yes       No 
 
12. Participants: 
 
Describe the number of participants and any required demographic characteristics (e.g., age, gender). 
 
Ninety Brock University students will participate in this study (n = 90). No specific demographics are 
required beyond limiting age to 30 years or below; however, students will be fluent in English. 

 
13. Recruitment: 
 
Describe how and from what sources the participants will be recruited, including any relationship between 
the investigator(s), sponsor(s) and participant(s) (e.g., family member, instructor-student; manager-
employee).  
Attach a copy of any poster(s), advertisement(s) and/or letter(s) to be used for recruitment. 
 
Ninety participants will be recruited for the study by volunteering through the online Brock University 
Psychology Department Research website (i.e., SONA see appendix for advertisement) and poster 
advertisements. Poster advertisements for this study will be posted on the Psychology Research Board 
and other various boards across campus.  

 
14. Compensation: 
 
a) Will participants receive compensation for participation?  Yes    No 
b) If yes, please provide details.   
 
Participants will have the opportunity to receive research participation hours for applicable courses at the 
university. The participants will be credited at the rate of one half credit per half hour of participation 
which is the standard rate associated with participation to a maximum of 4 hours for their participation.  
 
Additionally, in lieu of receiving course credit (or if the maximum number of credits have been earned), 
participants may choose to have their name entered into a draw that will be held after the data collection 
is completed. The draw the students will qualify for will also be commensurate with the number of half 
hour increments of participation, not otherwise applied to course credit. The draws (12) will be for the 
equivalent of $10 per half hour participation (to a maximum of $80). 

 
SECTION C – DESCRIPTION OF THE RISKS AND BENEFITS OF THE PROPOSED 
RESEARCH 
 
15. Possible Risks: 
 
1) Indicate if the participants might experience any of the following risks: 
 
 a) Physical risks (including any bodily contact, physical stress, or administration of any substance)?   
   Yes  No 
 

b) Psychological risks (including feeling demeaned, embarrassed worried or upset, emotional stress)? 
  Yes  No 

 
 c) Social risks (including possible loss of status, privacy, and / or reputation)?   Yes  No 
 

d) Are any possible risks to participants greater than those that the participants might encounter in 
 their everyday life?  Yes  No 
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 e) Is there any deception involved?     Yes  No 
 

f) Is there potential for participants to feel obligated to participate or coerced into contributing to this 
research (because of regular contact between participants and the researcher, relationships that 
involve power-dynamics, etc.)?  Yes  No 

 
2)  If you answered Yes to any of 1a – 1f above, please explain the risk. 
 
a) Participants will be connected to physiological activity recording equipment to collect physiological 
data (i.e., heart rate, electrodermal activity, respiration and blood pressure). To collect this data, two 
electrodes (placed on separate fingers of the non-dominant hand) will be used to record electrodermal 
activity, two respiration bands (placed around the participant’s chest and lower abdomen), a pulse 
oximeter (placed on the participant’s finger) to collect heart rate data, and a blood pressure cuff (placed 
around the participant's bicep of the left arm). Although the equipment is not invasive, the application of 
the electrodes, pulse oximeter, respiration bands and blood pressure cuff involves minor physical 
contact from the researcher to the participant. In order to minimize any discomfort participants may feel 
during the placement of the physiological recording equipment, participants will be clearly asked for 
consent and the process of applying the physiological recording equipment will be fully explained and 
modeled for the participants by the researcher prior to application. In addition, participants will be asked 
to complete/and directed as to how to make any adjustments of the equipment on his/her body to 
minimize physical contact between the participant and the researcher. Participants will be asked to self- 
identify any dermal sensitivities (e.g., allergies) they may have as it is possible, but unlikely, that 
participants may have sensitivity to the electrode conductive gel. Participants will be provided with 
sanitary moist wipes to remove the conductive gel. Explicit instructions for all procedures will be 
provided to the participant (directly and through modeling in terms of the polygraph equipment) and 
sanitary procedures will be explained and implemented (e.g., use of gloves, cleansed and disinfected 
equipment, etc.). Post-recruitment, but prior to testing, subjects will be advised that alternate 
arrangements can be made if they prefer ‘same sex’ researchers.  

The equipment will be handled by the experimenter using gloves during application, and subsequent to 
testing cleansed using alcohol swabs after each subject, and washed down at the end of each test day. 
Electrode pads are replaced. Subjects will be advised that they can administer the respiratory bands 
(across the chest and abdomen) overtop their clothing (there are no clothing restrictions required). 
Participants will be invited to complete these procedures independently; they will be advised as to how 
make appropriate adjustments. These steps should minimize/eliminate physical contact between 
his/herself and the researcher.  

EDA is a measure of SNS (sympathetic nervous system) arousal via sweating. There is no risk range 
associated with it. Similarly, respiration rates are measures of breathing; with no risk range for this 
equipment to detect. Heart rate (pulse) is typically between 60 and 100, but fit individuals can have 
normative rates as low as 40, and higher rate of 120 are not uncommon for less fit individuals. Any 
detected rates for this study will not be regarded as sufficient or diagnostic. Finally, blood pressure (BP) 
has guidelines that suggest if BP is higher than 140/90 (systolic 140 or above; or diastolic 90 or above) 
this may be an indication of concern worth bringing to a medical physician’s attention. When BP is 180 
or above (systolic) or 110 or above (diastolic) then medical treatment should be accessed in earnest 
(Bonow, Mann, Zipes, & Libby, 2012). As such, participants will be advised to review their BP with their 
doctor in the former case (e.g., to campus medical support, Student Health Services, [905] 688-5550 x 
3243 – located in Harrison Hall next to Campus Security), and directed to medical care in the later or to 
an urgent/emergency centre (e.g., the St. Catharines General Hospital, 1200 Fourth Ave., St. 
Catharines, ON L2S 0A9, [905] 378-4647; 911 in the case of emergency) with an offer of assistance 
from the experimenter on site.  

Lastly, participants will be asked to complete a brief aerobic exercise intervention, requiring them to 
increase their cardiovascular output to produce an increased heart rate of approximately 66% of their 
maximum heart rate. While this exercise is considered to be of moderate intensity, participant will be 
encouraged to not surpass any level of exertion that they feel is associated with any discomfort. Should 
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they wish to discontinue the study at any time during this procedure, they can do so without 
consequence.  

b) Participants will be asked to complete neurocognitive tests and questionnaires of assessing their 
behaviours. Students may feel awkward, or cognitively inadequate, if they are unsuccessful on any of 
the neurocognitive tests, and they may feel uncomfortable with disclosure of information on measures of 
psychopathology and personal demographics. Participants often feel the psychological pressure of being 
evaluated when doing psychological tests (e.g., personality questionnaires, tests of reasoning) due to 
their association with overall competency. As a result, they may be slightly embarrassed, or disquieted, 
by their performance or otherwise stressed as to what their performance means in terms of capacity or 
ability. Participants will be reminded that the researchers are interested in group, rather than individual, 
responses, and that the cognitive tests are intentionally challenging in order to avoid ceiling effects, 
rather than it being reflective of their cognitive capacity. Participants will have been previously informed 
during the informed consent process that the questionnaires may involve questions of a sensitive or 
personal nature and are at liberty to omit any answer/response should they choose.  

Further, participants may experience emotional discomfort or awareness when completing the BDI-II 
and/or researchers may become aware of an individual’s lowered affect and/or depression as a function 
of his/her response to items on the BDI-II.  

In order to address these concerns, they will be advised that there are no right or wrong answers for the 
questionnaires, and that the neurocognitive tests are designed to disallow completion (in order to avoid 
ceiling effects which would result in a nil measure). They will also be reminded of the confidentiality 
aspects of conducting research (i.e., their results will be examined in congregant and analyzed as part of 
a group; no one beyond the researchers will have access to their individual data, and their answer 
booklets and files will be alpha-numerically coded) and we will reaffirm their right to not complete any 
aspect of the study without prejudice.  

e) While subjects will be fully informed of the tasks they will be asked to perform and the reasons 
associated with each of those measures, informed consent procedures and recruitment materials do not 
explicitly state the researchers’ interests in head injury/brain injury as a primary variable in this study. 
Research has shown that informing participants that head injury/brain injury as one of the study 
variables of interest can influence subsequent performance (Suhr & Gunstad, 2002; 2005). As well, 
subjects will not be informed of the researchers’ interests in mindfulness, since preconceived notions 
regarding mindfulness or meditation practice may produce a sampling bias, thereby decreasing the 
representativeness of the sample. Subjects will be fully debriefed upon study completion.  

f) Given the nature of the study involving two testing sessions (which involves contact between the 
participants and researcher on two occasions), subjects may feel obligated to continue participating in 
the study. However, participants will be fully informed during the consent process that their participation 
in the study is completely voluntary and that they can withdraw from the study at any time, without 
penalty or prejudice. As well, participants will be reminded of their right to withdraw from the study during 
each of the testing/training sessions. 

 
3) Describe how the risks will be managed and include the availability of appropriate medical or clinical 
expertise or qualified persons. Explain why less risky alternative approaches could not be used. 
 
a) Subjects will be asked about any allergies or skin sensitivities they may have and will be screened to 
not participate in the study as appropriate. In the unlikely event that participants may have an unknown 
sensitivity to the electrode conductive gel, participants will be provided with sanitary wipes to remove the 
gel. Further, to ensure sanitary conditions, the researcher will provide the participant with antibacterial 
lotion prior to application of electrodes; for any procedures that the participant finds challenging and 
requires the researcher to minimally assist the participant through contact (e.g., application of the 
electrodes), the participlant will confirm permission to assist and using disposable nonlatex gloves. 
Sanitary procedures will be practiced in the lab – all RAs washing with soap and water with antibacterial 
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lotion being available and present at all times; all equipment will be cleaned between subjects with the 
disposable alcohol cleansing swabs and antibacterial wipe down. Post-recruitment, but prior to testing, 
subjects will be advised that alternate arrangements can be made if they prefer ‘same sex’ researchers. 
Alternate approaches are not possible for the acquisition of the physiological measures.  

b) To manage psychological risk, participants will be fully informed during the informed consent process 
that cognitive/neuropsychological testing will take place. The subject’s freedom to withdraw from the 
study at the time of consent, or any other time throughout testing, will be reinforced. Furthermore, the 
researcher will answer any questions that the participant may have initially, and throughout the testing 
session, and participants will be fully debriefed verbally by the researcher at the end of the study. The 
researcher will reinforce that the tests do not reflect the capacity of the participant and that they are 
intentionally challenging to ensure the ceiling effects are avoided for data collection. The completion of 
the cognitive tasks and questionnaires are considered to be of low risk since these tests simulate the 
experiences students would otherwise have/be familiar with in a university setting (e.g. writing tests, 
providing demographic information).  

Furthermore, the BDI-II will be scored immediately after testing is complete. The experimenter must 
initial the score indicating the score has been reviewed. The response threshold that warrants review 
and/or action is any score on the BDI-II that reaches (or exceeds) the criterion for the “moderate” range 
(Wang, 2013). In addition, and in any case, questions 9 and 14 are flagged as they pertain to suicidal 
ideation. If an individual has an elevated score (overall, or on questions 9 and 14), the Principal 
Investigator, Dr. Dawn Good, C. Psych., or Student Investigator, Sean Robb, will be contacted 
immediately. Either the Student Investigator (Sean Robb) or Principal Investigator (both of whom have 
access to the master list) will match the participant’s coded number to their name and review the results. 
Note that any individual whose score indicates significant depression and/or endorsed “at risk” items, will 
be evaluated for current status by the Principal Investigator (according to established suicide prevention 
protocol – Distress Centre of Ontario) and provided facilitated access to services (involving 
psychiatric/Crisis Centre services through the Niagara Health System) as needed. If there is an elevated 
score, our protocol is for the participant to be contacted within 24 hours. The Student or Principal 
Investigator will advise the participant as to why s/he is being contacted and will engage in discussion 
that ultimately provides the participant with psychological/psychiatric resources and contact information. 
Furthermore, should the participant indicate that a preference for assistance, the Investigator will offer to 
assist the participant in accessing services or support should they wish.  

Counseling services at Brock University information is provided to participants in their debriefing letter as 
is the following advisement: If you had any negative experiences (e.g., reading/responding to sensitive 
questions, increased cognitive demands) as a result of participating in this research study and wish to 
speak with a counsellor please contact: Brock University Counselling Services, Schmon Tower 400, 
(905) 688-5550 extension 4750, http://www.brocku.ca/personal-counselling or the Principal Investigator, 
Dr. Dawn Good, Department of Psychology, B308 MC, extension 3869, dawn.good@brocku.ca. 
Community-based Mental Health Programs and Services in Niagara can be accessed via: 
http://www.familysupportniagara.com/resources/niagara-mental-health-programs-services-directory/; 
Canadian Mental Health Association (CMHA) Niagara branch – [905] 688-2543; Distress Centre Niagara 
– [905] 688-3711.  

To mitigate and manage risk, participants will be advised in the informed consent letter that the study 
includes questionnaires that may ask sensitive questions. They will be informed that they can leave any 
questions blank that they do not feel comfortable answering. Furthermore, in the informed consent 
process participants are reminded that their participation is completely voluntary, and at any point during 
the testing session, they may withdraw from the study at any time. In addition, as noted above, upon 
debriefing, they will be provided information pertaining to counseling services, should that be relevant to 
them.  

During debriefing the participants will be advised of our interest in, amongst other things, head and brain 
injuries. For any person who has experienced a brain injury, it will be clear to them that they are in the 
brain injury group, and not alarmed to this fact; for persons who have experienced milder neural 
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complications (e.g., impact to the head causing an altered state of consciousness, repeated 
concussions), it will be clear that they are of particular interest as well, but they may be more concerned 
due to the questions they may have as to ‘why’ they would be of interest to researchers. We will explain 
that neural changes after concussions are mostly temporary and otherwise subtle, but can be more 
persistent, as has been witnessed in the popular press for some sports celebrities. We will reinforce our 
intention to understand the implications on function (emotional, cognitive), if any, of these possible 
neural changes, subtle or otherwise, and ultimately, assist/optimize functioning for any person with 
traumatic injuries to the head and brain. The fact of persistence versus temporary is indicated in the 
Debrief Form (i.e., “. . . a small proportion experiencing persistent symptoms after three months [the 
majority will have resolved fully within 3 weeks]. Most effects of mild injuries to the head are temporary, 
and otherwise, subtle. As popularized by the press on sports injuries, some can be more permanent.”) 
The Debrief form constitutes the script and is read aloud to the students at study completion (and they 
can read along in their own copy).  

The researcher will also confirm with the participants their comfort and/or concerns upon testing 
completion and provide the participants with counseling and research ethics contact information should 
they feel they have any negative experience or emotion (e.g., feeling uncomfortable, etc.) as a result of 
participating in the study that would need to be addressed outside of the ‘study’ setting. This information 
is provided in the debriefing form: “It is our intention to confirm with you that your experience in this study 
has been a rewarding one and you are thanked for your contribution to this research endeavour. 
However, if you had any negative experiences (e.g., reading/responding to sensitive questions, 
increased cognitive demands) as a result of participating in this research study, please contact either of 
the Principal Investigators (listed below). Participants will also be provided with resources should they 
like more information/support regarding head trauma (e.g., The Ontario Brain Injury Association (OBIA): 
www.obia.ca; The Ontario Neurotrauma Foundation (ONF): www.onf.org); Brain Injury Association of 
Niagara (BIAN): www.bianiagara.org), as well as information regarding Brock Counseling Services (i.e., 
University Counselling Services, Schmon Tower 400, (905) 688- 5550 extension 4750, 
http://www.brocku.ca/personal-counselling) in the event they wish to access additional supports.“ 

e) Participants are not informed in advance about head injury/brain injury as a focus for the study 
because research has shown that informing participants that head injury is a study variable of interest 
will influence subsequent performance (referred to as ‘diagnosis threat’ - Suhr & Gunstad, 2002; 2005) 
and has the potential to introduce a sampling bias, which could reduce the representativeness of the 
sample. 

 
16. Possible Benefits: 
 
Discuss any potential direct benefits to the participants from their involvement in the project.  Comment 
on the (potential) benefits to the scientific community/society that would justify involvement of participants 
in this study.  
 
Student participants can benefit from participation in this study by gaining insight into psychological and 
physiological research and empirical methods relevant to psychology. Moreover, it is expected that they 
will receive direct temporary improvement to their mood and cognition (Chang et al., 2012; 
Tomporowski, 2003;). Additionally, through their efforts, this study will benefit future clinical research 
which can more directly inform diagnosis, understanding, and treatment of depression both in an MHI 
and non-MHI population.  

 
SECTION D – THE INFORMED CONSENT PROCESS 
 
17. The Consent Process: 
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Describe the process that the investigator(s) will be using to obtain informed consent. Include a 
description of who will be obtaining the informed consent. If there will be no written consent form, explain 
why not. 
For information about the required elements in the letter of invitation and the consent form, as well as 
samples, please refer to: http://www.brocku.ca/researchservices/forms/index.php  
 
If applicable, attach a copy of the Letter of Invitation, the Consent Form, the content of any 
telephone script, and any other material that will be utilized in the informed consent process.   
 
The participants involved in this study will be invited to participate in the study and will be asked to 
register online through the Brock University Psychology Department Website (i.e., SONA) or to contact 
the researcher via email to arrange a convenient testing time and date. Upon arrival to the testing room, 
participants will be read an informed consent script by the researcher, and individually asked to sign a 
written informed consent form (see Appendix).  

 
18. Consent by an authorized party: 
 
If the participants are minors or for other reasons are not competent to consent, describe the proposed 
alternative source of consent, including any permission form to be provided to the person(s) providing the 
alternative consent.  
 
N/A 

 
19. Alternatives to prior individual consent:  
 
If obtaining individual participant consent prior to commencement of the research project is not 
appropriate for this research, please explain and provide details for a proposed alternative consent 
process.  
 
N/A 

 
20. Feedback to Participants: 
 
Explain what feedback/ information will be provided to the participants after participation in the project. 
This should include a more complete description of the purpose of the research, and access to the results 
of the research. Also, describe the method and timing for delivering the feedback. 
 
At the end of testing session, participants will be given a debriefing statement (see Appendix) and will 
also be given a verbal description of the study. The purpose of the study will be discussed and it will be 
explained to participants that self-report data will be used to identify any significant differences in 
symptom endorsement between groups. Participants will also be informed that the physiological data will 
be used to investigate the underarousal hypothesis. All participants will be informed that the data 
collected will be summarized, used as thesis data, and presented in publishable reports and 
conferences. All individual data will remain confidential and anonymous. Participants will be invited to 
view the results of the study by date of completion (April 2019) and may contact the investigators either 
directly or via e-mail. Contact information will be provided to the participant on the debriefing form should 
the participant wish to contact the researchers at any time. 

 
21. Participant withdrawal:  
 

a) Describe how the participants will be informed of their right to withdraw from the project.  Outline 
the procedures that will be followed to allow the participants to exercise this right. 

 
Participation in this study is voluntary. Participants can choose to withdraw at any time during the group 
or individual sessions. The participants will be informed of their freedom to withdraw in both the verbal 
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and written informed consent processes (see Appendix). Also, the consent form will be read aloud to the 
participants to reiterate their freedom to withdraw without penalty. It will be explained that if the 
participant should choose to withdraw their participation, they will receive participation credit 
commensurate with their participation and their data will be destroyed and disposed of in a professional 
and confidential manner. Participants will be informed that they can verbally inform the researcher at any 
time during the sessions of their choice to withdraw participation. Furthermore, they will be reminded of 
the services available that they can consult should they have any questions (Brock University 
Counselling Services; Research Ethics Officer; Principal Investigator). 

 
b) Indicate what will be done with the participant’s data should the participant choose to withdraw. 
Describe what, if any, consequences withdrawal might have on the participant, including any effect 
that withdrawal may have on participant compensation. 

 
If participants choose to withdraw, the researcher will provide them with a written debriefing form (see 
Appendix), and also answer any questions. If a participant withdraws at any time during the group or 
individual sessions, any data collected from him or her will be destroyed (shredded; biological measures 
will be appropriately disposed) and not used in data analysis. If the participant choosing to withdraw is 
receiving research participation credit, the length of the student’s participation will be credited for 
appropriate participation hours up to the maximum length of the study. 

 
SECTION E – CONFIDENTIALITY & ANONYMITY  
 
Confidentiality: information revealed by participants that holds the expectation of privacy.  This means 
that all data collected will not be shared with anyone except the researchers listed on this application. 
 
Anonymity of data: information revealed by participants will not have any distinctive character or 
recognition factor, such that information can be matched (even by the researcher) to individual 
participants.  Any information collected using audio-taping, video recording, or interview cannot be 
considered anonymous. Please note that this refers to the anonymity of the data itself and not the 
reporting of results. 
 
22. Given the definitions above: 
 
a)   Will the data be treated as confidential?  Yes  No 
b)    Are the data anonymous?    Yes  No 
 
c) Describe any personal identifiers that will be collected during the course of the research (e.g., 
participant names, initials, addresses, birth dates, student numbers, organizational names and titles etc.). 
Indicate how personal identifiers will be secured and if they will be retained once data collection is 
complete.  
 

 
d) If any personal identifiers will be retained once data collection is complete, provide a comprehensive 
rationale explaining why it is necessary to retain this information, including the retention of master lists 
that link participant identifiers with unique study codes and de-identified data. 
 

 Participant names will be collected through the informed consent process, however, informed consent 
forms are kept entirely separate from collected data. All data collected (questionnaires, test forms, 
physiological measures) will be alphanumerically coded with no personal identifiers. Informed consent 
forms will be retained for a period of 10 years after which time they will be shredded. 

Given that we are collecting sensitive information about the wellbeing of our participants (e.g., symptoms 
of depression, anxiety, etc.), we will be requesting from them a way of reaching them should any of their 
answers suggest that they may require clinical follow-up. Further, we are required by the College of 
Psychologists to make available any clinically-based protected outcomes, should one of our participant’s 
clinicians request this data from us. This must be maintained for up to 10 years. As a result, we will 
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e) State who will have access to the data.   
 
Dr. Dawn Good (principal investigator), Sean Robb (principal student investigator), and research 
assistants associated with Dr. Good’s laboratory will have access to the coded raw data files. All of 
these individuals have completed confidentiality agreements compliant with the FIPPA (Freedom of 
Information and Protection of Privacy Act, 2008), and PHIPA (Personal Health Information Protection 
Act, 2004). Only the principal investigators will have access to the participant identifier master list. 

 
f) Describe the procedures to be used to ensure anonymity of participants and/or confidentiality of data 
both during the conduct of the research and in the release of its findings. 
 
To ensure confidentiality, informed consent forms will be kept separate from the data collected from the 
participants. Each subject is provided an individual file that will contain all written materials, and a 
‘virtual’ file for their electronic recordings. The files have no names – only an alphanumeric code 
associated with it – pre-assigned upon recruitment, which is matched to a master list that matches the 
name of the participant with the alphanumeric code to which only Dr. Good and Sean Robb have 
access.  
 
The files are locked in the research lab filing cabinets in Dr. Good’s locked research rooms in the Plaza 
Building. To ensure confidentiality, informed consent forms will be kept with the master list and separate 
from the data collected. Also, all data will be alphanumerically coded to ensure confidentiality. No 
information that could potentially reveal a participant’s identity will be used in discussion, or in the 
reporting, of the findings. Participants will be informed that all data collected will be kept strictly 
confidential in a locked, safe lab to which only the principal investigator, student investigators and the 
research assistants will have access. To further ensure confidentiality, researchers and research 
assistants have signed confidentiality agreements (see Appendix).  
 
Note that any private information shared by the participant (e.g., illegal activities, suicide risk) will also be 
respected as confidential. Illegal activities (e.g., drug use) will remain anonymous and in their 
alphanumerically-coded files only; suicide risk will monitored according to the protocol described in 
Section 15 3(b) above. 

 
g) If participant anonymity and/or confidentiality is not appropriate to this research project, explain, in 
detail, how all participants will be advised that data will not be anonymous or confidential.  
 
During the consent and debriefing sessions, participants will be advised that anonymity and 
confidentiality of their data will be preserved and that their data will be coded alphanumerically in a 
database, and it will never be used individually, but instead will be used only within the context of group 
statistical findings. 

 
h) Explain how written records, video/audio tapes, and questionnaires will be secured, and provide 
details of their final disposal or storage, including how long they will be secured and the disposal method 
to be used. 
 
All raw data collected will be kept in the secure and locked file in the Principal Investigator’s lab (PL 621) 
for a period of ten years. After the ten-year period, data will be shredded and/or destroyed. 

 
SECTION F -- SECONDARY USE OF DATA 
 
23. 
 a) Is it your intention to reanalyze the data for purposes other than described in this application?  
  Yes  No 
 

require a master list of participant’s names corresponding to their respective participant number which 
will only be available to the principle investigators. 
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b) Is it your intention to allow the study and data to be reanalyzed by colleagues, students, or other 
researchers outside of the original research purposes? If this is the case, explain how you will allow 
your participants the opportunity to choose to participate in a study where their data would be 
distributed to others (state how you will contact participants to obtain their re-consent) 

  
While the data will not be analyzed in a manner outside of the original research purposes, there are 
many co-variables measured in the study (e.g., individual items, demographic characteristics) that will be 
analyzed over time by the Principal Researcher, and may involve other research students (assistants 
and theses students), through various research projects and theses. 

 
c) If there are no plans to reanalyze the data for secondary purposes and, yet, you wish to keep the 
data indefinitely, please explain why. 

 
N/A 

 
SECTION G -- MONITORING ONGOING RESEARCH 
 
It is the investigator’s responsibility to notify the REB using the “Renewal/Project Completed” 
form, when the project is completed or if it is cancelled. 
http://www.brocku.ca/researchservices/forms/index.php 
 
24. Annual Review and Serious Adverse Events (SAE): 
 
a) MINIMUM REVIEW REQUIRES THE RESEARCHER COMPLETE A “RENEWAL/PROJECT 
COMPLETED” FORM AT LEAST ANNUALLY.   
Indicate whether any additional monitoring or review would be appropriate for this project. 
 
N/A 

 
*Serious adverse events (negative consequences or results affecting participants) must be reported to 
the Research Ethics Officer and the REB Chair, as soon as possible and, in any event, no more than 3 
days subsequent to their occurrence. 
 
25. COMMENTS 
 
If you experience any problems or have any questions about the Ethics Review Process at Brock 
University, please feel free to contact the Research Ethics Office at (905) 688-5550 ext 3035, or 
reb@brocku.ca 


